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Abstract
Nanopores are nanometer sized openings that are the connection between two electrolyte
filled reservoirs. The measurement of the ion transport flowing through such a pore allows
to probe physically or biologically interesting phenomena. These range from the passage of
biological molecules, to the modulation of current due to multiple physical effects when the
nanopore undergoes mechanical strain or pressure induced flow. Many types of nanopores
exist: biological protein pores engineered to be able to sequence DNA, glass nanocapillaries
easily interfaced with optical tools, or silicon nitride membrane pores which are a standard
tool of recent nanotechnology.
This thesis is split into two parts. The first focuses on the use of glass nanocapillaries which
allow the facile combination of nanopore experiments with optical tweezers. Optical tweezers
are a well established single molecule tool that allow precise force measurement on biologically
relevant scales. They are used here for the control of DNA passing through the nanopore. Their
ability to measure small scale forces allows the detailed investigation of DNA binding proteins,
and attempts to measure the force of DNA passage through biological pores. Extensions of
these experiments to the elastic behaviour of DNA during its passage through a nanopore
reveal the effects of flow generated by the charged surface of nanopores themselves. This
motivates attempts to control such flows as well as the second part of the thesis.
The second part of the thesis focuses on nanofluidics, the role of fluid flow and ion transport
at the nanoscale. Using a setup combining pressure with nanopores it is possible to probe,
via precise measurements of the conduction of the nanopore, the wetting state of the pore.
Contamination phenomena are shown to be abundant with such small systems and a de-
scription of their effects on standard measurements such as direct current current-voltage
curves is given. Following this, pressure is applied to perfectly filled pores and, thanks to a
new alternating current detection method, is shown to be able to discern the effect of pressure
induced strain at the pore as well as the coupling of hydraulic flow with electrical properties of
the pore. Finally, extensions beyond aqueous solvents are explored in both nanocapillaries
and silicon nitride pores. For this, room-temperature ionic liquids are used. These liquids
are known from previous studies to behave differently at surfaces and in nano-confinement.
The nanopore system both with and without added pressure is shown to be a good tool for
investigating such phenomena.

Keywords: Nanopore, nanocapillary, optical tweezers, DNA translocation, DNA-protein complex, DNA
dynamics, electroosmotic flow, ionic current rectification, protein nanopores, room-temperature ionic
liquids, hydrostatic pressure, mechano-sensitivity.
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Résumé
Les nanopores sont des ouvertures de taille nanométrique qui sont la seule connexion entre deux
réservoirs de liquide. La mesure du courant électrique à travers le nanopore permet de mesurer des
phénomènes physiques et biologiques variés. Parmi ceux-ci on compte la translocation de molécules
biologiques, ou la modulation du courant dû à de multiples effets tels que la mise en contrainte
mécanique du pore ou les effets de flux de liquide à travers le pore. Plusieurs variétés de nanopores
existent, entre autres les nanopores biologiques dont la plupart sont des protéines trans-membranaires
modifiées pour le séquençage d’ADN, des nanocapillaires de verre facilement associés aux mesures
optiques, ou les nanopores dans des membranes de nitrure de silicium qui sont le standard du domaine.
Cette thèse est divisée en deux parties. La première se concentre sur l’utilisation de nanocapillaires
en verre en combinaison avec des pinces optiques. Les pinces optiques sont un outil de biophysique
uni-moléculaire puissant qui a récemment reçu un prix Nobel. Cet outil est utilisé comme un contrôle
mécanique sur la translocation d’ADN. La possibilité de cet outil de mesurer la force s’appliquant à
l’ADN permet de détecter et de caractériser des protéines liées. Des extensions de cette technique à la
mesure de la dynamique élastique de l’ADN durant la translocation révèlent l’importance des effets
de flux de liquide dans ces systèmes. Ces flux peuvent être dus à la charge de surface intrinsèque des
nanopores ou à une pression externe.
La deuxième partie de la thèse concerne la nanofluidique, la physique des flux de liquide à l’échelle
nanométrique. En utilisant un nouveau montage combinant la pression et les nanopores il est possible,
en mesurant précisément la conduction électrique du nanopore, de déterminer l’état de mouillage
du pore. Des phénomènes de contamination sont présentés comme étant abondant dans ce genre de
système et une description des effets de la contamination sur la caractéristique électrique des pores
est décrite. Il est ensuite possible de mesurer des pores complètement remplis qui montre que la
mise en contrainte mécanique des nanopores, via l’application d’une pression, est mesurable dans
la conduction électrique du pore. Il est également possible de quantifier l’effet du couplage entre la
pression et les caractéristiques électriques du pore. Finalement, une extension au-delà des électrolytes
aqueux est tentée tant pour des nanocapillaires de verres que pour des nanopores en nitrure de silicium.
Pour ceci des liquides ioniques à température ambiante sont utilisés qui sont connus pour avoir des
propriétés différentes proche de surfaces ou en confinement nanométrique. L’outil du nanopore avec
ou sans l’addition de pression se montre être un système utile pour la description de ces liquides et
leurs propriétés.

Keywords : Nanopore, nanocapillaire, pinces optiques, translocation d’ADN, protéines liées, dynamique
d’ADN, flux électro-osmotique, rectification du courant ionique, nanopore biologique, liquide ionique
à température ambiante, pression hydrostatique, sensibilité mécanique.
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1 Introduction

Ever since Richard Feynman’s famous invitation to study the physics of the very small in his seminar
"There’s plenty of room at the bottom"[15], scientists from all fields of physics, biology, chemistry,
computer science, and material science have investigated nanoscale phenomena. This new field of
nanotechnology surfaced from the concerted efforts to develop tools and devices to be able to probe
the smallest length scales. This has resulted in the emergence of scanning tunnelling microscopy[16],
nanoscale transistors[17], optical tweezers[18], or atomic force microscopy[19], to cite but a few. New
systems were also discovered, the most famous of which may be the carbon based fullerenes[20],
nanotubes[21], and graphene[22] that now make up a whole research field unto themselves. These
discoveries have not only allowed an unprecedented description of the nanoscale but have allowed
the discovery of physical properties hitherto unknown[23]. These range from effects in fluid flows
where molecular slippage or surface dominant effects can be key[24], electro-chemistry at nanoscale
electrodes[25], magnetism at the nanoscale in otherwise non-magnetic materials[23], or nanoscale
superconductivity[26].

The widening of nanoscience to bio-nanotechnology is of key interest as it allows the expansion of
these powerful tools to the biological world. Indeed, applications of nanotechnology have seen great
breakthroughs with a plethora of medically related products containing or utilising nanomaterials[27].
This ranges from drug delivery, to diagnosis, to molecular imaging at the nanoscale with great potential
in cancer therapy[28; 29; 30]. This is the start of what Feynman had predicted as "swallowing the
doctor" and will only grow in importance with the following decades’ push towards more personalised
medicine[31].

1.1 Nanopores

Nanopores fit squarely within this field of bio-nanotechnology and have, over the past decades, shown
the power to sequence DNA[32], and detect the passage of proteins[33]. They have also been applied to
other areas of import including desalination[34], ion-pumps[35], and as tools to harvest the energy
of mixing salt solutions[36]. The prevailing tool used throughout this thesis is the nanopore device.
In order to introduce this topic, a broad overview of nanopores, their sensing principle, and their
applications is given here. For more specific introductions to types of nanopores such as biological or
solid state pores, as well as certain interesting characteristics such as electroosmotic flow, the chapters
pertaining to each specific case will contain a detailed introduction to the phenomena and relevant
literature.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

a)

b)

Figure 1.1 – Nanopore sensing scheme. a) Images from the original patent of the Coulter counter from
1953. This sensing scheme known as resistive pulse sensing was applied to the counting of erythrocytes.
The same resistive pulse sensing method is behind the nanopore sensing mechanism, albeit on a
smaller scale. Image is adapted from ref. [37]. b) Example of the resistive pulse sensing technique
in nanopores, in this case a quasi-2D MoS2 membrane. The insulating membrane seperates the two
electrolyte filled reservoirs and the nanopore is the only connection leading to an open pore current
dependent on the membrane and pore characteristics. When an analyte such as DNA translocates
through the pore the open pore current is reduced by a value ¢I for a duration ¢t characterizing the
translocating molecule. Image is adapted from ref. [38].

By definition a nanopore is a nanometer sized hole that acts as the sole connection between two
chambers filled with electrolyte solution. They can be divided into two distinct categories: biological
nanopores, and solid state nanopores. Most biological nanopores used for DNA sequencing are ion
channels extracted from bacterial cell membranes such as Mycobacterium smegmatis. These have
been engineered by amino acid mutations to have charge properties desirable for the translocation of
DNA[39] and have been the first nanopores to robustly show the possibility of DNA sequencing[32].
Solid-state nanopores show at least as much variety as their biological cousins. Indeed, pores can
be engineered in many materials at different length scales (0.2-100s nm): from flat silicon nitride
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1.1. Nanopores

membranes, atomically thin membranes such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)[38] or graphene[40], to
glass nanocapillaries with their conical geometry[41]. A third category could be described as a hybrid
of these biological and solid state nanopores: synthetic nanopores made from DNA origami[42; 43]. In
this case the pore is created by engineered strands of DNA that fold into a 3D pore structure and can be
interfaced with either a solid state supporting pore, or a lipid bilayer. However, this thesis will not deal
with such origami nanopores.

Whatever the nanopore of choice though, their sensing mechanism is the same (Figure (1.1)). Similar
to the Coulter counter principle, when an electric field is applied across the nanopore this induces
charged ions to move through the small restriction of the pore thus generating a current. By current
measurements with an amplifier the conductance of the pore, and how this conductance changes when
an analyte moves through the pore constriction yields information about the nanopore and the analyte.
The conductance of solid state nanopores is described by the addition of one term due solely to the
cylindrical pore itself and a second term due to the two access regions at each pore entrance[44; 45].
These access resistances are due to the fact that the bulk electrolyte converges sharply at the pore
mouth to the confined region of the pore. The conductance is thus modelled as:

Gnp =æB
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∂°1
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The first equation[45] is given for a flat nanopore geometry with L the thickness of the membrane, d the
diameter of the pore, and æB the bulk conductance of the electrolyte solution. The second equation[41]
is a modification of the first to take into account an asymmetric pore shape with d the small pore radius,
D the large pore radius, and t the taper length. This is the equation that governs the conductance
of glass nanocapillaries discussed in the first part of the thesis. As is represented on figure (1.1b)
translocations of analytes through nanopores yield two main quantities, the dwell time ¢t and the
current drop ¢I (equivalently the conductance drop ¢G =¢I /V ). Almost all the measurements with
nanopores base themselves on conductance measurements and how the conductance may change
in conditions such as a salt gradient[46], laser illumination of the pore surrounding[47], or when
hydrostatic pressure is applied to one side[48].

The electric field in nanopores is spatially restricted to the area of largest resistance. In silicon nitride
pores this is mostly dominated by the pore volume itself with an additional contribution from access
regions. In quasi-2D pores the thickness of the membrane being so small the field contribution
comes mostly from the access regions. Tapered nanocapillaries on the other hand behave slightly
differently. Due to their elongated geometry the electric field is extended as compared to membrane
based nanopores[49]. This extension in electric field will be discussed in more detail in chapter (3).

Due to the extensive range of length scales that solid state pores can span, different physical effects
may be relevant. Some useful length-scales to keep in mind throughout the thesis and discussions
on nanopores are given here. The first are the Debye length and Gouy-Chapman length. These are
related to the surface charge of the membrane material. Any charged surface in liquid will induce the
build up of an electrical double layer (EDL). This EDL is due to counter ions in the solution drawn by
Coulomb forces close to the charged surface which has the effect of screening the surface charge in the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

bulk electrolyte[50].

The electrical double layer, as its name suggests, is assumed to be made up of two distinct phases: the
Stern or immobile layer, and the diffuse layer. The Stern layer is the layer of ions that are at the closest
approach distance to the surface and are considered to be immobile compared to it due to adsorption
and Coulomb interactions being strong. In contrast to the Stern layer, the ions within the diffuse layer
are mobile compared to the surface. Electro-neutrality of the solution is broken in the EDL due to
a surplus of counter-ions. This breaking of electro-neutrality is important since when under a bias
potential the EDL diffuse region will feel a body force due to the electric field. This will in turn generate
a macroscopic liquid flow termed electroosmotic flow (EOF).

EOF is an important factor when membrane thickness is large, surface charge is high, or when asym-
metry in the nanopore geometry is present in which case it can cause ionic current rectification. These
effects will be discussed further in chapter (4) in the context of glass nanocapillaries and in chapter (8)
for silicon nitride pores. The width of the EDL depends on the salt concentration c0 and is represented
by the Debye length[51]:

∏D =
s

≤kB T
2(Z e)2c0

, (1.2)

where ≤ is the dielectric constant of the liquid, kB T the thermal energy, Z the valency of the ions, and e
the elementary charge. This length can vary between 0.3 nm at 1 M KCl solution, up to 30 nm for 100
µM KCl solutions. If a nanopore becomes small enough that the Debye lengths between the two sides
of the pore overlap then fluid transport properties can change drastically[52]. The Gouy-Chapman
length is an associated scale that describes the distance from the charged wall where the interaction
between an ion and the wall is on the order of the thermal energy. In contrast to the Debye length it
depends explicitly on the surface charge æ and does not depend on the bulk electrolyte concentration:

∏GC = 2≤kB T
æ(Z e)2 (1.3)

These length scales define the structure of the ionic species in the region of the surface. Descreening
effects may also take place under high electric fields inducing longer range interactions. These have
been quantified numerically in the nanopore geometry with the presence of a gate electrode and induce
field effects despite the lack of Debye layer overlap[53]. The Dukhin length quantifies the importance
of these surface effects to the conductance of the pore. The Dukhin length describes the scale at which
surface conduction through the EDL will dominate over bulk conduction. This implies modifications
to equations (1.1) above[54]. The Dukhin length is defined as the ratio of surface conductance to bulk
conductance and can be given as[55]:

∏Du = |æ|
c0

(1.4)

The Dukhin length for a surface charge of æ=°50 mC/m2 typical for silicon nitride, would vary from
0.5 nm at 1 M KCl, to 5 µm at 100 µM KCl. This drastic scaling with salt concentration shows the
importance of the Dukhin length and surface conduction in nanopore systems, especially as pore sizes
decrease, as relatively high salt concentrations may already incur significant deviations from equation
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(1.1).

Figure 1.2 – Zeta potential definition. Schematic representation of a charged silica surface in a low
concentration KCl solution, and the associated surface potential™ as a function of the distance to the
surface y . The shear plane is the plane at which hydrodynamic velocity u goes to zero and defines the
slip length b. This shows the case for b > 0. For b < 0 the velocity at the wall is non-zero and the slip
length defines the imaginary distance at which this velocity would die off. The surface potential at the
slip length defines the zeta potential: ™(y = b) = ≥. Figure is adapted from ref. [56].

A final length scale that depends on the surface properties is the slip length b. This slip length defines the
distance from the surface at which hydrodynamic motion becomes impossible. It is the transition length
between the immobile and diffuse regions of the EDL. The surface potential at the slip length is defined
as the zeta potential ≥. Figure (1.2) shows a schematic of a charged surface in liquid with associated
variables. The zeta potential is a proxy for the measurement of surface charge as it describes the surface
potential due to EDL formation. The zeta potential varies with both pH, and ion concentration, due
to its dependence on the surface chemistry induced surface charge, and the electrical screening in
solution respectively[56]. Models of zeta potential behaviour are possible although solutions are usually
restricted to the Debye-Hückel limit which assumes a small potential as compared to thermal energy
(i.e. ™< 25 mV)[56]. Measurements of zeta potential are possible by applying a fluid flow to the system.
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Due to the broken electro-neutrality of the double layer such a flow will pull a net surplus of one ion
type thus leading to a current or a potential build up between the two reservoirs. These are called
streaming current/potential (Istr and Vstr respectively) and are given as a function of the zeta potential
for the approximated case of a tube as[56]:

Istr =° ≤(2d)2º

¥L
¢Pª, (1.5a)

Vstr =
≤

¥æB
¢Pª, (1.5b)

where ¥ is the viscosity of the fluid, and¢P is the pressure gradient applied to generate fluid flow. These
equations allow to estimate the zeta potential for a nanopore via streaming measurements. All these
effects are due to ions and their interaction with the pore surface. However most nanopore experiments
are carried out for the resistive pulse sensing of analytes such as DNA.

1.2 Motivation

DNA translocations in nanopores are widely used and studied. However, much of this research is based
on the free translocation of analytes which occur at speeds on the order of 8 µm/ms[57]. This high
speed means that most studies restrict themselves to conclusions based on population statistics of
thousands of translocations. Perhaps the least understood part of the translocation process is the
DNA capture by the electric field and threading through the pore. Indeed, the exact path and physical
conformation of DNA as it translocates is not an easy characteristic to measure within 100 µs time
traces while only having the current to base conclusions on. This motivates the two parts of this thesis.
Firstly, to focus on the mechanical control of translocations and the added precision allowed by that
control. Secondly, the addition of an extra measurable, in addition to conductance measurements, to
better characterise and probe the nanopore system.

In order to shed light on the DNA threading piece of the translocation event puzzle, enabling mechanical
control over DNA passage is a first and useful step. Control, such as offered via optical or magnetic
tweezers, allows to better isolate the exact moment of capture and quantify it with available variables.
The combination of optical tweezers with nanocapillaries has been achieved by a handful of groups[58;
59]. The versatility of this tool is not limited to nanocapillaries and may be used with other types of
nanopores in order to probe previously unquantifiable aspects of their function[60; 61]. However, the
extension of this tool into more dynamic studies of DNA translocation behaviour are rare[62] and have
as yet not been applied to unravelling the DNA threading behaviour.

While the field of nanopores is widespread there are still many unknowns. Indeed, while the principles
behind nanopore sensing are easy to explain, the exact microscopic physics at the nanoscale are
often varied and complex. This complexity has been eluded to in the previous section where a rich
environment of physical effects have been shown to be present at length scales between 1°100 nm.
Most studies of this nanoscale physics is reduced by the fact that the probe is restricted to electrical
characterisation. While this sort of characterisation can be powerful, as is shown also in this thesis,
adding more strings to the bow of nanopore sensing would multiply the available data. Considering that
flows and liquid transport across nanopores is of crucial importance to understand many of the most
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promising applications (desalination[34], osmotic power generation[36], or mechanosensing[63; 64]
for example) the addition of hydrostatic pressure sensing is a vital addition to the standard nanopore
setup. In addition room-temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) are a promising new electrolyte for DNA
translocations due to their high viscosity that slow down the passage of DNA through the nanopore,
while remaining conductive enough to measure current drops[65]. However, much of RTIL behaviour,
especially on the nanoscale, is still unkown. Considering this more fundamental investigations of RTIL
and their properties on the nanoscale are of interest.

1.3 Thesis Layout

This thesis is split into two distinct parts. The first focuses on the wide topic of controlling translocations
with optical tweezers. An in-depth introduction to glass nanocapillaries as well as the optical tweezers
tool is given. The first main result discussed is the localisation and discrimination of DNA-protein
complexes via controlled translocations[66]. The second result is that of measuring the fast relaxation
of tensed DNA. Here, an overview of DNA polymer physics is given before moving on to DNA relaxation
results. Related to both previous topics is the presence of electroosmotic flow. Considering and
removing its effect on the dynamic measurements of DNA is vital and so discussions of EOF reduction
are also deliberated. Finally, the combination of optical tweezers and MspA biological nanopores is
discussed in the framework of force calibration for the single picometer resolution nanopore tweezers
(SPRNT) technique. Biological pores in general and the SPRNT technique will be introduced before
preliminary data on the combination of optical tweezers with free-standing lipid bilayers is presented.

The second part of the thesis focuses on confinement and nanofluidics. This broad topic is split into
three distinct sections, the first of which links the thesis by using glass nanocapillaries to study the effect
of nanoconfinement on room-temperature ionic liquids[67]. Introductions to the field of RTIL and their
behaviour in confinement is given before main results are discussed. Secondly, the notion of applying
additional hydrostatic pressure to silicon nitride nanopores is introduced with an emphasis on wetting
behaviour and issues of contaminants or nanobubbles[48]. An overview of silicon nitride nanopores
and the field of nanobubbles is given prior to the main result. A separate chapter discusses the main
characteristics of correctly wetted silicon nitride nanopores under pressure with special attention
paid to ionic current rectification and elastic deformation of membranes[68]. Finally, these topics are
linked in the final chapter where the hydrostatic pressure system is used to probe RTIL in silicon nitride
nanopores. Preliminary data is discussed and analysed within the nanofluidics framework detailed in
the prior chapters.

Ultimately a global conclusion is given along with outlooks both for the controlled translocations and
nanofluidics aspects of the thesis which place this thesis in the broader context of nanopore research
and point towards exciting new opportunities in the field.
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2 Nanocapillaries combined with opti-
cal tweezers

This chapter will serve as a global introduction to the first part of this thesis focused on optical tweezers
enabled control of DNA translocations. First an introduction to glass nanocapillaries and their usage as
a high throughput, cheap, nanopore is presented. Next a brief discussion of the optical tweezers tool is
made before discussing the combination of these two techniques.

2.1 Glass nanocapillaries as nanopores

Glass capillaries were first used in biological applications in the field of electrophoresis and patch
clamping. In these early techniques, pipettes with opening diameters in the micrometer sized range
were used. In the patch clamp technique a cell is trapped via suction onto the pipette tip that then
allows the local application of potential to excite the cell membrane and read the response. This
allowed pioneering research, for example into action potentials of neurons, or the behaviour of voltage
gated trans-membrane channels[69]. In capillary electrophoresis, tubular capillaries are used for the
separation of small analytes due to their different migration in electric field[70]. More recently however,
pulled nanocapillaries have also been used in combination with fluorescence microscopy to detect
analytes in the femtomolar concentration range[71].

During the development of solid state nanopores, glass capillaries became a fast and easy way to
produce alternative pores to standard silicon nitride membranes[72]. This is due to their ease of
fabrication which requires only a pipette puller, and a scanning electron microscope to verify the
opening diameter. In this way, no complex and expensive clean-room procedures are needed, and
batches of several dozen capillaries can be made with relative ease. Capillaries have been used for
similar experiments as other solid state nanopores. Namely the translocation of DNA[41; 73], and
the translocation of both free[33], and DNA bound proteins[74]. They can also be applied to other
nanoparticle detection and characterisation including viruses[75], vesicles[76], or even to quantify the
occurence of immunoreactions[77].

Much research has also gone into the description of the shapes of such pulled glass nanocapillaries. A
comprehensive study of the different pulled shapes was made using helium ion microscopy imaging,
and categorised three main shapes: bullet, blunt, and hourglass[78]. These shapes were also studied in
their effect on the electrical characteristics of capillaries such as linear and non-linear conductance, as
well as the bearing on the translocation of charged analytes.
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a)

b) c)

Figure 2.1 – Glass nanocapillaries as nanopores. a) Types of glass nanocapillary endings based on
pulling parameters. Three different shapes can be discerned. Top row shows the models for each while
the bottom row is a helium ion microscopy image of a representative capillary of that type. Image
is adapted from ref. [78]. b) Visualisation of the electroosmotic flow outside a nanocapillary along
with the truncated bead used to quantify it. Image is adapted from ref. [79]. c) Measurements of DNA
translocations through large (top row) and small (bottom row) glass nanocapillaries. The graphs show
how the signal to noise for translocations increases as the size of the pore is reduced. This is due to the
fraction of the blocked pore growing larger. The large capillary is 75 nm in diameter while the small one
is 14 nm in diameter as can be seen on the insetted SEM micrographs. Image is adapted from ref. [41].

Glass nanocapillaries can attain pores as small as 5 nm and as large as 100s nm allowing them a wide
range of applicability. However, while glass nanopores cannot attain the ultimate size ranges of their
silicon nitride or 2D material counterparts (sub-nm 1 nm pores), their size can be modified with relative
ease. This modification can be made with the scanning electron microscope itself that shrinks the pore
size due to electron irradiation[80]. Alternate options include the use of atomic layer deposition to
controllably close the pore mouth[81], chemical reaction based modifications of size[82], or the coating
with lipid bilayers[83]. In addition to modifying the opening size of glass nanocapillaries, multiple
methods to modify the surface properties have been engineered. These surface modifications allows
the tuning of properties that affect translocation behaviour, or to introduce controlled interaction
between the analyte and the surface. Modifications range from the lipid bilayers mentioned previously
that reduce surface charge, to hydrogel filled nanopores that modulate translocation properties[84].
Coating with single stranded DNA brushes in order to modulate target DNA interaction with the
surface have also been engineered[85]. This allows the detection of ssDNA target binding in the
nanocapillary. Other types of chemical modifications are also possible including fluorescent gold
nano-cluster attachement[86].

This part will focus on the combination of glass nanocapillaries with optical tweezers. While a union of
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optical tweezers with standard silicon nitride nanopores is possible[59; 60] it has one large disadvantage.
Indeed the localisation of the pore in the membrane is more complex than with nanocapillaries due to a
homogeneous and flat membrane. In nanocapillaries this issue is easily resolved due to the asymmetric
shape immediately showing the tip in optical microscopy images. In glass nanocapillaries the combi-
nation with optical tweezers has allowed the direct characterisation of electroosmotic flow[79]. This
is done by measuring the rotation of a truncated bead in an optical trap. The technique has allowed
to map the flow outside a glass nanocapillary for different parameters such as salt concentration,
thus observing different regimes where surface charges plays more or less of a role[87]. In addition to
this, controlled translocations of DNA, and DNA constructs are possible. The added control over the
translocation speed allows a higher accuracy when measuring translocation characteristics such as
dwell time or current drop.[49; 58; 88].

2.2 Fabrication and characterisation of nanocapillary devices

The following sections will describe in detail the fabrication process of glass nanocapillaries along with
their size characterisation. Nanocapillary-based devices used in the following chapters in combination
with optical tweezers are fabricated first through laser assisted pipette pulling. Fabrication is followed
by scanning electron microscope imaging with the possibility of shrinking, and finally, integrating into
an optical tweezers compatible flow cell. The following sections describe these steps in detail.

2.2.1 Laser assisted pulling

In order to fabricate nanocapillaries a P-2000 laser pipette puller (Sutter) is used. The principle of
action of this puller is the following: two mechanical arms are screwed to hold the ends of a glass
pipette tube, a laser then illuminates the center of the pipette which heats the glass until melting point,
once this point is reached the two ends of the glass tube start to move which triggers the mechanical
arms to pull both halves apart thus creating two nanocapillaries. This device offers a large range of
parameters that are user defined: the spot size of the laser, the laser power, the velocity that triggers the
mechanical pull, the force of the pull, and any delay between the triggering and the force application.
This versatility allows the user to define protocols that will pull a variety of pipette tube types (outer
diameter, inner diameter, glass type) into various types of glass pores. These may be from the micron
sized pores used in patch clamping, down to º 5-10 nm nanopores that are the ultimate limit of the
puller.

Examples of pulling protocols are given in the tables below. These serve only as an examples as different
machines have different calibrations. Within the same machine over time, even if maintained properly,
some creep in resulting pore distribution is also present. It is therefore crucial to always verify the
quality and characteristics of such obtained glass nanopores.

Heat Filament Velocity Delay Pull
600 4 10 145 -
600 4 10 145 140

Table 2.1 – Example pipette puller parameters for quartz nanocapillaries. Quartz capillaries with
an inner diameter of 300 µm and an outer diameter of 500 µm are used. Protocol yields nanocapillaries
with a size distribution around 100±25 nm
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Heat Filament Velocity Delay Pull
540 4 10 145 -
540 4 10 145 160

Table 2.2 – Example pipette puller parameters for small silica nanocapillaries. Silica capillaries with
an inner diameter of 200 µm and an outer diameter of 360 µm are used. Protocol yields nanocapillaries
with a size distribution around 50±20 nm

Heat Filament Velocity Delay Pull
430 4 10 145 -
430 4 10 145 160

Table 2.3 – Example pipette puller parameters for silica microcapillaries. Silica capillaries with an
inner diameter of 200 µm and an outer diameter of 360 µm are used. Protocol yields microcapillaries
with a size distribution around 3±2 µm

In this thesis two distinct types of glass tubes were used for experiments: quartz, and silica. The quartz
tubes were used when possible as quartz has the best noise characteristics for electrical measurements
such as those done in nanopore studies. The silica tubes on the other hand had the advantage of being
coated on the outer wall in a layer of polyimide thus rendering the bulk tubing flexible. This coating
was of course removed at the tip of the capillaries for the purpose of pulling, but the remaining coating
on the blunt end of the capillary tube allowed easy interfacing with a wide variety of setups such as
microfluidics connectors which would have otherwise shattered the quartz capillaries.

2.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy characterisation and shrinking

Once pulled it is crucial to measure the physical diameter of the obtained nanopore, which also acts
as a verification of the pulling protocol. Throughout this thesis scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
is used to verify the size of pulled nanocapillaries as well as in some cases to shrink them to desired
size[72; 80]. To do so a batch of capillaries is placed in a custom holder such that they are 45± off of
horizontal. In this way, by tilting the SEM stage by exactly 45± the capillaries are vertical and thus their
orifice can be observed with the SEM.

When imaging glass nanopores the beam current of the SEM must be kept relatively low (100-200 pA)
to reduce any charging effects due to the imaging of a non conductive substrate. It is also possible
to shrink the size of the nanocapillary opening in situ with the SEM[72]. To do so the focus is left on
the tip of the capillary for several minutes with a higher beam current (400-600 pA). The electrons
interacting with the glass tip heat up the capillary until the opening begins to constrict. The advantage
of this method is that the opening is continuously imaged allowing the user to stop the shrinking at
the desired size of pore. It also allows to move the focus of the beam to correct for small asymmetries
during the shrinking procedure.

The dynamics of shrinking can be altered by both the beam current and the accelerating voltage of
the SEM. Larger currents lead to increased shrinking rates due to higher electron bombardment, and
heating. Conversely, a higher accelerating voltage implies a higher penetration depth of the electrons
into the glass, this means the tip itself is no longer the main focus of the heating, and the shrinking
effect is reduced. In this thesis the accelerating voltage was kept constant at 3 kV.
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In reality the geometry of pulled capillaries is complex and contains many variations between each
capillary, pulling protocol, etc. This leads to a large spread in electrical characteristics especially for
small pores[89] due to small shifts in the geometry close to the mouth of the pore. Shrinking procedures
alter this geometry even more by rearranging the tip conformation into a double cone geometry as
seen in figure (2.1).

50nm

a) b)

d)c)

Figure 2.2 – Nanocapillary fabrication and SEM imaging. a) Schematic of operation of a laser pipette
puller. CO2 laser heats the center of the glass capillary before mechanical arms pull the tube apart.
This creates two asymmetric glass nanopores whose size depends on the exact parameters of pulling.
b) Geometry of a pulled and shrunken glass capillary. Normal capillary geometry is shown by the
dashed lines where d is the pore size, D the large opening of the capillary tube, and t the taper length.
These correspond exactly to the parameters of the conductance equation (1.1). Shrinking modifies
the geometry into a double cone due to the local melting at the tip. Image is adapted from ref. [41].
c) Example SEM micrographs of capillary openings. Main image shows a º 60 nm capillary whose
geometry is circular and symmetric. The inset shows a 30 nm pore at the same scale. Main image
is adapted from ref. [67] d) SEM micrograph showing a capillary with an asymmetric pore opening.
Capillaries such as the one shown in panel d) should be rejected for experimental use due to the
asymmetric geometry.

It was found that this double cone geometry lead to more characteristics that were hard for the user to
control and therefore shrinking should be kept to a minimum to obtain the best results. Large pores
(º 250 nm) are also inefficient to shrink with the SEM. Three major factors are responsible for this. The
first is the time spent on a single pore to shrink it to a desired size as it takes a long time for the initial
diameter to change. The second is that over such spans of size it is difficult to retain enough control on
the shape of the pore opening and in most cases undesirable asymmetric pores are obtained (figure
(2.1d)). Thirdly the shape of the taper will be greatly affected by such large shrinking, inducing more
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irreproducibility in geometry.

The diameter of nanocapillaries is extracted by hand using the Fiji software from images such as that on
figure (2.1c). The ultimate resolution of this technique is defined by the resolution of the SEM, taking
into account the image quality due to charging, drift induced by a non conductive sample, and the
angle of the capillary not being perfectly vertical. The smallest reliably obtainable pore size was found
to be º 10 nm. This image analysis also allows the user to discard nanopores that may have deformed
due to shrinking and are no longer symmetric, or have some other impediment for use in experiments
(figure (2.1d)).

2.2.3 Mounting into fluidic cells

Once diameters of nanocapillaries have been obtained, they must be mounted into experimental cells.
The type of cell can be modulated depending on the final use of the nanopore: free translocations, opti-
cal tweezer experiments, interfacing with microfluidic adapters, etc. The most common experimental
cell referenced throughout this thesis consists of two reservoirs, connected only by the nanocapillary.
This cell is made by casting PDMS into a metal mould and heat curing. A nanocapillary is then manually
positioned within the cell, and bonded to a glass microscopy slide with PDMS glue. These mounted
nanopores may be kept in a dust free environment for months.

In order to fill nanocapillaries the following protocol is used. First, in order to render both the PDMS
chamber, and the capillary hydrophilic, the whole cell is placed in an O2 plasma cleaner for 2-5 minutes.
The chambers are then filled via pipettes with the experimental buffer of choice, paying close attention
to the fact that it be filtered through 20 nm filters, before being placed in a desiccator. The nanopores
are then left in a reduced pressure environment for numerous cycles of º 5 minutes with regular checks
using an optical microscope to determine if the tip is filled. As one would naïvely expect the smaller
the opening size the harder to fill a nanocapillary is. Heating or cooling the capillary was also found to
aid in the removal of bubbles, and in many cases the nanocapillaries were prepared a day in advance
and left at 4±C overnight to absorb bubbles in order to obtain the best filling statistic.

Recently, a tremendously effective high throughput method of filling nanocapillaries has been described
[89] that relies on thermal filling through microwave irradiation. This is similar to previous attempts at
high success rate filling based off heating with filaments[90; 91], but has the advantage of being simple
and possible for batch processes. Unfortunately, this came too late to be used in the experiments
described in this thesis, but is highly recommended for any future work involving nanocapillaries,
especially if opening sizes of < 50 nm are required where the classical method is less effective.

If stored in buffer and in humid conditions clean samples were found to be stable over several days, up
to weeks. This time was drastically diminished once biological or other materials were inserted such
as: DNA, polystyrene beads for optical tweezers, polymer coatings, lipid bilayers and their solvents, or
other possible contaminants. These foreign materials tend to clog or affect the opening of the pore
and render future experiments either impossible, or doubtful as to the reliability of their results. This is
especially true if the only way to unclog a pore is via the application of voltage. If additional pressure
is available then this is hypothesised to be less of an issue as discussed in great detail for the case of
silicon nitride nanopores in chapter (7). These nanocapillaries mounted in PDMS flow cells are then
ready to be interfaced with the optical tweezers tool.
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a) b)

Figure 2.3 – Mounting and filling glass nanocapillaries. a) Top, photograph of a nanocapillary
mounted into a microfluidic chamber and bonded to a glass microscopy slide. Dry samples may
be stored in a dust free environment for months therefore labelling allows the cataloguing of mounted
capillary sizes. Number references the SEM batch so as to link each capillary with an SEM micrograph
of the tip. Bottom shows a schematic of the upper photograph with microscopy slide, and nanocapillary
embedded in a PDMS chamber allowing pipetting of solutions through an inlet on each side of the
chamber. b) Capillary filling procedure by placing the filled microfluidic chamber into a dessicator and
performing cycles of degassing to remove bubbles from the tip of the nanocapillary. Upper right inset
shows a schematic of the capillary tip and lower left inset an optical image of a capillary in the same
state. Solution is coloured blue for better contrast and the scale bar is 50 µm. Image is adapted from ref.
[89].

2.3 Optical tweezers

Optical tweezers (OT) are a useful tool for biophysics since they allow the precise manipulation of
micron sized objects as well as allow the possibility of measuring forces down to piconewton resolution.
Optical traps were first demonstrated by Arthur Ashkin who, in 2018, won the Nobel Prize in Physics for
his development of this technique and its application to biophysics[18]. Since 1986 they have been
used for a wide variety of studies including the manipulation of biologically interesting samples such
as bacteria[92], or single cells[93]. Optical tweezers can also be applied to smaller scale objects such
as organelles within cells[94], even down to applications in single atom trapping for supercooling
experiments[95].

In biophysics though their real power lies in their coupled ability to be a force transducer able to
measure the most fundamental forces acting on or within biological systems. To achieve this a mi-
crometer sized bead is used as a force transducer. By measuring the displacement ¢X of the bead
in the trap, the force being applied to it can be computed as FOT = ∑¢X . The stiffness of the optical
trap is ∑ and must be calibrated as discussed below. Thanks to OT, researchers have been able to gain
insights into the workings of a myriad of different fundamental biological principles. Examples of
such studies are proteins’ interaction with DNA[96]. Specific examples of such interactions are RNA
polymerase (RNAP)[97; 98], helicases[99], or dynamics of nucleosome disassembly[100]. Secondary
structure and unfolding of RNA[101], or even proteins[102] can also be studied with such a tool leading
to descriptions of unfolding transition states as well as the stability of such states. This is possible
due to the fundamental single molecule nature of optical tweezers experiments allowing to extract
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information from non-equilibrium experiments. Force is not the only measurable in OT as rotation
may also be probed as is exemplified in the previous discussion of EOF outside nanocapillaries[79]. It
was also put to use to describe the mechanisms of viral packing[103].

Optical tweezers also played a crucial role in the minute understanding of DNA and its elastic properties
which will be introduced in detail in chapter (4) since it deals with elasticity of DNA retraction from a
tensed state. This non-exhaustive list of the applications of optical tweezers convinces that it is a tool
of many varied uses. Its exact functioning and calibration is detailed below before the combination
with nanocapillaries is briefly explained.

2.3.1 Principle and calibration

Optical tweezers work on the fundamental principle of photon momentum, and the fact that, at small
enough scales, this momentum can affect particles interacting with a light beam. The interaction of
laser light with an object can be divided into two contributions called the scattering force and the
gradient force[104; 105]. These two forces arise from the fact that when a light beam interacts with,
for example, a polystyrene bead, part of the beam will be reflected and part of it will be refracted.
This refraction and reflection will lead to a change in the photons’ momentum which in turn through
conservation of momentum will lead to a change in momentum of the bead. The momentum change
due to reflection will always be in the propagation direction of the light beam thus pulling the bead
along with the beam, this is the scattering force. The gradient force comes from the fact that laser
beams have a Gaussian profile and thus more momentum change will happen at the point of highest
intensity, i.e. the center of the beam. In this way the forces due to refraction of the beam will pull the
bead to the center of the laser.

This of course does not create an optical trap as the scattering force pushes the object along the laser
trajectory. In order to create a trap two basic procedures are possible[106]. One of the simplest is to use
two counter propagating lasers perfectly aligned. In this way the gradient forces that are perpendicular
to the direction of propagation remain while the two lasers compensate for each other’s scattering
force. The second possibility to create a trap, and the one used in this thesis, is to use a high numerical
aperture lens to focus a single laser beam creating a trapping point just above the focus of the laser.
The explanation of why this trap is created depends on the length scale of the particle in comparison to
the wavelength of trapping light. In the case where the object is larger than the wavelength, the Mie
regime, ray optics can be used to explain the phenomena as on figure (2.4b). In the case where the
particle is smaller than the wavelength of the trapping light, the Rayleigh regime, quantum optics must
be used. A detailed physical explanation of the Rayleigh regime can be found elsewhere[107] since this
thesis will only deal with microscopic beads large enough to be considered within the Mie regime.

The reason this discovery allowed so many new breakthroughs in biophysics is that both the size of
particle able to be trapped (25 nm - 10s µm) and the force it is able to measure (1-100 pN) are exactly
in the range of interest for biological samples. As an example both kinesin and myosin motors apply
forces in the single digit pN range[108; 109; 110]. RNA transcription has been shown to exert higher
forces with measured values being º 14 pN[111].

There are different ways of calibrating an optical tweezer setup in order to obtain the stiffness ∑ of
the trap and relate the displacement of a particle to the force it sustains. The most common, and
the one used throughout this thesis, will be presented here as it only requires a measurement of the
Brownian motion of a trapped particle. Other methods utilise a bead stuck to a surface along with a
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measurement of the Stokes drag on a moving bead. Another possibility that allows for calibration to
be performed once per instrument as opposed to once per measurement is to directly measure the
change in momentum of the light beam by collecting the scattered light[112].

a)

c)

b)

Figure 2.4 – Principle and calibration of an optical trap. a) Schematic of a dual beam optical trap.
The counter propagating beams automatically negate the scattering force yielding an optical trap. b)
Ray optics for a single beam optical trap. The focusing of the lens induces the trapping of objects close
to the focus of the beam. Rays a and b and the optical forces induced by them are shown as well as the
resultant trapping force. Panel a) and b) are adapted from ref. [106]. c) Example of the calibration of an
optical tweezer setup via the power spectrum method. Both the raw PSD and the Lorentzian fit are
shown. Stiffness as extracted from the fit parameters is ∑= 35 pN/µm.

While measuring the brownian motion of a trapped bead a quadrant photo diode (QPD) detects the
laser beam after the trapped object and gives a signal proportional to the laser beam displacement,
and thus to the trapped bead displacement. The power spectral density (PSD) of the voltage readout
of the quadrant photo diode can then be extracted. The PSD of an optically trapped bead follows a
Lorentzian profile[105]:

S( f ) = s2kB T

º2Ø
°

f 2
0 + f 2

¢ , (2.1)
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where s is the sensitivity of the detector, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, f0 the cut-off
frequency, and Ø= 3º¥d the drag with ¥ the viscosity of the solution and d the diameter of the particle.
By fitting a Lorentzian profile to the power spectral density of the restricted Brownian fluctuations of a
trapped particle, the sensitivity and the cut-off frequency can be extracted. These two quantities allow
to compute the stiffness of the trap through:

∑= 2ºØ f0. (2.2)

This shows the power of the PSD method where both the sensitivity of the detector and the trap stiffness
are obtained from one fit (figure (2.4c)). From a practical perspective, at the end of each experimental
day, beads with no analytes attached are flowed into the microfluidic chamber and high acquisition
rate (500 kHz) traces of their restricted Brownian motion are recorded (º 10 different beads). These
are then analysed with a home-made Matlab program and the average stiffness and sensitivity are
recorded for use with the experimentally obtained data.

2.3.2 Optical tweezer setup

Figure (2.5) shows the experimental layout of the optical tweezers setup. Shortly, the laser beam is
expanded by a telescope to overfill the back aperture of a high numerical aperture objective. After
having travelled through the sample plane the light is then gathered by a condenser before being
deflected to a quadrant photo diode for detection. This quadrant photo diode measures the deflection
in both the X and Y axis to determine the deflection of the trapped object, and through calibration the
force acting on it. The white light path is inverse to the laser beam and two dichroic mirrors are used to
separate these paths and ultimately direct the white light to a CCD camera.

Two such optical tweezers setups exist in the laboratory each with slightly different characteristics.
One has at its core a N d : Y V O4 solid state laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm (chapter (4) onwards)
while the other has a fibre coupled N d : Y AG laser with a wavelength of 839 nm (only used for chapter
(3)). In both cases to avoid fluctuations in intensity the lasers are run at maximal power (2 and 1 W
respectively). A power control system using a polariser is put in place in order to control the power at
the objective which is in the range of 30-150 mW and is directly related to the obtained trap stiffness.

2.4 Combination of nanocapillaries with optical tweezers

To perform experiments combining nanopores with optical tweezers the sample cell (section 2.2.3)
is mounted on to a nanopositioning stage (three axes with ±50 µm range) on the optical tweezers
and additionally combined with a current amplifier (axopatch 200B unless otherwise specified) in
order to read the ionic current through the nanopore. This requires the use of electrodes placed in
either chamber of the microfluidic cell. Unless otherwise specified, throughout this thesis the choice
of electrodes are AgCl electrodes. These are created by chlorination in a 3 M KCl solution by applying
a º 1.5-2 V DC bias for º 30 minutes with a sacrificial silver electrode. Chlorination is confirmed by
the change in colour of the electrode. AgCl electrodes were always made fresh for each experiment to
ensure best current characteristics.

Readings from the quadrant photo diode and the current amplifier are digitised and read into a
custom LabVIEW software which allows real time tracking of the values and the application of bias
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a) b)

Figure 2.5 – Optical trap setup. a) Schematic of the optical tweezers setup with the laser beam path
in red and the white light path in yellow. These two paths are seperated by two dichroic mirrors
allowing the laser beam to be directed to the quadrant photo diode while the white light is detected by
a CCD camera. The high NA objective allows to create the steep light gradient necessary for the optical
trap, and the amplifier allows simultaneous current measurements on the nanopore system. Image is
adapted from ref. [113] b) Photograph of the augmented OT setup with addition of a metal Faraday
cage and LED-filter combination for simple fluorescence imaging as used in chapter (5).

voltage as well as nanopositioning stage control with the help of a joystick. Data is acquired using a
National Instruments FPGA which allows nine variables to be acquired at fast acquisition rates (from
10 kHz up to 500 kHz). This allows the four outputs of the QPD (d X , dY , Sx , and Sy ), three axes of
the nanopositioning stage (X , Y , and Z ), the applied voltage V , and the measured current I to be
simultaneously acquired. Later analysis is performed using a variety of home-made scripts in Matlab
and Python.

Some additions were made to the optical tweezers setup for chapters (4) and (5). They will be shown in
detail later but shortly the custom LabVIEW program was augmented with the possibility of automating
cycles of data acquisition. This relied on the automatic detection of level changes in the force trace that
allowed DNA entering events to be the trigger for stage movement and voltage application. Furthermore
a metal plated Faraday cage was built out of aluminium in order to obtain a better signal to noise in the
current measurement. Finally the white light illumination was modified such as it could be switched
to a LED illumination which, in parallel with an appropriate filter in front of the camera, allowed for
simple fluorescence imaging (figure (2.5b)).
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3 Localisation and discrimination of
DNA-protein complexes

Results contained in this chapter can be found in the following publication: R. D. Bulushev, S. Marion,
E. Petrova, S. J. Davis, S. Maerkl, and A. Radenovic, "Single Molecule Localization and Discrimination
of DNA-Protein Complexes by Controlled Translocation Through Nanocapillaries", Nano Letters, 2016,
16, 12, 7882-7890.

Author contributions: R.D.B., A.R., and S.J.M. designed the study. R.D.B. carried out experiments. S.J.D.
wrote analysis scripts and performed data analysis. S.M. performed simulations and implemented
analytical and numerical models that allowed data interpretation. E.P. synthesized dCas9 and guide
RNAs. A.R. supervised the research. S.J.D. and S.M. wrote the manuscript. All authors provided
important suggestions for the experiments, discussed the results, and contributed to the manuscript.
R.D.B., S.M., E.P., and S.J.D. contributed equally to this manuscript.

Results are also contained in ref. [113].

3.1 Introduction to DNA-protein complex detection

Cellular functions from DNA replication, transcription regulation, repair, to chromosome maintenance
are all regulated and maintained by DNA protein interactions[114]. This makes the thorough under-
standing of such interactions a key to better modelling and approaching cellular function. Indeed,
studying these interactions allows not only a better fundamental understanding of cellular processes,
but allows the design of better biotechnological applications[115]. DNA-protein interactions occur
mainly through the protein binding to specific recognition targets on the DNA sequence[116]. Charac-
teristics such as the binding mechanism, search mechanism, and strength of interaction are thus key
factors in describing them[117]. Specificity and the occurrence and relative importance of non-specific
binding is also a factor to study, especially since non-specific binding is postulated to be an important
factor in the efficient search for specific binding targets[116]

Because of their ubiquity and importance many bulk and single molecule assays have been designed
over the years to quantify DNA-protein interactions. A plethora of such methods exist such as the gel
based electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)[118] and nuclease footprinting[119]. Other microflu-
idic based approaches such as protein binding microarrays and chromatin immuno-precipitation
based microarrays[120; 121; 122], or mechanically induced trapping of molecular interactions (k-
MITOMI)[123] have emerged more recently. The use of gel electrophoresis, in the example of EMSA
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is used to directly visualise a shift between the control DNA strand and DNA-protein complex due to
its different migration under electric field. In nuclease footprinting DNA strands are protected from
degradation via DNAase by the protein interaction and a gel assay verifies this fact. While gels can be
powerful predictors of protein binding the more recent microfluidic based approaches allow for more
quantitative outputs of protein binding affinity[121]. They also allow higher throughput than standard
gel assays allowing, in some cases, the genome-wide mapping of protein-DNA interactions[122].

While these ensemble methods are successful in measuring average characteristics of DNA-protein
interactions, they inherently posses drawbacks that may bias the measurements or miss certain fine
details completely. Indeed, due to the ensemble nature of the techniques they are blind to fine
molecular detail. Important characteristics such as transition states, multiple pathways of interaction,
back-stepping, or any multimodal distributions are ironed out by the average over an ensemble of
molecules. To fill this gap, single molecule techniques have been employed to measure the finer
structure of DNA-protein interactions. Another possible effect is that these bulk assays often employ
the use of labelling, chemical cross linking, or complex amplification protocols that may hinder the
native molecular protein conformation. Since this structure is one of the key driving forces of protein
activity, any modification, however small, may skew the DNA-protein binding and thus miss key
elements of the interaction.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.1 – Measuring DNA-protein interactions. a) Image of EMSA to distinguish protein binding.
Image adapted from ref. [124]. b) Microfluidic setup for kinetic MITOMI experiment. Left panel shows
the whole microfluidic blueprint used for a device capable of 768 different molecular interaction assays.
Right hand side shows one of the unit cells which performs the assay. Image was adapted from ref. [123]
c) Comparison of dye localisations between standard confocal microscopy (blue) and STED mircrospy
(red) on a stretched ∏-DNA molecule. The molecule is stretched via optical tweezers. Image is adapted
from ref. [125] d) Schematic of the unravelling of DNA nucleosome complexes within a nanopore.
Unravelling of the nucleosome structure is mediated by the higher and higher application of voltage
bias, and thus force on the DNA. Image was adapted from ref. [126]

The purpose of applying single molecule techniques to DNA-protein interactions is then to complement
the knowledge obtained through bulk techniques but with higher sensitivity to molecular details.
Different single molecule tools may be applied to such interactions, including AFM that can be used
to measure, for example, the activity of RNA polymerase on DNA deposited on mica surfaces[127].
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Microscopy methods such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) gives signals depending on
distances in the range of 10-100 Å allowing great precision when it comes to structural components of
DNA protein interaction[128]. Optical, and magnetic tweezers also take an important role in this study
of DNA-protein interactions at the molecular level. Magnetic tweezers have been used to probe the
translocation kinetics of helicases with varying temperature[129]. When combined with fluorescence
detection optical tweezers have enabled tools such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy
to probe DNA-protein interactions even on crowded DNA with much higher resolutions that possible
with standard confocal microscopy[125].

Nanopores are also a single molecule tool and are routinely used to detect single DNA molecules
passing through them. In this way they may also be applied to gain information on DNA-protein
interactions[130; 131; 132; 133; 134]. Their fabrication allows an easy control over the exact opening
size of the nanopore and they can thus be tailored to the protein of interest[74; 135]. Their surface may
also be modified[136] in order to change the interaction between the pore and analyte thus offering a
highly tunable tool for DNA-protein sensing. Surface modifications range from polymers[137; 138], to
lipids [83; 139; 140; 141], gels[142], or other chemical modifications [143]. Nanopores may also be used
for force spectroscopy by using a pore too small for the passing analyte thus trapping the biomolecule.
By increasing voltage bias the force on the complex increases until bond rupture[126]. Alternatively
bond lifetimes may be probed by monitoring the trapped state[144].

Deducing characteristics from the ionic conductance drop of a freely translocating DNA-protein
complex is possible, and high throughput compared to other single molecule tools. However, due to the
speed of translocation being relatively high and the spread of conductance drops being large it is not the
ideal tool to localise and characterise such interactions[132; 145]. Most free translocation experiments
are conducted at high salt concentration as compared to physiological conditions which allows only a
fraction of relatively robust proteins to be studied as well as affecting the exact conformation, charge,
and thus interaction characteristics which are no longer comparable to physiological states[146; 147].

To resolve the issues of fast translocation and non-physiological salt conditions, combinations of
nanopore sensing with optical tweezers[49; 60; 61] are used. Combining OT with nanopores allows a
high enough detection precision at physiological salt concentrations while simultaneously controlling
the movement and removing the translocation speed from the equation. Two different proteins will be
used in this chapter to show the localisation and discrimination power of the technique. The choice
of studied proteins was RNAP and dCas9 due to their importance for transcription, and recent gene
editing studies respectively[148; 149]. This choice was additionally motivated by the fact that creating
multiple different binding sites at different locations along a DNA template is relatively simple. Indeed
dCas9 with its RNA guide binding system allows to synthesise multiple guides for a single DNA strand.
In the case of RNAP, different primers for a PCR reaction allow to modify the location of the binding site
along a DNA template.

3.2 Using nanocapillaries combined with optical tweezers

The following sections will show the power of the combination of OT with nanopores by precisely
localising two types of proteins on DNA and allowing two distinct methods of discrimination based
on charge and size of the protein complex. This also serves as an example of the resolving power and
versatility of controlled translocations before applying them to more complex experiments (chapter
4 probes dynamics of DNA retraction). Optical tweezer compatible microfluidic cells containing
nanocapillaries with an opening size in the range 30-60 nm are prepared as described in chapter (2).
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These are then used for controlled translocations of DNA-protein complexes as described below. All
experiments were conducted at physiological salt and pH conditions. The buffer was 100 mM KCl,
10 mM HEPES, 5% glycerol, pH 7.5 with the addition of 0.01% TWEEN for the RNAP experiments to
reduce sticking of the complex to the glass nanocapillary.

A controlled translocation experiment is conducted as follows. First, a bead, previously incubated
with DNA-protein complexes is trapped in the OT and is brought via a micro-manipulation stage to
the tip of the nanocapillary. Bias voltage is then turned on and the bead approached to the tip of the
nanocapillary until a DNA entrance event is seen as a discontinuous shift in the measured force and
current level. Once this is detected the nano-positioning stage z is moved such that the capillary moves
away from the bead at a constant speed v = d z/d t = 500 nm/s until the DNA exits at yx and both the
force and current retrieve their open pore values. During this controlled translocation the force and
current profile are flat due to the constant size and charge of bare DNA. However, if a protein complex
is present on the DNA a spike at yp in both force and current is observed. An example trace in both
current and force is seen on figure (3.2b). The stage position z and bead-nanocapillary distance y are
used interchangeably, and distances labelled s are along the contour of DNA.

The shape of the force spike is dependent on the charge of the protein complex. For the considered
case of an effectively positive complex the protein will jump out of the nanocapillary once it senses the
electric field in the tip. An increased coiling of the DNA is caused by the jump of the protein outside
the nanocapillary and as the stage is moved further the protein complex stays in the same position
until the tension in the DNA is returned to the pre-jump level at which point the complex moves away
from the nanocapillary with the DNA (upper inset of figure (3.2b) shows schematics of these different
sates). If the protein were oppositely charged this behaviour would be inverted with a symmetric shape
of the jump[61]. Namely a tension applied to the protein until the force overcame the electric field by
jumping out.

As described in chapter (1) the electric field in nanocapillaries is extended in space as compared to
flat silicon nitride membrane pores or quasi-2D pores due to geometrical effects. This can be taken
into account with a potential of the form 1/(1+ x/ª) where x grows inside the capillary and ª is the
electrostatic decay length. ª can be extracted by fitting the decay in force profiles of bare DNA events
and in this case was approximately 75 nm[49; 58]. This extension will affect the localisation precision
in capillaries with respect to nanopores as the sensing region is enlarged leading to more of the DNA
and protein to contribute to the signal. This is also the reason why nanopores designed to sequence
DNA are engineered to have ultimate thicknesses (biological pores or quasi-2D membranes) as the
contribution from too many nucleotides at once reduces the resolving power.

3.2.1 Localisation of DNA-protein complexes

To show the localisation power of nanopores combined with OT, DNA-protein complex rulers are
designed. Five different RNA guides are synthesised for dCas9 so as to have five distinct binding sites
all along a 16.2 µm ∏-DNA. For RNAP, a shorter DNA template is used which is 2.45 µm long with
two distinct binding sites having been engineered. These two rulers allow to probe the difference in
behaviour between short and long DNA constructs. Data was acquired both with single binding sites
active and with the possibility for multiple sites. This did not have an effect on the data and some
events were recorded with multiple protein complexes bound. This shows that the technique may be
optimised for multiplexed detection of proteins.
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic of the OT-nanopore setup and example of raw data traces. a) Schematic of
the experimental setup with a glass nanocapillary, electrodes with current detection, optically trapped
bead, and extended DNA with protein complex present. Values along y and z axes are equivalent and
values along the s axis represents distance along the DNA contour. b) Examples of raw data in both
force and current showing the flat DNA trace with an additional jump in both force and current due
to the protein complex. Trace ends with the exit of the DNA molecule returning the current to the
open pore value and the force to 0. Schematic above the graph represent the different positions of the
protein at key moments of the translocation and are signaled by the corresponding numbers on the
raw traces. 1: Protein prior to the jump event. Force and current profiles are flat. 2: Protein just before
the jump event when entering the electric field zone. 3: Protein just after the jump event when the
tension is relaxed in the DNA due to the ¢z jump. 4: Protein once the stage has moved sufficiently that
the tension in the DNA is restored and the flat profile in both force and current is regained. Figure is
adapted from ref. [66].

Localisation was also verified to be equal for both forwards (i.e. from in to out) and backwards (i.e. from
out to in) controlled translocations of the DNA-protein complex. This was done by flossing a single
DNA-protein complex back and forth multiple times without allowing the DNA to exit completely
in order to build up enough statistics to estimate the distribution. Both for RNAP and for dCas9 the
direction of travel made no difference to the extracted binding site position as is seen on Figure 3.3.

The binding site position ¢yp is determined thanks to the protein complex peak position yp and the
DNA exit position yx : ¢yp = yx ° yp . In this way histograms of locations are obtained for all binding
sites and both proteins. Non-specific binding of these proteins is possible[150; 151; 152; 153] and so
distinguishing a specifically bound protein from an unspecific event is important for the accuracy
of the result. In order to avoid bias in the determination of the binding site locations they were not
known a priori. First, data was acquired and was analysed to determine the measured length of the
DNA. If the error in the DNA length was more than 10% the trace was discarded as being a sheared
DNA molecule. This shearing is common with long molecules such as ∏-DNA and is usually due to
experimental manipulation (i.e. pipetting or centrifugation) or due to inadequate storage (freeze thaw
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Figure 3.3 – Forwards or backwards localisation and work. a) Distribution of binding site locali-
sations ¢yp for dCas9 protein binding site at 3567 nm. This data was obtained from ten different
DNA-protein complexes with each complex being subjected to approximately 20-40 in-out cycles.
No difference is observed in the distributions confirming the localisation does not depend on the
direction of the protocol. b) Distribution of non-equilibrium work Wi obtained by integrating the
force-distance curve from the events on panel a). A small difference is observed between forward and
reverse works but not large enough to warrant a more thorough analysis. Work is introduced in the
context of discrimination below. Figure is adapted from ref. [66].

cycles)[154]. After this first filtering of traces a statistical analysis of the population using a modified Z
score is used to distinguish what is a specifically bound protein[155]. This Z score allows to distinguish
events from the distribution and is defined as:

Zscore =
ØØØØ

0.6745(yi ° |y |)
MAD

ØØØØ , (3.1)

where | · | represents the median value of ·, yi is the location of the protein to classify, and MAD is the
median absolute deviation

ØØyi ° |y |
ØØ. If the Zscore is above 3.5 for a given trace this is considered as not

part of the distribution of proteins and as an unspecific site. This analysis for each binding site can
be seen in Figure 3.4. On this figure the non-specific data does not show any clustering. However, a
relatively small amount of non-specific binding is present. An interesting extension to the study would
be to extract many more non-specific events to determine if they cluster around specific regions of the
DNA. For example for dCas9 it may be that non specific events are due to one base-pair mismatches
between the RNA guide and the template DNA which would affect the distribution of non-specific
events.

Once protein events are classified as being specific they can be plotted on the whole length of the DNA
and compared to the theoretical position of the protein sp . Relatively good agreement is found between
the experimentally measured locations and the theoretical ones, especially for binding sites close to
the free end of DNA, as seen on figure (3.5). The standard deviation of the localisation is 97 nm and
49 nm for dCas9 and RNAP respectively (over all binding sites). This error is attributed to the large
variation in electroosmotic drag (figure (3.6d)) induced by subtle variations in the nanocapillaries used,
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dashed vertical lines show the limit between specific and non-specific binding. No clear distribution of
non-specific events is found, mostly due to the lack of statistical relevance of the number of non-specific
data. Figure is adapted from ref. [66].

as well as other effects such as the stochastic nature of the process, and non-specific interactions such
as sticking. The error reduces with the distance of the free end of DNA and thus is more precise for
shorter DNA scaffolds as used with RNAP.

While the raw localisation ¢yp can be close to theoretical values for some binding sites, for examples
those close to the free end of DNA, the error in localisation can become large close to the tethered end
(up to 1 µm in the extreme case). This issue is due to the fundamental difference between distances as
measured with the stage position z (equivalently the bead-nanocapillary distance y) and the position
of the protein along the contour of DNA s. The true position sp of the protein takes into account the
coiling or stretching of DNA, and these effects must therefore be taken into account to obtain the true
localisation.
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Figure 3.5 – Localisation of DNA-protein complexes. a) and b) Measured localisation of DNA protein
complexes shown along the DNA length for dCas9 and RNAP binding sites respectively. Each binding
site is shown in a different colour with dashed black lines corresponding to theoretical binding site
locations. Insets show a density plot of all the protein jump event force-distance curves showing the
reproducibility in jump shape (binding site at 1100 nm and 750 nm for dCas9 and RNAP respectively).
Figure is adapted from ref. [66].

Shift in protein detection

In the previous section, localisation of DNA-protein complexes thanks to optical tweezers was demon-
strated. However, despite being able to distinguish specific and non-specific binding through statistical
analysis, the differences between theoretical binding site and observed position can have large shifts.
As the distance of the binding site to the free end grows, so does the shift. This trend is shown on
figure (3.6) as the shift ¢shift = (L° sp )°¢yp as a function of the theoretical binding site sp . As stated
previously this shift occurs because the measurement of the position via the stage is not equal to
the location along the DNA contour. To measure the true binding site, tension in the DNA must be
taken into account, as well as the stochastic exit of the DNA. Meaning that sx < L where sx is the
contour length at the exit corresponding to position yx , and L is the theoretical length of the whole
DNA scaffold. The extension of the DNA can be defined as: µ(s) = y/s < 1, and takes into account the
coiling or tension. The location of the protein complex can therefore be rewritten as a function of s:

¢yp = sxµ(sx )° spµ(sp ) (3.2)

The extension of the DNA µ(s) can be computed analytically if the assumption of strong stretching
is made[156]. This assumption is correct in the range of forces undergone by the DNA in these
experiments[58; 98]. First the force on DNA is computed to be FDNA = ∏DNAV f (s), where ∏DNA is
the effective linear charge density of DNA, V the voltage bias, and f (s) is a geometrical factor. The
computed linear charge density of DNA is not equivalent to the literature values (figure (3.6d)) due to
the fact that the force measured by the optical tweezers is a balance of the electrophoretic force and the
electroosmotic flow-induced drag force FDNA = FEP °FEOF. The geometrical factor f (s) is due to the
extension of the electric field in nanocapillaries discussed previously. It takes the form:

f (s) = 1° 1

1+ L°s
ª

(3.3)
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3.2. Using nanocapillaries combined with optical tweezers

In silicon nitride or quasi-2D nanopores this geometrical factor would simplify to 1. Next the extension
force on the DNA can be given as Fext(s) = FDN A(s)°Fp (s = sp ), where the force on the protein is
given as a function of its effective charge q§ as Fp (s = sp ) = q§V /ª. With all these considerations the
extension can then be written as:

µ(s) = 1°
s

kB T
4Lp Fext

. (3.4)
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Figure 3.6 – Localisation shift and correction. a) Shift in localisation of the protein complexes
¢shift = (L ° sp )°¢yp as a function of theoretical position along the contour sp . Symbols show the
experimental values extracted both from force data and current data. Green dashed line shows the
analytical fit to the behaviour, and solid black line shows the numerical values as obtained from a
FEM model. Gray area shows the numerical predictions while taking into account the variability in
drag force as measured by the apparent linear charge density on DNA shown in panel d). Inset shows
the same graph for the RNAP binding sites. b) Comparison of force-distance curve density plots as
obtained from experiment (left column) and FEM model (right column). This figure shows that the
FEM model is in good agreement with experimentally measured curves. c) Dependence of protein
localisation shift on theoretical binding position as extracted from a FEM model described in detail
in ref. [66]. Multiple curves for different effective protein charges q§ are shown. d) Histograms of
apparent linear charge density of DNA, ∏DNA = FDNA/V , in dCas9 and RNAP experiments respectively.
A large distribution of values is obtained due to the number of different capillaries used and their
distribution in electroosmotic induced drag force. Figure is adapted from ref. [66].

The persistence length of double stranded DNA is Lp = 50 nm. This analytical model then allows a fit to
the shift in binding position for the dCas9 protein from which the following are extracted: ∏DNA =°0.06
e/bp which corresponds to the mean of the experimentally extracted values (figure (3.6d)), L° sx º 200
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Chapter 3. Localisation and discrimination of DNA-protein complexes

nm the average length of the early exit of DNA due to stochastic processes, and q§ º 5 e the effective
charge of the protein complex. The details of the numerical solutions as derived from a FEM model are
described in detail in ref. [66].

3.2.2 Discrimination of DNA-protein complexes

The previous sections explained how to precisely localise DNA-protein complexes thanks to controlled
translocations through nanocapillaries. This though is not the only information that can be obtained
from the data extracted during controlled translocation curves. Indeed both the force and current are
measured and these offer two distinct ways to discriminate different proteins based on effective charge
or size. The following sections shall go into the details of such extraction for both cases.

Discrimination based on charge: Non-equilibrium work

Measuring the force on the optical tweezers during a controlled translocation event is equivalent to
force spectroscopy such as can be performed in other setups to extract quantities such as free energy of
folding for proteins, or DNA hairpins[107; 157]. Indeed, the same sort of analysis may be performed
here. By measuring the force-distance curve and the area beneath the protein peak gives the non-
equilibrium work performed during such a translocation due to the stochastic nature of each protein
translocation event.

The protein bound to DNA begins in an equilibrium state (zA , tA) where the protein is completely
inside the nanocapillary, and ends in an equilibrium state (zB , tB ) where the protein has completely
exited the nanocapillary. To move between these states the control parameter z is changed at a speed
v = d z/d t thus doing work. By integrating the force distance curve between (zA , tA) and (zB , tB ) yields
the work W̃i :

W̃i =
ZtB

tA

v
@H
@z

d t =
ZzB

zA

FOT (z)d z, (3.5)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. The only requirement is that the whole protein jump event
is contained between the start and end state. This work is then corrected by the work performed on
the bare DNA to obtain the work for a single protein translocation event Wi = W̃i °FDNA¢z, where
¢z = zB ° zA . This correction should be the same before or after the protein translocation event as the
force profile due to bare DNA is flat (figure (3.2b)).

The so called Jarzynski equality[158] can then be used to relate the non-equilibrium work to the free
energy difference between state A and B : ¢G AB . The Jarzynski equality is a special case of the Crooks
fluctuation theorem[159], the latter takes into account both forward and reverse pathways between
the two states whose probability distributions cross at the value of the free energy. Therefore, the
Jarzynski equality does not contain the full information of trajectories and as such is more biased than
the Crooks fluctuation theorem[160]. Nevertheless, the Jarzynski equality is powerful in that it relates
non-equilibrium measurements such as the work performed in a controlled translocation event to an
equilibrium quantity. In this case, the forward and reverse work distributions as seen on figure (3.3b)
do not show a clear enough seperation that the Crooks fluctuation relation could be used. However,
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3.2. Using nanocapillaries combined with optical tweezers

the Jarzynski estimator given below is used:

ø
exp

µ
° Wi

kB T

∂¿
= exp

µ
°¢G AB

kB T

∂
. (3.6)

The change in free energy can be used to infer properties of the DNA-protein complex system by
making the following assumptions. First, the the free energy change in the worm-like chain is assumed
to be negligible. This is true as long as the force level on the bare DNA is the same before and after
the translocation event. The second assumption is that the change in contour length of the DNA is
approximately equal to the change in stage position zA ° zB º sA ° sB . Taking these two conditions as
being true the free energy difference can be expressed solely as a function of the bias potential V , the
width in displacement of the jump event ¢z, the electrostatic decay length of the capillary ª, and the
effective charge of the protein complex q§:

¢G AB = q§V
¢z

ª+¢z
. (3.7)

Here, the geometrical factor ª would vanish in membrane nanopores and the free energy would solely
be a function of the effective charge and bias. Using this framework, effective charge values for the
two studied proteins: RNAP, and dCas9, can be computed. All events over multiple binding sites and
multiple nanocapillaries are grouped together to allow for enough statistical power of the Jarzynski free
energy estimator. The only requirement being that the bias voltage be the same for all experiments.
An average protein complex translocation event width is determined to be ¢z = 220 nm and 170 nm
for dCas9 and RNAP respectively, and the electrostatic decay length of ª= 75 nm is used. Using these
values the effective charge is computed to be q§ = 3.1 e and 3.4 e for dCas9 and RNAP respectively.

One of the issues with using the Jarzynski equality in this instance is the lack of statistical power
without combining all binding sites. Ideally, separate estimations would be made for different binding
sites as this may yield extra information as to possible subtle differences between them. The more
problematic issue with this is combining different nanocapillaries. Indeed, as seen in the previous
section concerned with localisation, differences in capillary geometry lead to large variations in drag
force and/or decay length ª which will in turn affect the effective charge q§ and induce errors. These
variations are postulated to be the largest effect on the error in the free energy estimation. If a similar
study were to be repeated, acquiring all data in the same capillary should reduce this variability and
yield more satisfactory discrimination results. As previously mentioned, the Jarzynski equality only
uses one direction of trajectory (in our case A ! B) and so induces an additional bias, in our case in
underestimating the effective charge of the protein complex.

This underestimation is confirmed when comparing q§ obtained from the Jarzynski estimator and from
the analytical fit of the localisation shift¢yp . Both proteins used in this work have similar hydrodynamic
radii[134; 161] which, in this configuration due to high electroosmotic drag, is the main contributor
to the computed effective charge. Some effect of electrostatic charge may remain but, despite this,
the work distributions obtained, as well as the effective charges, still support discrimination based on
non-equilibrium work analysis.
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Figure 3.7 – Discrimination of DNA-protein complexes. a) and b) show the distributions of non-
equilibrium work extracted from protein jump event force-distance curves for dCas9 and RNAP respec-
tively. Each binding site is shown at its position along the DNA strand with colours corresponding the
figure (3.5). c) Distribution of non-equilibrium work for dCas9 and RNAP as obtained from adding
the contributions from each individual binding site. The distributions show a small difference that is
then represented in the different effective charge, as calculated by the Jarzynski free energy estimator.
d) Distribution of conductance drops for dCas9 and RNAP. As on panel c) all the binding sites have
been assumed to be the same and are pooled for this distribution. This shows clear discrimination
between RNAP and dCas9 conductance drops, with higher values for RNAP protein-complexes. Figure
is adapted from ref. [66].

Discrimination based on size: Conductance drop

The second method of discrimination which is obtained directly while performing controlled translo-
cation experiments is customary with nanopore studies (chapter 1). Namely, to use the current drop as-
sociated with the protein translocation event to discriminate between different protein complexes[33].

Conductance drops which are confirmed to be simultaneous to the detected force peaks are extracted.
Since the buffers used both for RNAP and dCas9 are of same ionic strength these values are directly
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comparable and show better discrimination capabilities than the non-equilibrium work analysis. The
conductance drop itself is attributed to different possible causes ranging from geometrical current
blockage due to size[162], to molecular friction[163]. Whatever the exact mechanism, the discrimina-
tion power may be higher in this case due to the fact that the large electroosmotic force in nanocapillar-
ies has less of an effect on the conductance mechanism than on the force mechanism, thus affecting
the spread of the conductance drops less. This is despite the fact that the conductance drop depends
strongly on the salt concentration[164], reason why free translocations are carried out at high salt
which only allows certain restricted studies to be performed with proteins.

In practice, having the possibility to discriminate thanks to both conductance drop and non-equilibrium
work analysis will provide better sensitivity in the case where proteins are similar in either charge or
size. Optimisations of the experimental buffer, voltage bias for translocation, speed of controlled
translocation, or size of nanocapillary opening can easily be made to tailor the experiment to have the
best sensitivity for given proteins in order to detect and discriminate.

3.3 Conclusion

Despite combining data from multiple nanocapillaries and, via their different EOF drag forces reducing
the precision of the measurement, both localisation and discrimination of proteins is shown to be
possible. This technique could be extended to interesting studies such as more quantitative measures
of non-specific binding of proteins such as dCas9 that were not possible here due to statistical relevance
of the non-specific events. It could also be used in situations where standard techniques fail such as
the presence of large repeats in nucleotide order. This is characteristic of fragile X syndrome[165] and
could be a powerful technique to detect and characterise such repeats.

Due to the single molecule nature of the optical tweezers experiment, the throughput is relatively low.
This is estimated to be º 10 beads/h with an average occupancy of proteins in this study of º 20%. This
is one of the key factors limiting the amount of statistics for single nanocapillaries, and inducing errors
by using multiple samples. One method that could obtain a much higher throughput is scanning ionic
conductance microscopy (SICM)[166]. While sacrificing the force feedback of the optical tweezers is
a major drawback, experiments could be optimised in the optical tweezers in order to obtain a high
resolution in current before transferring to a SICM setup. In SICM, the DNA is bound to a planar surface
and the nanocapillary tip is approached until capture occurs. Similar current traces as obtained in this
study can then be obtained, and the process can be automated to measure tens of curves a minute at
low salt concentrations. Such an extension to SICM is under way by collaborators (Leitao, Navikas et al.
in preparation) with the addition of fluorescence microscopy. Detection of DNA origami molecules
with DNA dumbbell barcodes was sucessfully carried out similarly to previous free translocations in
glass nanocapillaries[167]. The use of surface attached DNA in the SICM method also easily lends itself
to multiplexed sensing where regions of the surface could be patterned to allow the measurement of
many different assays in one experiment. For example, different binding proteins, or different binding
sites, all measured on the same device.
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4 DNA retraction measured with optical
tweezers

Contributions: S.J.D. performed experiments and data analysis, S.M. performed FEM modelling, S.M.
and A.R. supervised the research.

The previous chapter showed how optical tweezers combined with nanocapillaries can be a powerful
single molecule tool to probe nanopore translocations. This chapter will extend the use of this technique
to the high precision dynamic measurements of taut DNA relaxation. Dynamic measurements are used
as a benchmark to show that such experiments could yield interesting data on the capture event in free
DNA translocations thus elucidating what is perhaps the least understood part of DNA translocations.

4.1 Introduction to DNA elasticity for taut relaxation

While the previous chapter delved into the intricate interactions of DNA-protein complexes, DNA itself
exhibits a wealth of interesting phenomena. Understanding the translocation dynamics of DNA can
lead to a better fundamental understanding of nanopore measurements. Indeed, while nanopore
measurements seem simple enough to describe, the exact physical process of DNA capture, and
translocation contains a multitude of physical effects, not all of which are well understood. The first
concepts of polymer physics and the elasticity of polymer chains were developed by Flory[168] and
expanded greatly in the 80’s and 90’s by De Gennes and others[169; 170; 171; 172].

The first theoretical developments that pertain to DNA extension are the descriptions of polymer
chains and their extension in strong flows[173; 174]. Subsequent studies were then broadened to the
extension or unwinding process both by external force and uniform flows[175]. Following the same
formalisms it is then possible to describe the transient dynamics of polymer relaxation from a taut
state[176; 177; 178; 179]. These are the dynamics that are of interest when measuring relaxation of taut
DNA.

Assuming a completely tensed length of polymer it is expected to go through transitions in its relaxation
depending on the residual tension along the chain. Initially the chain being taut is in the strong
stretching regime (SS), after some time the tension will have relaxed sufficiently that the free end of
the polymer will start to take on a more globular shape while the remaining chain is still rod-like. This
is the regime of the stem-flower (SF). By the continued relaxation of the taut stem part the globular
flower portion will grow until finally the remaining tension is so low that the polymer transitions
again into a brief trumpet regime (TP). This trumpet regime is very short lived as it exists only in a
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small range of tensions and soon thermal motion overcomes the relaxation process entirely. These
different relaxation regimes are shown on figure (4.1) in the case of nanopore translocation. From these
theoretical descriptions it is possible to extract behaviours of the DNA length over time and quantify it
via its power law dependence on time. The stem-flower regime is theoretically predicted to behave
in a Lt / t°1/2, where Lt is the length of the taut stem part of the stem-flower. However, depending
on the exact boundary conditions and magnitude of the force, many different scaling behaviours are
possible[180; 181].

a) c)

b) d)

Figure 4.1 – DNA tension propagation models and their relevance during a translocation event. a)
Initial conformation of DNA molecule at the instant of capture into a nanopore t = 0. The first chain
link will then be subjected to the force f which will start to propagate along the chain. R0 represents the
gyration radius of the molecule. b) Shows the conformation in the case where the threading force is low
f < f § while remaining larger than the thermal forces f > f# and the trumpet regime is the dominant
form of tension propagation. In this case no significant extension of the molecule is present, only a local
deformation of the globular structure. c) The stem flower regime of tension propagation for a threading
force f higher than in panel b) but lower than the critical force for the strong stretching regime f §§.
The stem flower is characterised by one part of the chain being in an extended rod-like conformation
while the rest is a deformed globule (flower). d) Tension propagation in the strong stretching regime
when the threading force is larger than the critical force f > f §§. In this case strong stretching implies
an almost completely rod-like shape of the tensed DNA. Figure is adapted from ref. [182].
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The advent of single molecule experiments allowed the verification of these elastic models. First, static
pictures of stretched and looped DNA were obtained via DNA extension and grafting at a receding water
meniscus[183]. Soon dynamical studies such as freely relaxing DNA was observed by fluorescence
microscopy and was well described by the stem-flower regime discussed above[184]. Perhaps the most
important single molecule tool was optical tweezers that revolutionised the field of biophysics as it
allowed for the attachment of DNA to microscopic beads that could be manipulated[185]. Figure (4.2)
shows some early results of DNA behaviour obtained with optical tweezers measurements.

First experiments used the optical tweezers as tethers and used liquid flow in combination with
fluorescence to measure the relaxation of long DNA[186]. These early experiments were already
interested in the elastic properties of DNA[187; 188; 189] as well as its interaction characteristics. For
example the dynamic behaviour of DNA in crowded media[190]. These first experiments confirmed
the theoretical predictions discussed above[191] although conditions where the relaxation was coupled
with hydrodynamic flow necessitated corrections[192]. Other tools such as magnetic tweezers and AFM
were also used to measure similar properties. The probing of taut DNA[193] and DNA melts[194] with
magnetic tweezers resembles similar contemporary studies done with optical tweezers. AFM was also
a tool instrumental in first studies of DNA conformations. Indeed modifications in DNA conformation
due to ligand binding were observed[195]. Liquid AFM was also able to resolve movements and changes
in shape of single DNA molecules and plasmids[196]. More recent AFM studies were also applied to the
unfolding of proteins[197] similarly to what can be carried out with optical tweezers[157] extending
these elasticity models to amino acid polymer chains.

The early studies of DNA discussed above made use of microscopy and optical tweezers to measure
the decaying length of taut DNA. However, they did not measure the DNA tension on the optical bead
directly. Later, optical tweezers were used with the measurement of force to expand studies and were
able to yield more knowledge on the exact behaviour of DNA as a polymer[198; 199]. The overstretching
transition of DNA was for example measured with optical tweezers, whose force transduction is key to
these measurements[200]. The overstretching transition is a conformational change of DNA at high
force (F > 65 pN) where the DNA melts into its single stranded form and was also measured in small
silicon nitride nanopores[201]. In addition to linear force related elastic behaviours rotational and
torque characteristics of DNA were also studied. Perhaps the most surprising result from these studies
is the fact that DNA overwinds when stretched[202] showing that DNA exhibits a richness of different
effects under tension. Finally the study of DNA structures such as hairpins allowed to better understand
secondary structure of DNA, its stability, and elastic properties[203; 204].

Applying these results to DNA behaviour during nanopore translocation is not trivial. Some theoretical
advances have been made extending previously described works to the confinement and translocation
of polymer chains. Polymer chain confinement in both slits and pores was described and depends
highly on the elastic properties of the chain along with the size of the confinement[205; 206]. The exact
nature of the dynamic process DNA undergoes during translocation can then be broached. Indeed,
DNA translocations are not an equilibrium process and the DNA shape, and tension, will change
throughout the process due to tension propagation and deformation dynamics[207; 208]. Considering
this fact, it is clear that the polymer chain could undergo all the regimes of trumpet, stem-flower, and
strong stretching depending on the magnitude of the driving force[182; 209]. The regimes theoretically
described above are represented during nanopore translocation on figure (4.1). Additional details
of translocation dynamics may be extracted from the extension of polymer theory to the nanopore
translocation case. Indeed it is expected that the dynamics of translocation be asymmetric and that the
compressed coiling and blob-like nature of the DNA on the trans side of the pore is not equivalent to
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the process of constant electrophoretic threading of the DNA from the cis side of the pore[210].

a) c)

b) d)

Figure 4.2 – First measurements of DNA elasticity. a) Optical images of a long DNA molecule attached
at one end to a bead held static in an optical trap. The DNA is tensed by a strong liquid flow before
the flow is abruptly halted. The relaxation from a tensed state is then observed optically. b) Optically
measured length of DNA as a function of time for molecules such as shown in panel a). Different total
lengths of molecule are shown. Panel a) and b) are adapted from ref. [190]. c) AFM image of a single
DNA molecule and its conformation. Images such as these were able to elucidate DNA bending and
movement in different conditions. Image is adapted from ref. [196]. d) Force extension curve of DNA
obtained with optical tweezer experiments. The overstretching transition is observed to take place
at º 60 pN where the curve diverges strongly from the inextensible worm-like chain (WLC) model
(dashed lines). Fits to such models allow the extraction of the elastic parameters of DNA in various
forms. Image is adapted from ref. [200].

While these studies are of great interest to more fully understand the details of DNA translocations in
nanopores a lack of experimental verification exists. Studies of the effect of nanoscale pre-confinement
of DNA before[211] or after[212] translocation have been shown to affect the translocation time distri-
bution. However, correlating these free translocation experiments with exact DNA conformation is
challenging and no tension information is available. One measurement of the relaxation of taut DNA
in the nanopore geometry was made using a similar setup as used in this thesis of nanocapillaries
and optical tweezers[62]. However, the time resolution of the study was ultimately too limited to
extend to the measurement of decay exponents or to more complex situations more closely related to
DNA translocation. The following chapter therefore attempts to measure the relaxation of taut DNA
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4.2. Experimental description

with enough precision to be able to extract the exponent of the force relaxation and compare it to
the theoretical predictions discussed above. This opens up the possibility to extend the technique to
situations more closely resembling the dynamics occurring during a translocation event.

4.2 Experimental description

In this chapter, as in the previous one, a polystyrene bead, previously coated in∏-DNA, and trapped with
optical tweezers, is brought close to the opening of a nanocapillary (size range 25-100 nm). By applying
a voltage bias, the DNA is driven inside the nanocapillary which is confirmed by a corresponding sharp
increase in the force signal. Once the DNA is inside the capillary a nanopositioning stage moves the
capillary in the opposite direction by 10 µm until the DNA is in a taut state. The size of ∏-DNA being
º 16 µm, and taking into account the distance between the bead and the opening of the nanocapillary
at capture (º 1-2 µm), this distance leaves the DNA in an almost completely tensed state. Once this
conformation is achieved the voltage bias is turned off and the DNA relaxes (schematic on figure (4.3a)).
This relaxation in DNA tension is measured via the decay to zero of the force on the optical tweezers.
This force decay is what will be probed and its time dependence quantified via a power law decay. A
typical example of such data is shown on figure (4.3b) both on a linear axis and on a log-log axis which
shows the expected power law shape of the curve. Experimental data shown in the following sections
are averaged sets of, in most cases, N > 20 curves taken at the same parameters.

[ms]

trans

Ag/AgCl
electrode

Voltage bias

-
A

trans

Ag/AgCl
electrode

-
A

a) b)

Figure 4.3 – Experimental setup and detected signals during taut relaxation of DNA. a) A nanocap-
illary separates two chambers filled with buffer. Ag/AgCl Electrodes allow to apply voltage bias. Once
DNA has been detected in the force and current signal a nanopositioning stage moves the capillary
away by a distance d = 10µm such that the DNA is close to fully tensed (upper sketch). Once this
position is achieved the voltage bias is shut off in order to let the taut DNA relax back to its equilibrium
state (lower sketch). Three schematic representations of the relaxation of DNA are shown going from
most extended to fully coiled with time. b) Typical normalised force-time curve (FOT(t )/FOT(0)) of the
decay along with voltage-time curve that shows the simultaneity of the decay with voltage drop. Inset
is a log-log plot of the main figure showing the power law shape of the curve. Note importantly that no
smoothing is applied to the data, the low noise is due to the fact that the curve shown is an average of
N = 47 individual curves taken at the same stiffness ∑= 32pN/µm and in the same nanocapillary.
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Such data sets are obtained thanks to a custom LabVIEW program that allowed the automation of this
measurement protocol in order to extract many curves from each bead in a much shorter time than is
possible manually. The LabVIEW program is modified to detect sharp transitions in the force curve and
thus uses this as a trigger for the scripted movement of the stage, shutting off of the bias voltage, and
return to the zero stage position before again applying the bias and waiting for a trigger event. This
allows automated acquisition of tens of curves per bead. Such an increase in statistics along with a
high acquisition frequency allows to measure scaling exponents more precisely without overt usage of
filters. This is compared to previous studies where the data was less reproducible only allowing few
data sets to be obtained[62].

Considering the wide variety of theoretically possible scaling exponents, that are mostly extracted
for the length decay and not the tension behaviour[180; 181], no a priori value of the exponent is
assumed. Finite element model (FEM) simulations of the process are carried out which allow qualitative
comparison to the experiments and their dependencies. Simulations of relaxation dynamics give a
qualitative control of experimental measurements. The exact retraction process is simulated using
FEM by assuming that, at the initial condition (t = 0), a length Lt of chain is under uniform tension of
magnitude f0, while the remaining length inside the capillary L°Lt remains un-tensed. The following
evolution equation is then solved for non-linear worm-like chain (WLC) backbone tension:

@ f (s, t )
@t

= D0 f 3/2 @
2 f (s, t )
@s2 , (4.1)

where D0 = 4
≥

q
Lp

kB T is the diffusion constant of tension along the backbone. In this case ≥ is the DNA
friction, and Lp the persistence length of DNA. This equation is then solved on the domain [0;L] with
the following boundary conditions: the tension at the free end f (s = L, t ) = 0 for all times t > 0, and the
bead follows a Langevin equation as described below (equation (4.2)) which fixes the evolution for the
bead end of the DNA f (s = 0, t). The bead contribution will be discussed later when deconvoluting
the bead effect from the DNA relaxation. When plotting single curves as are seen on figure (4.4e and f)
noise is added to the simulated curves to more clearly represent experiments.

4.3 Measuring DNA retraction with nanocapillaries combined with
optical tweezers

On figure (4.4) experimental decay curves as well as simulated curves are shown. Different optical trap
stiffnesses are compared on the same graph to show the dependence of the decay on this key parameter.
The curve shape as well as the dependence on stiffness is comparable between the simulated and
experimental curves showing that the FEM model is in good agreement.

The key to the experimental measurements allowing the extraction of force relaxation exponent is the
time resolution of the position detection. Indeed in previous studies the bead dynamics, and through
it the tension on the DNA, is captured via particle tracking on the image from the CCD camera. This
is limited to 104 Hz due to the frame rate of the camera[62]. In contrast the electrical signal from the
quadrant photo diode that directly tracks the motion of the bead through the laser displacement can be
acquired at 5 ·105 Hz. This 50 times increase in time resolution, along with the capability of obtaining
many more curves via the automated LabVIEW are what seperates this study from previous attempts at
measuring taut DNA relaxation. Curves on figure (4.3) are raw data and the high signal to noise ratio is
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due to an averaging of N > 20 curves that enables filtering to only be used sparingly when studying the
exponent of the decay itself.

When measuring the force relaxation of the bead in the optical trap FOT(t ), it could be naïvely postulated
that it is directly proportional to the tension of the DNA at the bead end. In fact this is not the case due
to the bead being displaced in the optical trap by ¢x = f0/∑, where ∑ is the stiffness of the optical trap.
The bead displacement is in the range of 50-1000 nm in typical experiments. Since the bead detection
r (t ) is used to measure the tension on the DNA, the measured signal FOT(t ) = ∑r (t ) is a convolution of
the true DNA tension f (s = 0, t ) with the bead’s intrinsic response.

4.3.1 Deconvolution from the effects of the colloidal bead

As stated previously, the measured quantity, the force on the optical bead, is a convolution of the DNA
behaviour with the bead dynamics within the optical trap. In order to take this into account the exact
dynamics of the bead must be known. The bead follows the Langevin equation given below, where the
inertial terms can be readily ignored since friction dominates:

∞ṙ +∑r = ¥(t )+ f (s = 0, t ). (4.2)

By partial integration the measured response is obtained as:

FOT(t ) = f0e(°t/øb ) + 1
øb

Zt

0
f (s = 0, t )e°(t°t 0)/øb d t 0, (4.3)

where øb = ∞/∑ is the characteristic time-scale of the bead defined by the ratio of friction ∞ to stiffness
∑. This implies that, at very high stiffnesses where øb is small, the effect of the bead on the measured
response will be negligible and thus the measurement will approach the true value of DNA relaxation.
In contrast, if øb is non-negligible compared to the time-scale of the DNA relaxation, then the bead
contribution must be taken into account.

Subtracting the contribution of the bead is done, both on experimental data and in FEM simulations, by
deconvoluting in Fourier space F̃OT(!) before returning the signal to real space. Experimentally, before
deconvolution, all curves are first normalised by the zero time value of the force FOT(t )/FOT(0) before
being filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter. Filtering was found to improve noise in the deconvoluted
curves and allowed further processing to extract a relatively clean value of the exponent. The correct
tension along the DNA, without the contribution from the bead, is thus obtained as:

f̃ t (!) = øb

µ
F̃OT(!)

g (!)
°1

∂
, (4.4)

Where g (!) is the Fourier transform of the response function g (t) = e°t/øb . Examples of such de-
convolution applied to both experimental and simulated curves are shown on figure (4.4c) through
f)). As expected in the low stiffness case the deconvolution has a more pronounced effect since the
bead contribution is larger. For stiffnesses ∑> 30 pN/µm the bead influence becomes small and the
deconvolution step can be omitted without much loss of information. Figure (4.4) shows how, despite
the experimental noise and the convolution effects with the bead, the higher experimental acquisition
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Figure 4.4 – Dependence of DNA relaxation on optical trap stiffness and contribution due to con-
volution with bead dynamics. a) Log-log plot of experimental force versus time curves for different
stiffnesses of the optical trap. All experiments were done in 100 mM KCl buffered with 10 mM Tris,
pH 7.5. The number of individual curves averaged is as follows: N = 23, 35, 25, 50, 47, 26, and 23 (in
the order given by the figure legend). b) Simulation of force relaxation for different trap stiffnesses
as a comparison to panel a). Panels c) and d) show experimental force decays versus time as well as
insets of the exponent versus time (on the same time axis) for low (∑= 32 pN/µm) and high (∑= 111
pN/µm) stiffness respectively. For each graph both the raw experimental data and the deconvoluted
data is shown. Panels e) and f ) show the same deconvolution behaviour for simulated curves. The low
stiffness is ∑= 8 pN/µm and the high stiffness is ∑= 111 pN/µm. Similar to the experimental panels
both the raw data and deconvoluted data is shown as well as the inset of the exponent bahaviour with
time on the same axis as the main panel. Noise is artificially added to the single simulated curves on
panels e) and f) to more clearly represent the experimental case.

rate allows to extract the exponent for the force decay as a function of time f (t ) / tÆ.

4.3.2 Force decay exponent analysis

Having correctly extracted the DNA contribution to the force decay, this can now be analysed further
in order to observe the scaling relationship and how this varies with important physical variables in
the system (f.ex trap stiffness, DNA tensed length). To extract the exponent the local slope along the
smoothed, deconvoluted force curve is extracted. This allow to observe the exponent changes as a
function of time (as seen in the insets of figure (4.4) or figure (4.5)). The exact scaling relationship for
long time-scales is based on entropic driving forces of DNA extension, as described by Marko and
Siggia:

f (z) = kB T L2

4Lp (L° z)2 (4.5)

When balanced with an effective friction force ≥Lż one obtains a scaling of the form f (t ) / t°2/3. This
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Figure 4.5 – Extraction of exponent for long time-scales and comparison to simulation. a) Experi-
mental measurement of the exponent by taking the local slope of the curves on figure (4.4a)). Data
shows similar convergence to °1. Due to noise in the experimental data, especially when the curve
approaches FOT = 0 the exponent is only plotted until the curve reaches the level of thermal forces
(FOT = kB T /Lp ). This is also the level where the regime of tension relaxation is expected to change
from taut dynamics to a stem-flower or trumpet regime. Unfortunately, experimental noise is too large
to speculate on any change of exponent. b) Simulation of exponent for different stiffnesses of the
optical trap. All of the simulated exponents converge to °1 for long time-scales which supports the
experimental measurement.

is the same exponent as calculated by Otto et al[62]. One problem with this view arises at the end of the
decay where, once the tension on the DNA is comparable to the level of thermal energy, the picture as
given by taut dynamics is no longer valid and the regime of stem-flowers as described by Brochard-
Wyart is more relevant[176]. It is not trivial to compute this exponent exactly and many regimes
with different exponents exist in the literature[180; 181]. In order to avoid any a priori assumption
of exponent, comparison between experiments and simulations are used to qualitatively verify the
behaviour of decaying DNA. Figure (4.5) shows both experimental and simulated exponents. In both
cases for all stiffnesses the exponent converges, for long time-scales, to a value of °1.

4.3.3 Length dependence

Due to the expected dependence of the DNA on the decay regime: taut, stem-flower, and trumpet, the
most interesting physical quantity to vary is the length of tensed DNA. Indeed if the DNA starts in a
conformation more similar to the stem-flower it will contain a large globule of DNA which will affect
the decay via drag force.

The exponent of the decay should then change in these cases. Experimentally for the case of shorter
tensed length, instead of moving the stage by a distance of d = 10 µm, the stage was moved by smaller
values of d = 6, and 3 µm. The DNA conformation at time t = 0 is therefore no longer a quasi fully
tensed rod but resembles more the stem flower as seen on the inset of figure (4.6b).

From a simulation point of view, in order to properly approximate the system, a tensed length of
DNA Lt < 10 µm is used. An un-tensed part of DNA is then added onto the end of this rod. Both
experimental, and simulated results are shown on figure (4.6) where the force-time plots as well as
the different exponents are shown. Some small changes of time to convergence or irregularities in the
dynamical behaviour are present, some of which are seen in the experimental data. However, the long
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time-scale behaviour of the exponent stays the same as in the fully tensed case. It is postulated that the
effect of stem-flowers, in this case, due to relatively large forces (as compared to thermal force) and
relatively short length of DNA (small drag from the un-tensed region) lead to no large modification to
the scaling regime.
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Figure 4.6 – Length dependence of taut DNA dynamics. a) Experimental log-log curves for different
lengths of tensed DNA. These were all carried out in the same capillary, and with the same stiffness
of 30 pN/µm. The number of averaged curves is N = 25, 106, and 31 in the order given by the figure
legend. b) Exponents corresponding to the curves on panel a). Inset shows the starting position of the
DNA with a length of tensed rod Lt and an untensed flower region. Inset is adapted from ref. [176].
c) Simulations of DNA relaxation for different lengths of tensed DNA. Similar to panel a) force decay
in time is shown. d) Exponents corresponding to the simulations in panel c). The exponent does not
change from its long time-scale convergence of °1, as confirmed by both experiments and simulations.

In order to tell conclusively if any large variation in scaling exponent is induced by a change from the
taut dynamics regime to the stem-flower regime less noise in the force trace would be needed. This
would allow to adequately resolve the behaviour of the exponent once it reaches the thermal force limit
(< 1 pN). In addition to this a much longer length of DNA could be used in order to have the drag of
the ’flower’ dominate the dynamics. Nevertheless, the experiments conducted in this chapter show
that the high temporal resolution, granted by the use of a quadrant photo diode for bead deflection
measurement, adequately resolve the taut dynamics even for very short lengths of taut DNA.
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4.4 Controlled translocations and the role of electroosmotic flow:
Conclusions

A combination of nanocapillaries with optical tweezers has now been shown to accurately measure,
not only biologically relevant quantities such as precise protein localisation, or discrimination of DNA
bound proteins, but also that they can contribute to a more fundamental understanding of the physics
of DNA by measuring with high temporal precision the relaxation of taut DNA in several configurations.
This precision, along with the ability to obtain large statistics and thus avoid over-filtering by simply
averaging curves together allows to experimentally measure the scaling exponent of the dynamic
relaxation of DNA. The importance of simulations is also brought to the fore as a tool to support
the validity of such measurements and to bridge the gap between experiments and existing physical
models.

If the problems of large noise at the thermal force limit can be resolved then it would be of great interest
to use the technique of optical tweezers combined with nanocapillaries to investigate the physics of
DNA translocation. Indeed, little is known about the exact dynamics of capture and translocation
of DNA through nanopores. Studies could be conducted using the same technique as described in
this chapter but studying the inward trajectory of the DNA. This trajectory would not be driven by
the entropic collapse of a tensed rod but by the electrophoretic force dragging the DNA through the
pore. Similar knowledge may be gleaned by using other protocols such as the decay in a Lt = 0 case
(equivalent to not moving the stage in the discussions above). A third way may be to study the relaxation
of DNA but, instead of dropping the voltage to V = 0, switching the polarity of the voltage from +V to
°V . In this way the free end of DNA would be driven towards the bead in relatively the same way that a
translocation takes place. All of these techniques have been fleetingly attempted with the current state
of the experimental setup along with modifications of the solution viscosity to slow dynamics[213] or
the use of ssDNA. Unfortunately no clear patterns were readily observed.

The difference between theory and the measured force decay exponent as well as the difficulty in
extracting dynamics more closely related to translocations is postulated to be due to electroosmotic flow
in capillaries. In glass nanocapillaries, electroosmotic flow is known to be large[79] and unrepeatable
due to slight variations of surface charge, and geometrical factors. This is a large hindrance to studies
such as the ones discussed in these preceding sections. A solution to the variation in EOF would lead to
many interesting avenues of research, such as studies into DNA translocation dynamics, being made
more consistent.
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4.5 Polymer coating of nanocapillaries

This section was performed in collaboration with: S. Marion, Z-Q. Wu, L. Sola, M. Chiari, and A.
Radenovic.

Contributions: S.J.D. performed experiments and data analysis, Z-Q.W. performed experiments, L.S.
and M.C. designed and synthesised polymers, S.M. and A.R. supervised the research.

4.5.1 Electroosmotic flow and ionic current rectification in nanopores

Electroosmotic flow was introduced in chapter (1) as being due to the coupling of surface charge
induced electrical double layers with external electric field. Indeed, when electrical double layers build
up in the fluid close to charged surfaces electro-neutrality is broken[24]. This lack of electro-neutrality
coupled with local electric field will exert a net body force on ions of the double layer inducing a liquid
flow via viscous drag coupling[214]. Electroosmotic flow is highly dependent on the electric field as
well as the surface charge[215]. Surface roughness has also been shown to play a role in EOF with
increased local surface curvature due to roughness leading to flow suppression[216]. Flow in glass
nanocapillaries has been directly experimentally measured with a system very similar to that used
in chapter (3) and (4) where a truncated bead’s rotation can be measured[79]. From the rotational
frequency of the bead the velocity of the flow as well as its spatial distribution is mapped. Velocities
can be extremely large, on the order of uEOF º 0.5 m/s for pore opening sizes d º 20 nm[87; 217], which
shows how important EOF is to take into account in these systems. Such flow velocities can lead to
forces on the order of several pN on proteins[49]. This large flow effect can, not only adversely affect
dynamics of translocations in nanocapillaires as seen in the previous section, but can contribute to the
conductance of charged nanopores. This contribution is quantified through ionic current rectification
(ICR).

Ionic current rectification is defined as being r = |I (+V )/I (°V )|, with r = 1 for completely symmetric
pores that follow ideal ohmic behaviour. However, in pores where the IV characteristic is non linear,
where current grows super-linearly for one voltage polarity and sub-linearly in the opposite polarity,
r > 1 will quantify the ionic current rectification. Electroosmotic flow alone is not enough to induce
ICR as it is symmetric in electric field. However whenever an asymmetry in the system is present EOF
will enhance ICR[218; 219]. Asymmetry may be present in many forms and its effect on flow and ICR
has been studied. Asymmetry in the underlying surface charge, for example with half treated pores
(see figure (4.7b) for an example of such a pore), can lead to extremely large rectification r º 100: these
are usually termed nanofluidic diodes[220; 221]. This terminology is accurate considering solid state
based diode equations such as the Shockley equation (derived for PN junction current behaviour[222])
can qualitatively describe the IV characteristic of such pores[24]. Asymmetry in the buffer solutions
on the cis and trans side of the pore also leads to ICR whether it be viscosity differences[223], pH
differences[224], or salt concentration differences[225]. Geometrical asymmetry is one of the simplest
ways of inducing ICR, as many etching techniques will yield cone shaped pores. This is also the
symmetry break that induces ICR in pulled glass nanocapillaries[226].

Ionic current rectification in conical pores will depend on electric field strength through its enhance-
ment due to electroosmotic flow[227]. Due to its origin being intimately coupled to surface charge
properties it also depends on pH[214; 228] as well as ionic strength[215]. Indeed, lower salt concentra-
tions lead to larger electrical double layers (see introduction chapter (1) on Debye and Gouy-Chapman
lengths) which increase the flow. In geometrically asymmetric nanopores, the amplitude of ionic
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current rectification depends on pore size with smaller pores showing larger rectification effects[229].
This is due to surface conduction playing a larger role as pore size is reduced (see Dukhin length in
chapter (1)).

Recently, ionic current rectification of conical pores has been shown to depend on hydrostatic pressure[230;
231; 232]. Applying a pressure difference between the cis and trans side of the pore was shown to reduce
the ICR effect and linearise IV characteristics. This is shown to be due to the fluid flow disturbing ion
concentrations inside the pore[232]. The lack of such a pressure induced reduction in small pores
confirms the flow importance and is due to drastically smaller flow rates at smaller pore sizes (Q / R4

if Poiseuille flow is assumed, Q / R3 when access regions dominate). This pressure dependence of ICR
will be discussed in detail in chapter (8) for the case of symmetric pores.

a) b)

c)

Figure 4.7 – Electroosmotic flow and ionic current rectification in nanopores. a) Electroosmotic
flow velocity in a 5 nm (left) and 10 nm (right) silicon nitride nanopore. Image is adapted from ref.
[227]. b) Schematic of a conical nanopore made out of PET foil with asymmetric surface charge along
the pore length. This leads to very high rectification r º 100 for low salt concentrations exemplifying a
nanofluidic diode. Image is adapted from ref. [220]. c) Examples of electroosmotic flow velocity as a
function of pH for bare and polymer coated capillaries used for capillary electrophoresis. Inset shows
the chemical structure of the polymer PDMA-GMA-MAPS. Main image is adapted from ref. [137] while
inset is adapted from ref. [233].

Techniques for reducing EOF have been studied in different systems. The simplest way of reducing
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the flow is to reduce the surface charge, for example by changing the pH of the solution to find the
iso-electric point of the surface and thus having little to no charged double layer to couple with the
field. While this is a simple method it can easily lead to issues since the iso-electric point for glass and
silicon nitride is pHæ=0 º 1.5 and pHæ=0 º 3 (depending on growth parameters) respectively[234; 235]
meaning that DNA in such solutions would be unstable and damaged[236]. Use of different salts
has also been shown to modulate EOF[237] due to a modification of the zeta potential with different
cationic species[238]. Another technique lies in modifying the surface with a coating that reduces
flow[136; 239]. Biological coatings such as lipid bilayers have been used to reduce flow in pores[83; 140].
In solid state pores this was confirmed by an increase in the measured threading force in optical
tweezers experiments[83; 140] as well as having the added benefit of reduced sticking of analytes to
the pore walls[141]. This reduction of wall-analyte interaction during free translocations enables the
extraction of shape, volume, charge, rotational diffusion coefficient, and dipole moment of individual
proteins[139; 240]. However, lipid bilayers induce an increase in 1/ f noise in coated pores postulated
to be due to the fluidity of the lipid bilayer[83].

Charged polymer coatings can also be used to diminish ICR or, by using oppositely charged polymers
to the surface, invert the ICR behaviour as compared to bare pores[241]. Neutral polymers are perhaps
most common to reduce EOF since their lack of charge does not bring its own flow generation[242].
Many such neutral polymers are available: from poly vinyl alcohol (PVA), polysaccharide coatings, or
the acrylamide based polymers that will be discussed below[239]. These types of coatings have the
benefit of being bound or adsorbed to the pore wall and thus should not increase the 1/ f noise as lipid
bilayers do. Acrylamide based polymers have been widely used in the field of capillary electrophoresis
where EOF affects the separation speed, resolution, and reproducibility of experiments[137; 243].
Surface coating of such capillaries leads to reduced flow due to two effects. The first is surface charge
screening where the polymer acts as an additional screen for the surface charge or saturates binding
sites through covalent bonding and thus reduces the flow[241]. The second effect is that viscous fluid
drag between the liquid and the polymer film reduces the build up of the flow[242]. Such polymer
coatings have thus shown to be effective in EOF reduction if the coating thickness extends past the
Debye length of the system[244].

4.5.2 Measuring and reducing effects of eletroosmotic flow

Results from the previous chapters such as the spread of measured effective linear charge density of
DNA (chapter (3)), and the difficulty in obtaining exponents of tensed DNA force-time relaxation, point
to electroosmotic flow being an uncontrollable factor that may adversely affect results. This is especially
true when comparing data between different nanocapillaries. While single capillaries can be used for
experiments such as free translocations, often for lower yield experiments such as optical tweezers, it
is necessary to use several samples. This is a larger factor when pore size dependent phenomena are
studied. Taking this into account, an approach to reducing electroosmotic flow in glass nanocapillaries
was undertaken.

The chosen strategy to reduce electroosmotic flow in glass nanocapillaries is to coat the surface with
a neutral polymer. As described above the effect is expected to be two fold. A small amount of
charge screening will reduce the flow. Secondly, the viscous drag entailed by the multitude of polymer
strands at the surface reduce the build up of liquid flow in the capillary. The polymers are specially
designed to reduce flow in classical capillary electrophoresis and have been used extensively in that
field[137; 242; 243; 244] where they can also serve to render microfluidic pathways hydrophilic[233].
They have not yet been applied to small glass capillaries in the nanometer range of the type discussed
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in this thesis.

A family of polymers was synthesised by collaborators for use in glass nanocapillaries. These polymers
are all based on the same poly(dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA) base. One is plain PDMA, the next is
modified with a silane moiety [3-(methacryloyl-oxy)-propyl]trimethoxysilane (MAPS), and the last
contains the silane along with a functionalisation of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA). The chemical
structure of PDMA-GMA-MAPS is shown on the inset of figure (4.7c). PDMA will coat the surface due to
non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, Van der Waals, or hydrophobic forces. In contrast
to this, the polymers containing a silane will covalently attach to the silanol surface group of the glass
capillaries[233].

The two more complex polymers are of added interest due to the possibility of functionalising them with
additional molecules in order to create brushes or cross-linked gels at the surface of the nanocapillary.
In order to confirm the attachement of polymers, observe the coverage density, nanoscale organisation,
and height of polymer layers, liquid AFM images were taken of coated silicon nitride chips. This is
achieved with a simple plasma, dip, and rinse protocol (the full protocol for nanocapillary coating is
described later). Density of polymer coating has been shown to be a factor in the reduction of EOF[245],
however AFM studies confirm that the polymer coating is uniform and dense with height differences
within the film on the order of 0.1 nm (figure (4.8)). This is comparable to bare silicon nitride implying
no extra roughness due to the coating layer[246].

Further investigation of the mechanical properties of these polymer films was done by taking images in
contact mode with the AFM tip. First, concentrically smaller images with higher and higher contact
force are made. Subsequently, the whole area is imaged and the polymer coating’s indentation is
observed. Figure (4.8b and c) shows a concentric pattern of squares in the height and phase images.
From the height image it is clear that indentation is maximum (º 1 nm) in the center most square in
which º 1000 nN of force was applied on the polymer. The phase image is proportional to the rigidity
of the substrate and so the amount of indentation is seen to correlate with the rigidity of the polymer
layer. The hypothesis is that the polymer layer is hydrated in solution and relatively loose at a thickness
of approximately 5 nm[233]. When applying high forces such as with the AFM tip in contact mode the
polymer layer is flattened against the underlying substrate thus increasing in rigidity.

The protocol for coating nanocapillaries with polymer contains the following steps. First, the nanocapil-
laries are subjected to oxygen plasma for 10 minutes so as to clean the surface from any contamination,
along with activating the surface oxygen groups. Then, and without delay so as to keep the surface
activation as fresh as possible, the capillaries are placed in a liquid droplet of 2% w/w of polymer,
previously filtered through 20 nm filters. Next, the immersed capillary is placed in a dessicator so the
lower pressure forces the liquid to enter the tip. The capillaries are left in low pressure conditions
for 30 min so as to ensure proper coating of the tip region. Finally, capillaries were mounted in a
PDMS flow cell and attached to a microscopy slide (as described in chapter (2)). Polymer coatings are
stable for hundreds of hours regardless of pH, temperature or denaturant concentrations[247] so even
long term storage should not affect the coating efficacy. Coated nanocapillaries are then probed in
several different experiments to assess whether the polymer coating is present, robust under voltage
application and with time, and whether coated nanocapillary electroosmotic flow characteristic are in
fact reduced.
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a)

b) c)

Figure 4.8 – Liquid AFM measurements on PDMA-GMA-MAPS coated silicon nitride chips. a)
Height map of undisturbed polymer coating showing the uniform coverage over micron sized ar-
eas. b) Height map after contact mode indentations with different forces. Force is applied in higher and
higher increments as the area of the contact image was reduced. Maximal indentation at º 1000 nN of
force is º 1 nm. c) Phase image corresponding to panel b) showing the increased rigidity of indented
polymer regions. AFM imaging courtesy of R. Foschia.

Precise measurements of ionic current rectification as a measure of EOF

Due to the correlation between ionic current rectification and electroosmotic flow in conical pores,
the first quantification of EOF is attempted by measuring ICR in polymer coated capillaries. ICR can
easily be measured by measuring a standard IV curve as defined previously r = |I (+V )/I (°V )|. There is
however another method of measuring the rectification: via a lock-in amplifier. A sinusoidal bias voltage
V (t) = V0 sin(2º f t ) at a frequency f is applied and the resulting current I (t) is read. The measured
current is characterised by the admittance of the system Y (V ) as: I = Y (V )V . Any non-linearities in
the system are therefore contained within the admittance. By assuming that the system is made up
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of a parallel conductance G(V ) and capacitance C the admittance is written Y (V ) =G(V )+ j!C . The
Taylor expansion of G(V ) for small perturbation voltages would then be:

G(V ) ºG(V = 0)+ @G(V )
@V

ØØ
V =0V + 1

2
@2G(V )
@2V

ØØ
V =0V 2 + ... =G1 +G2V +G3V 2 + ... (4.6)

Where the G1 term is the linear term of the conductance and corresponds to equation (1.1). By plugging
the sinusoidal applied voltage into the system response the current is obtained as:
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Considering that the lock-in amplifier can detect several different harmonics In / sin(n · (2º f t )) these
can be connected to the conductance contributions in the above equation.
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Harmonics higher than n = 2 are ignored since their contribution is assumed to be small, the ionic
current rectification can then be given as a function of the ratio of second harmonic current I2 (non-
linear contribution) to first harmonic current I1 (linear contribution) as:

r (V ) º 1+4
I1(V )
I2(V )

(4.9)

This approximation is valid in the limit of dominant first harmonic current, G1 ¿ G2V0, and in the
limit of low frequencies 2º f ø G1V0

C (i.e. close to DC). This description also assumes that the second
harmonic current is the dominant harmonic and that other additional harmonics (third, fourth, and
so on) are negligible in comparison. This may not be true for highly rectifying samples, but for low
voltages it was found to be in good agreement with values computed from DC IV curves for all the
studied samples.

Bare and polymer coated capillaries are electrically characterised both with AC and DC measurements.
Figure (4.9a) shows examples of DC IV characteristics of three capillaries: one control, one coated with
PDMA, and one coated with PDMA-MAPS. This shows that for some capillaries the expected behaviour
of ICR reduction is obtained via a linearisation of the curve and a slight increase in resistance. An
increase in resistance is expected due to the thickness of the polymer layer (º 10 nm total). Panel
b) of the same figure shows the noise PSD as extracted from the DC current traces for the bare and
PDMA coated capillaries. The noise spectra show no clear increase in 1/ f noise as was seen with lipid
coating[83]. This is also consistent with the fact that the layer of polymer is adsorbed to the surface and
so is not expected to have the same degree of freedom as a fluid lipid bilayer.

Aggregated data of AC extracted ICR versus resistance of nanocapillaries is presented on figure (4.9c),
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where the coated capillaries are shown in red and bare control capillaries are shown in blue. All data is
acquired at a bias amplitude of V0 = 100 mV RMS and a frequency of 10 Hz. The acquisition frequency
is chosen while taking into account the conductance response of the system in frequency.
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Figure 4.9 – Electrical characterisation of polymer coated nanocapillaries. a) Three typical DC
IV curves showing bare nanocapillary’s high rectification and coated nanocapillaries’ reduction in
rectification. It is also clear that due to the coating procedure the size of the capillary opening is
diminished thus yielding a higher overall resistance. b) Noise analysis from panel a) where no significant
noise increase is seem for the coated nanocapillary. The noise behaviour is postulated to be due to
the fact that the polymer layer is adsorbed to the glass and thus is less prone to fluctuation. This is
in contrast to other coating techniques, such as lipid bilayer coating, that increases the noise due to
fluctuations of the lipid layer. c) Ionic current rectification as measured with the lock-in amplifier
as a function of the resistance of the pore. The resistance is chosen as the comparative measure
since for small capillaries the correlation between measured size of the opening via SEM and its
resulting resistance is low. While some outliers both from the coated group and bare group have large
rectification values it is not possible to deduce a lowering of rectification for the majority of the coated
capillaries.

Nanocapillaries show a frequency response where at low frequencies f < 1 Hz electrode polarisation
is non-negligible, this is followed by a plateau region 1 < f < 100 Hz where the measured AC linear
resistance (G1) corresponds to the DC value, and finally for high frequencies leakage dominates f > 100
Hz. This is shown on figure (6.2) (in this case capillaries are not filled with aqueous solvent but the
frequency dependence is not qualitatively different). A second factor in the choice of frequency is that
ionic current rectification has been shown to be frequency dependent[241] with the effect being largest
at low frequencies close to DC and dropping off sharply at frequencies f > 30 Hz. The rectification data
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shows a large spread independently of the coating status of the capillary with some capillaries showing
higher ICR with increased resistance as expected[229].

a) b)

Figure 4.10 – Conductance and ionic current rectification spread in small glass nanocapillaries. a)
Conductance as function of SEM measured nanocapillary opening diameter for 138 bare nanocapillar-
ies. Dashed line is a fit to equation (1.1). b) Ionic current rectification as a function of SEM measured
diameter for 178 bare nanocapillaries. Both panel a) and b) show how irreproducible nanocapillary
electrical properties become below 100 nm. Figure is adapted from ref. [89].

The spread of nanocapillary rectification is attributed to the inherent spread of their electrical charac-
teristics. Indeed the conductance of such pores shows a large variation, especially at low pore diameters.
Figure (4.10) shows the conductance and rectification of N > 130 bare nanocapillaries as a function
of the SEM measured diameter. It is clear that once a capillary’s diameter is below approximately
100 nm the spread in conductance becomes large and the theoretical dependence on diameter[41]
(equation (1.1)) is no longer precise. The observed conductance spread has contributions from small
variations in geometry of the pulled tips that are not controllable with the pulling protocol. These
pulling variations will also affect surface roughness of the capillaries that has been shown to have a large
effect on ICR[216]. The rectification is also shown to have a large spread especially for small opening
diameters. Another possibility is that ionic current rectification and electroosmotic flow are not well
correlated in the nanocapillary system and that the asymmetric geometry is dominantly responsible
for ICR with flow playing only a small additional role. While the measurements of the rectification via
the lock-in amplifier are precise (see chapter (8) where variations < 1% are measured), it is impossible
to conclude a reduction of flow due to coating solely using these measurements.

DNA translocations through polymer modified nanocapillaries

Free translocations of DNA molecules can be a marker for electroosmotic flow. It has been shown
that the electroosmotic induced drag force on free translocating DNA molecules, in addition with the
asymmetric confinement conditions, affects the translocation time distribution in nanocapillaries[248;
249]. Electroosmotic flow being asymmetric in voltage polarity for nanocapillaries the flow induced
drag force will be larger for positive voltage biases and smaller for negative biases. A shift in forward (cis
to trans) versus reverse (trans to cis) translocation time distributions thus marks a high electroosmotic
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Figure 4.11 – Free translocations of DNA as a marker for electroosmotic flow reduction. a) Scatter
plot of free ∏-DNA translocations through a bare 20 nm nanocapillary at ±600 mV in 1 M KCl buffered
to pH 8. Histograms of dwell times and conductance drops are also included.

In order to probe this, a subset of the nanocapillaries presented above are used for the free translocation
of ∏-DNA. Long DNA molecules were chosen so as to have a long translocation dwell times. The use
of ∏-DNA has the added benefit that larger molecules will be more affected by electroosmotic drag
force due to their larger gyration radius. Figure (4.11) shows a scatter plot of current drop magnitude
versus translocation time in a 20 nm bare capillary. On the horizontal and vertical axis is also shown
the global distributions of the conductance drops ¢G and dwell times ¢t . No statistical difference
in translocation time distributions was seen between ¢V =±600 mV. This is assumed to be due to a
smaller electroosmotic drag force as compared to previous literature studies[248; 249] therefore not
affecting the translocation times sufficiently to discriminate forward versus backward events. The lack
of effect in bare capillaries also means that a reduction in flow would be difficult to see with such an
experiment.

Measurement of threading force as a marker of eletroosmotic flow

Considering the lack of evidence for electroosmotic flow reduction from both electrical characterisation
and free translocations of DNA, a more direct approach was used. The optical tweezers setup is
used to measure the threading force of DNA ( f0 value from the previous sections) in coated and
uncoated nanocapillaries. The force measured by the optical tweezers setup is always the balance of
the electrophoretic driving force reduced by the electroosmotic drag force. In this way the threading
force value as measured in the optical tweezers is a more direct measurement of electroosmotic induced
drag[83; 140].

Measurements of f0 are made using at least 10 different DNA molecules whose force is recorded at
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least 10 times each in order to build a sufficient statistic of threading forces per capillary. While using
coated capillaries it was noted that threading events were harder to obtain than in bare capillaries. In
bare capillaries the capture of DNA is relatively straightforward, and the centering of the bead with
respect to the pore opening is easy to do by visually comparing the position of the trapped bead with
the visible capillary on the live microscopy image. In coated nanocapillaries it was harder to find the
exact location where DNA threading events occurred, and higher voltage was often used to induce
more events. Considering this bare nanocapillary data was always conducted at the same voltage for
correct comparisons to be made.
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Figure 4.12 – Comparison of force measured in the optical tweezers setup. a) Effective linear charge
density of DNA as extracted from the force of threading in the optical tweezers setup. Considering that
the threading force in the optical tweezers is the balance of the electrophoretic driving force and the
electroosmotic drag force FOT = FEP°FEO a higher threading force should be observed if electroosmotic
flow is reduced by polymer coating. This is clearly not the case as the spreads overlap considerably.

Figure (4.12) shows the effective linear charge density of DNA as computed from the threading force
∏eff = f0/V in both coated and bare capillaries. The spread of this value is quite large and again
attributed to geometrical and surface property differences between capillaries within the same group.
There is no clear trend of higher force for the polymer coated nanocapillaries which would indicate a
reduced flow due to coating. The fact that translocation events were harder to obtain in coated pores
does point to some effect of the polymer coating. However, this may be due to external coating only
that causes interactions between DNA molecules and polymer hindering DNA capture by the pore. It is
possible that the coating does not penetrate inside the capillary in order to coat the inner walls that are
responsible for flow generation.

4.5.3 Conclusion

While the results of this study were inconclusive with respect to reducing the elecroosmotic flow of
nanocapillaries it did however bring experience with the use of PDMA based polymer coatings that
allowed a similar study to be performed in collaboration with Awasthi et al.[250]. This study shows
that polymer coatings are comparable to lipid bilayer coatings on silicon nitride nanopores when
it comes to decreasing the clogging of pores and decreasing non-specific protein-pore interactions.
Polymer coatings allowed the correct determination of protein characteristics such as volume, and
shape similarly to other investigated coatings. However, in the case of silicon nitride pores the polymer
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coating did slightly increase the 1/ f noise. This again points to the fact that in the nanocapillary case
no internal wall coating took place. The thickness of the silicon nitride nanopores used by Awasthi et al.
was L = 30 nm showing that the polymer must penetrate at least 15 nm into nanometer sized pores.
However, as previously discussed in chapter (3), the extent of the electric field in nanocapillaries can be
significantly larger, up to 150 nm in some cases. This tenfold increase in distance could explain the
lack of effect seen here if the penetration depth of the coating solution is small. Despite the lack of EOF
reduction the liquid AFM results conducted here point to some interesting properties of polymer films
such as their indentation and rigidity and could be expanded.

The use of glass nanocapillaries can be extremely practical as a low cost, easy, and fast fabrication
nanopore. Indeed they can easily be used for free translocation and controlled translocation experi-
ments to detect various analytes such as proteins, DNA, or DNA-protein complexes. However, when a
statistical comparison between a population of pores is necessary, for example when studying more
fundamental phenomena such as flow in pores, or dynamical properties of DNA translocations, their
irreproducible geometry, surface, and flow effects hamper the precise detection and study of such
characteristics.
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5 Combining protein pores with optical
tweezers: SPRNT calibration

This was a work performed in collaboration with: D. Jankunaite, A. Laszlo, S. Marion, J. Gundlach, and
A. Radenovic.

Contributions: S.J.D. modified OT setup, performed experiments and data analysis, D.J. performed
preliminary experiments, A.L. and J.G. provided MspA along with lipid bilayer knowledge and assistance,
S.M., J.G., and A.R. supervised the research.

5.1 Introduction to protein nanopores

So far in this thesis, discussion of nanopores has been limited to one type: pulled glass nanocapillaries.
However these are not the only type of nanopores to be used, as introduced briefly in chapter (1).
Biological nanopores are another category of nanometer sized pores that are often used in biopohysical
studies, most notably in DNA sequencing applications[251]. Such pores are transmembrane protein
channels that have openings of the size of single stranded DNA thus making them ideally suited to
such applications[252]. The fact that they are self-assembled biological proteins means that each unit
is identical enhancing the reproducibility in such experiments from the purely geometrical standpoint.
Protein pores are, due to their nature as transmembrane pores, inserted into free-standing membranes.
While membranes may be formed of block copolymers the most common membrane of choice is lipid
bilayers[253].

While the geometrical characteristics of biological pores are perfectly tailored to bio-sensing applica-
tions some of their inner amino acid structure may render the charge of the pore unhelpful to ssDNA
applications. This is why most of the pores used today for bio-sensing have undergone extensive
genetic engineering to modify the apparent charge of the pores and thus facilitate DNA translocations.
The most common pores used in the field are bacteriophage phi29 packing motor[254], staphylococcus
aureus alpha-Hemolysin[255], and Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A (MspA)[39].

This study will focus on MspA which is an octameric protein. In the case of MspA, the first mutant
(M1MspA) used for DNA translocations, designed by Butler et al.[39] contains three major mutations of
interior aspartate residues to neutral asparagines (24 mutations in total due to the octameric nature of
the pore). Another mutant (M2MspA) replaces these neutral charges with positive charges allowing for
better capture of negatively charged DNA. The capture rate is reported to be five fold higher than in
M1MspA, and it was also reported to have less clogging of the pore at higher currents[256].
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D
a) b) c) d)

Figure 5.1 – Most common biological nanopore structures. a) Æ-Hemolysin pore with associated
dimensions b) Octameric MspA pore with associated dimensions. c) Dodecameric phi29 pore with
associated dimensions. Panels a), b), and c) are adapted from ref. [252]. d) Schematic showing the
amino acid charge mutations between wild type MspA (WTMspA) and the two mutations used in
nanopore experiments: M1MspA and M2MspA (used in this study). Image is adapted from ref. [39].

M2MspA’s constriction is approximately 1.2 nm wide and 0.6 nm deep meaning that nucleotides of
ssDNA (0.9 nm wide) fit snugly within it[39]. The equivalence in analyte and constriction size means
that, when translocations occur, the current drop due to nucleotide passage is a significant fraction of
the open pore current. In MspA this is as much as 83%[257]. DNA threading events are thus easy to
distinguish, and the small current differences due to nucleotide variability in size or charge are also
resolvable. It also means that ssDNA must pass through the pore in single file and no issue of double
or folded events is present. The depth of the confinement is also important as it defines how many
nucleotides are being sensed at any given time due to the extension of the electric field (in comparison
to the extended field in glass nanocapillaries). In MspA, the constriction is shallow enough that the
given current during a translocation event is only due one nucleotide in the narrowest constriction
of the pore. However, Brownian motion of the DNA strand extends this region to approximately
four nucleotides. In addition to these structural considerations, MspA pores have shown remarkable
stability, able to withstand temperatures up to 100±C and pH values from 2 to 14[258].

While free translocations of ssDNA through protein pores such as MspA was ground-breaking[39],
the translocation times were too short to be able to accurately sequence the passing strand. The first
practical demonstration of DNA sequencing by MspA was done by Manrao et al. in 2012[32]. Single
nucleotide resolution was obtained by using a molecular motor to process the DNA through the pore
at much lower speeds. This control offered over the translocation (similarly to what is engineered
in chapter (3) with optical tweezers) allowed the discrimination of nucleotide steps and proved the
possibility of nanopore sequencing. The motor used by Manrao et al. was phi29 DNA polymerase
which locates itself above the MspA pore and is responsible for pulling the DNA strand through the pore.
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Other motors such as the polymerases of E. coli, bacteriophage T7 and phi29 helicases have also been
used as a check on the fast free translocations of DNA through biological nanopores. Such proteins
move along DNA in a controlled stepwise manner thus reducing the translocation speed significantly,
in addition to translocating the DNA strand in well known incremental steps. This motor restricted
movement allows for unprecedented accuracy and precision in the reading of ssDNA strand sequences.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 5.2 – SPRNT technique and its application. a) Schematic of the SPRNT technique here probing
the Hel308 motor. Image is adapted from ref. [259]. b) Normalised current levels as obtained through
the MspA nanopore at two different voltages. Figure shows that both profiles can be described by
the same universal spline with the larger voltage being shifted by a value ± due to DNA stretching
under bias. c) Extraction of two sub nucleotide steps in the Hel308 motor. Data taken at different ATP
concentrations shows that only one of the levels depends on ATP. Panel b) and c) are adapted from ref.
[256]. d) Probability of back-stepping of the Hel308 molecular motor as a function of the nucleotide X
nucleotides away from the MspA constriction (i.e. within the motor). Each colour represents a different
nucleotide showing the probability of back-stepping is position and nucleotide dependent. Image is
adapted from ref. [260].

This resolution can also be turned on its head to characterise the motor proteins themselves. Indeed,
in sequencing, the motor is assumed to be understood and the DNA strand is the unknown. By using
a known DNA strand the measurement becomes a measurement of the kinetics of the motor. This
method is what is known as single-molecule picometer resolution nanopore tweezers (SPRNT)[257].
In SPRNT the current trace corresponding to the known DNA strand is interpolated by a spline. This
underlying smooth curve then relates the ionic current within the pore to the position of the motor
protein along the DNA strand. With measurements of the current levels and the underlying smooth
spline, other motor proteins can be compared and the translocation kinetics of these motors can be
extracted for a given DNA strand. The fitting of a spline means that even sub-nucleotide steps can
be resolved and analysed. In this way effects of pausing or back-stepping, that are known to be DNA
sequence specific[261], can be analysed as a function of the exact base distribution[260].

The SPRNT technique offers unprecedented resolution with position changes as small as 40 pm being
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resolved at the milisecond time-scale[256]. This, at first, seems counter-intuitive since Brownian
motion of the DNA and motor would smear out any resolution of the device. However, the obtained
resolution shows that these Brownian fluctuations take place on a fast time scale meaning that the time
averaged position permits the high precision of the measurement. Despite this unprecedented spatial
and time resolution, a large unknown remains in this technique. Indeed, the exact electrophoretic force
that the DNA is undergoing during translocation is not well quantified. While it can be approximated
by various different methods this is a key parameter to measure with high precision since it defines the
load under which the molecular motor is functioning. While there are many ways of estimating the
electrophoretic force caused by the MspA pore there are, as of yet, no direct measurements of it.

This chapter discusses the details of an attempt at such a measurement by combining the nanocapillary
and optical tweezers setup discussed previously with the protein pore MspA and its lipid bilayer system.
The ultimate goal of this study would be to calibrate the force on DNA in the MspA pore for many
different salt concentrations, temperatures, pHs, etc. This would allow to completely describe the
SPRNT technique allowing its incomparable resolution to be applied to many different biological
motors of interest.

5.2 Combination of protein pores with nanocapillaries

In order to combine the MspA system with the glass pores discussed previously, insight into lipid
bilayer forming techniques is necessary. Several methods are available to create lipid bilayers for use
with biological pores. A few of the most common will be described here. The first method is to use
lipid vesicles. In this case, similar to cellular patch clamp studies, a vesicle is usually trapped onto a
microscopic pipette tip by suction force[262]. The first layer of the lipid membrane is then broken
either by suction or bias voltage such that only one layer of lipids separate the inside, and outside of
the pipette.

The second method is the so called Mueller-Rudin method[263], or painting method, where a solution
of lipids is painted over the aperture on which the bilayer is to be suspended. The solvent used can be
adjusted to change the ease of bilayer formation, and the thickness of the bilayer. The third method,
or Montal-Mueller method[264], is a solvent free method where a monolayer of lipid is deposited on
the surface of a buffer solution. This lipid layer will stay at the water-air interface. The scaffold over
which the bilayer is to be formed, for example a capillary, or a teflon film, is then dipped through the
interface into the liquid. Equivalently the liquid level can be raised so as to move the aperture through
the lipid film. The exact process of formation of the layer over the aperture is a zipping of the film
where the lipids from either side of the aperture join their hydrocarbon chains (figure (5.3b)). Variants
of this method can be performed by letting lipid solution drip along the tip of a submerged capillary
and applying slight suction[265].

More recently a novel method of forming an optically available lipid seal was designed in a microfluidic
device[266]. The microfluidic channels are made out of NOA81 which is a chemically resistant, and
optically transparent polymer. This study showed the formation of lipid bilayers by exchanging solu-
tions between an organic solvent and an aqueous lipid solution. In this way the lipids dissolve into the
organic solvent forming a bilayer at the aperture. Such bilayers were then shown to be able to insert
Æ-hemolysin.

In all cases the formation of a bilayer is verified by a resulting jump in resistance between the two
chambers. Fully formed and stable lipid bilayers have been shown to have resistances on the order
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a)

b) c)

Figure 5.3 – Methods for forming lipid bilayers and combining with glass capillaries. a) Modified
Montal-Mueller method of solvent-free lipid bilayer formation. A glass pipette immersed into liquid
is then coated with a small amount of lipid in hexane solution by applying it to the tip region. As the
hexane evaporates a lipid droplet is formed at the tip that can be formed into a bilayer via suction from
the back of the capillary. Image is adapted from ref. [265] b) Schematic of the zipping of the lipid leaflets
via hydrocarbon chain bonding in the Montal-Mueller approach to lipid bilayer formation. Image is
adapted from ref. [264] c) Method for forming lipid bilayers with free-floating giant unilamellar vesicles
(GUV). Image is adapted from ref. [262]

of 1010≠ and are stable under voltages up to 300-500 mV[264; 267]. The following section describes
in detail the protocol used to form stable lipid bilayers at the tip of microcapillaries that are easily
interfaced with optical tweezers experiments. Figure (5.4) shows a schematic of the experiment with an
MspA pore inserted in a lipid bilayer spanning a glass microcapillary. This figure also shows expected
current and force traces caused by the threading of DNA through the MspA nanopore similar to what
has been seen in previous chapters.
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5.3 Combination of glass capillaries, optical tweezers, and the MspA
system

5.3.1 Lipid bilayer formation on glass microcapillaries

The method chosen to integrate lipid bilayers in the optical tweezers setup is the Mueller-Rudin or
painting method. It is briefly described here. First 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine lipid
(DPhPC) previously dissolved in hexane is dried onto clean glass slides. This dry lipid is then rehydrated
into "paint" with the addition of hexadecane. The ratio of hexadecane to lipid is the most crucial aspect
of this process. Too little hexadecane and the bilayers will be difficult to form and easily broken. Too
much hexadecane and the lipid flows too easily and clogs the aperture.
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Figure 5.4 – Schematic of electrophoretic force measurements in MspA nanopore system with opti-
cal tweezers. Schematic of the MspA optical tweezer experiment with an MspA biological pore inserted
into a lipid bilayer spanning a glass microcapillary. A polystyrene bead coated in ∏-DNA is brought
close to the pore to initiate a threading event. The force measured by the optical tweezers FOT is equiv-
alent to the electrophoretic threading force of MspA, Fep. Inset shows a schematic of expected current
and force traces where the measured force increases from zero to the threading force simultaneously to
the current drop due to translocation.

This paint is then spread over the tip of a microcapillary with a thin, flexible paintbrush. Microcapillaries
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have been created with the same procedure as detailed in chapter (2) with the parameters found in
table (2.3), yielding microcapillaries with opening sizes of 2-10 µm. The surface of the capillaries
should ideally be hydrophobic in order to have good adherence between the lipid-hexadecane mixture
and the glass surface ensuring bilayer stability. To achieve this the microcapillaries are briefly plasma
cleaned to ensure cleanliness of the surface before being silanised in gas phase with a hydrophobic
silane (3-cyanopropyldimethylchlorosilane).

Such capillaries are then mounted into modified PDMS microfluidic cells. The microfluidic cells
normally used for nanocapillary experiments (figure (2.3)) are closed on both sides and do not allow
any application of pressure to the back-side of the capillary. Since such back-pressure is necessary to
clear lipid clogs during bilayer experiments a modified cell and back electrode setup was designed.
The PDMS cell is halved allowing the back-end of the capillary to be connected to a back electrode
construction made of plastic pipette tips which can be connected via a teflon tube to a syringe.

Brushing the tip of the microcapillary with hexadecane-lipid "paint", with care so as not to break the
tip, clogs the capillary with lipid solution. This is observed by an increase in resistance of the sample
that cannot be cleared by the application of voltage bias (1 V zap of 50 µs). This clog is then cleared
by applying pressure through the back-electrode syringe. It is important to remove the syringe after
this operation as the residual pressure is enough to burst bilayers. This yields a cleared capillary that
has a residue of lipids over the tip. In order to finally form a bilayer an air bubble is dragged across the
aperture of the capillary with a pipette. The air-water interface interacts with the lipid solution still
present at the tip and forms a bilayer across the capillary. This is again confirmed by an increase in
resistance, and the fact that this is due to a bilayer and not a clog is verified by voltage application. An
example of the current trace at bilayer formation is seen in figure (5.5) along with the optical image of
the simultaneous bubbling.

Following the successful formation of a lipid membrane longevity tests are carried out in order to
optimise the ratio of hexadecane in the lipid paint. Indeed if this ratio is not optimal bilayers will be
stable for 1-5 min which is not enough to carry out optical tweezers measurements. If the ratio is
optimal lipid bilayers were observed to be stable for 20-30 min.

5.3.2 MspA insertion and free translocation confirmation

Once stable bilayers over microcapillaries are obtained, the MspA nanopore can be inserted. The MspA
pore is stored in 0.1% OPOE detergent to help the octameric protein to not form aggregates in the stock
solution. Additions of MspA are made close to the capillary tip and the current trace observed until
insertion events occur (figure (5.6a)). Once an insertion event is observed the whole front-well of the
microfluidic chamber is perfused using syringes to remove the non-inserted MspA protein. This has a
two fold effect. First it removes MspA from the solution thus stopping any additional insertions of pores.
Multiple pores make the current trace harder to interpret as blockages may come from any number of
pores. Secondly it also removes the detergent from solution. Indeed detergent, while favourable for the
correct formation of MspA pores from monomers, has a destabilising effect on lipid bilayers.

Once a pore insertion event is seen an IV curve may be measured in order to confirm the fact that it is
an MspA pore thanks to the measured conductance value. The conductance of a single pore should be
º 1 nS. The IV curve also allows the verification that the pore direction is correct. Indeed MspA may
insert in one of two directions, only one of which is correct for DNA translocations from the cis side. It
is however relatively easy to tell from the current trace which direction the pore has inserted due to
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Figure 5.5 – Lipid bilayer formation over glass nanocapillaries. a) Optical image taken with a USB
microscope of the capillary inside the flow cell prior to lipid bilayer formation. Silver chloride electrode
as well as the pipette tip used to create the air bubble are also seen in the image. Prior to this step the
capillary has been painted with a lipid hexadecane mixture. The same microscopy images are used as a
guide to the user as the tip of the capillary is extremely prone to mechanical breakage. The green and
yellow colours are tape placed beneath the microscope slide and allow better contrast of the capillary
tip region for this painting step. b) An air bubble is formed with the pipette and brought into contact
with the capillary tip. This is confirmed by a drop to zero current as seen on panel d). c) The air bubble
and pipette are then removed as a check of bilayer formation. If the current remains at zero without
the obstructing air bubble then a lipid bilayer is formed. This is additionally verified by probing the
voltage characteristics of the bilayer as it should not survive a 1 V, 50 µs zap. d) Current trace recorded
simultaneously to the figures shown in panels a) through c). Red arrows show the state of the current
in the different panels. When no lipid bilayer is present the current is only due to the microcapillary
opening and is of the order of µA, considering the range of the amplifier it is saturated at 5 nA in this
case. Once the air bubble obstructs the pore on panel b) the current drops to zero. The bubble is then
released and can be seen in the current trace by a fluctuation at t º 23 s. Once the air bubble is released
however the current stays at zero thus proving bilayer formation. The noise in this trace is large due to
the fact that the Faraday cage must be open to perform these formation steps.

MspA’s gating behaviour at negative voltages (°V larger than º°100 mV). An IV curve is shown on
figure (5.6b) along with the current trace in time, and an inset showing the gating behaviour. Little
about the origin of the gating behaviour of the pore is known. It is responsible for the drop in current
when high negative voltages are applied and can be rectified by switching the polarity of the voltage.
Gating also occurs at positive voltages but with far less abundance than at negative ones. It has not
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been shown to be due to contaminants in solution and the exact cause is postulated to be protein
conformational changes under bias.

Figure 5.6 – Current voltage curve characterising MspA biological pores. a) Current trace showing
an insertion event of a single MspA pore. Red arrow shows the insertion event at º 142 ms with a bias
of 180 mV. Reduction in current at º 152 ms is due to a reduction in bias voltage. b) IV characteristic
of the MspA pore shown in panel a). The extracted conductance of 0.9 nS is in good agreement with
literature values for the 400 mM KCl salt solution used here[268]. Inset shows the gating behaviour at
low voltages. The trace at °180 mV is stable for approximately 10 ms before gating occurs. The red line
shows the current level represented in the full IV curve.

While for an optimal experiment a single pore is mandatory to correctly interpret the current trace,
considering the small capture radius of MspA pores, multiple pore insertions (up to five) were used
in order to increase the probability of DNA capture with optical tweezers experiments. In order to
conduct such experiments, once pores in a suspended membrane are achieved, polystyrene beads with
attached ∏-DNA are inserted into the front-well of the microfluidic chamber. However prior to such
optical tweezer experiments it was verified that double stranded ∏-DNA was able to freely translocate
in MspA pores.

Indeed the pore size of MspA protein pores is 1.2 nm as stated in the introduction of this chapter. Double
stranded DNA being 2.4 nm in size would therefore not be able to translocate through the nanopore. ∏-
DNA however contains a 12 base pair single stranded overhang at each end. The assumption is that this
overhang is long enough to interact with the MspA pore to initiate threading, and that subsequently the
threading force would then be enough to unzip the remaining double stranded DNA. Free translocation
experiments were performed and a time trace containing events is shown on figure (5.7). Current
drops with correct current blockages of º 80 % appear when ∏-DNA is perfused into the front well. The
time-scale of such translocations are of several ms. While this is a first test that lends credence to the
fact that the force due to the MspA pore is enough to unzip the double stranded DNA by first capturing
the 12 base pair overhang it is not sufficient to claim with authority that the whole length of DNA is
passing through the pore. Indeed unzipping under constant force may be a very long process with
plateaus or metastable states able to withstand for the force for seconds at a time[269; 270]. However
in this context interaction of the DNA with the pore may in itself be enough to measure on the optical
tweezers system and no in depth analysis of this translocation behaviour was made. In the future it
would be important to quantify the voltage dependence of the time-scale of such events as they should
vary greatly with diminished force.
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Figure 5.7 – Free translocations of ∏-DNA through MspA biological pores. Current trace of free
translocations of ∏-DNA through an MspA pore. Driving voltage was 180 mV. Inset shows a zoom of
one translocation event that is shown on the full graph in red. Free translocations show that the 12 base
pair overhang on ∏-DNA is enough to initiate translocations whereby the MspA pore unzips the rest of
the double strand.

Following the proof of principle with free translocations, optical tweezers experiments were carried
out with ∏-DNA coated beads (figure (5.4)). These beads were brought up to the tip of a microcapillary
with a suspended lipid membrane and at least one MspA pore. None of these experiments showed any
force signal that would be the signature of a capture event. The lack of effect is assumed to be due to
the DNA/bead being too far away from the pore/bilayer for interaction to occur.

5.3.3 Locating and optimisation of lipid bilayer position

The distance between the optically trapped bead and the bilayer has a vital role in attracting the DNA
into the pore. Indeed the capture radius of MspA pores is small due to their small constriction and so
the DNA coated bead should be brought close in order to initiate interactions. While the bead may
be brought into close proximity to the microcapillary tip via the nanopositioning stage, it cannot be
brought into contact due to the residue of lipid that irreversibly sticks the bead to the tip. However
this assumes that the bilayer is formed at the very tip of the capillary, something that is not a given. To
verify this, the optical tweezers setup was modified in order to allow for basic fluorescence visualisation
(figure (2.5)).

This was achieved by the implementation of a LED light source that can be switched with the white light
source usually used for imaging the sample. In addition a filter can be positioned in front of the camera
in order to separate only the fluorescent emission. Fluorescein dye can be added to the experimental
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a)

c) d)

b)

Figure 5.8 – Conformation of lipid bilayer position on glass nanocapillaries. a) optical image of
a representative capillary in white light illumination. Scale bar represents 10µm on each panel. b)
Fluorescence image using 490 nm LED illumination and a filter. The interface between fluorescence
and background is due to the presence of the lipid bilayer spanning the capillary. It is clear from this
image that the lipid bilayer is too far into the capillary to be accessible by DNA attached to a bead. c)
Same image as in panel b) but with a larger back pressure due to raising the back-electrode tubing by
º 10 cm. In this image it is clear that the interface between fluorescence is at the tip of the capillary
therefore allowing access with a DNA coated bead. d) Zoom of a white light image with the bilayer in the
correct, accessible position and an optically trapped bead coated in DNA. This shows the experimental
setup allowing to test DNA translocation through MspA biological pores.

buffer within the capillary to allow fluorescent images to be acquired. The absorption and emission
peaks of fluorescein being 495 nm and 512 nm respectively, a green LED at a wavelength of 490 nm,
and a high pass filter at 500 nm are used. In this way, once a lipid bilayer is obtained, the buffer in the
front-well may be exchanged for buffer not containing fluorescein. The perfusion allows the interface
between the back-well (with fluorescence) and the front-well (without fluorescence) to be clearly seen
on the microscope image thus giving information about the bilayer location.

Thanks to the added fluorescence detection it was found that the bilayer in fact forms some distance
inside the capillary tip (from 10-50 µm), as seen on figure (5.8b). This distance being comparable or
larger than even the fully extended length of ∏-DNA (16 µm), no insertion events could ever be seen
in such a conformation. Moving the bilayer position would require the application of small pressures
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from the capillary back-side. Applying such pressures is rendered relatively easy due to the design of
the back-electrode. Indeed, since the back-electrode already contains a length of teflon tubing filled
with fluorescent buffer it is as easy as raising the level of this tubing a given height above the level of the
microcapillary tip. The additional hydrostatic pressure ¢P will be applied to the bilayer depending on
the elevation of the tube ¢H : ¢P = Ωg¢H , where Ω is the density of water, and g the acceleration of
gravity.

The additional pressure this creates is relatively small. For example at an elevation of ¢H = 10 cm the
additional pressure is only ¢P = 10 mbar (as compared for example to the up to 7 bar that are applied
to silicon nitride membranes in chapters (7) and (8)). However, these small pressures are more than
sufficient to displace the lipid membrane within the capillary. This can clearly be seen on figure (5.8)
where the same capillary is imaged in fluorescence with zero additional pressure and with the tubing
being raised by º 10 cm. The optimal position of the tubing in order to obtain a lipid bilayer exactly at
the capillary tip will depend on the force applied to the membrane. The added hydrostatic force Fh will
vary for each capillary depending on the opening size as: Fh = 4¢P/ºd 2. In this way larger openings
will require less elevation to move the lipid bilayer to the tip. It is also verified that the elevation of the
tubing does not hinder bilayer formation/reformation allowing the tubing to be left in place once the
optimal height for a given capillary is determined.

Another avenue to increase the likelyhood of capture is to modify the salt concentrations. It is known
from free translocation nanopore literature (both biological and solid state) that salt gradients allow
improved translocation frequency i.e. a higher capture probability[46; 271]. This trick was also applied
in this study by raising the buffer in the back-well from 400 mM KCl to 1 M KCl while simultaneously
reducing the front well buffer from 400 mM KCl to 40 mM KCl. This also gives an added benefit to
capture as by lowering the front-well solution concentration the DNA extension is slightly larger due to
a small persistence length increase[272].

However, none of these optimisations led to observing capture events in the optical tweezers, even
at high bias voltages of 200-300 mV (close to the rupture limit for the considered bilayers). This was,
however, only based off of a low statistic of tests N º 15 due to the large number of steps from bilayer
formation to a bead being brought in front of the capillary tip. These steps are: bilayer formation,
insertion of MspA, front-well buffer perfusion, checking of MspA current characteristics, switching
to fluorescence and optimisation of bilayer location, addition and mixing of DNA coated beads, bead
capture and transfer to capillary tip. All of these manoeuvres involve some probability of breaking the
bilayer. This is especially true of any task that may mechanically move the setup or where electrostatic
discharge may occur between the experimenter and sample. More importantly each task takes some
time. Considering the maximal lifetime of a bilayer was 40 min this leaves little time for testing DNA
insertions.

5.3.4 Optimising stability of lipid bilayers on capillaries

Considering the bottleneck in optical tweezers experiments is the lifetime of lipid bilayers, a method
to increase the lifetime of suspended bilayers was undertaken. A recent study of lipid bilayers on
SU8 polymer membranes[273] gave an insight into solving the stability issue for optical tweezers
experiments. Indeed in this study, stability up to 8h is reported as well as increased voltage stability.

Increased stability is attributed to the addition of two characteristics. Firstly the SU8 membrane is
formed into a wedge cross section (figure (5.9b)) at the aperture which allows a small merging angle of
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a) b)

d) e)c)

Figure 5.9 – Parylene C coating and micro-structuring on glass capillaries. a) and b) are adapted
from ref. [273]. These two figures show how Kang et al. designed a photolithography micro-structured
SU8 aperture. This aperture was reported to support lipid bilayers for durations up to 8h. c) Optical
image of a parylene C coated, and micro-structured glass capillary in the optical tweezers setup. As
compared to normal glass capillaries (f.ex on figure 5.8) the 5 µm parylene coating is shown as an extra
layer on each surface. d) SEM micrograph of a micro-structured capillary. Square pillars are created in
this type of design being made more evident by the clogging of this capillary. e) SEM micrograph of the
second type of micro-structuring attempted with parylene C. In this case concentric circles are created
to simulate the profiles seen on panels a) and b). Parylene C laser ablation courtesy of J. Pernollet.

the two lipid leaflets shown to increase stability. Secondly a concentric pillar system (figure (5.9a)) is
also added which allows lipid/solvent reservoirs to form thus allowing for less solvent drainage that
normally destabilises membranes over time.

While the angle of merging is difficult to control with microcapillaries used in this study, the solvent
reservoirs could be beneficial to the long-term stability of membranes. A protocol to add micro-
structure to the tips of capillaries is therefore developed. To do this the capillaries are first coated with
5 µm of parylene C, a polymer that is deposited in gas phase and whose most attractive property is its
large scale conformal adherence to structures. Parylene has been shown to be useful in the conformal
coating of objects up to macroscopic scales[274] and is easily structured through various techniques
such as laser ablation[275]. To aid in the stability of coating, the microcapillaries are first coated in a
silane routinely used for parylene applications: 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate. The coating
procedure is done in liquid phase in a 150:10:1 mixture of propan-2-ol, water, and silane.

Once a layer of parylene C is deposited it is then sculpted using UV laser ablation. Several patterns
of the laser may be used creating different structures on the tip of the capillary. Figure (5.9) shows
two such patterns measured with SEM after the laser ablation step. While less reproducible than the
photo-lithography approach of SU8 structures that this technique is inspired by, the micro-structures
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created are similar in dimension and are argued to serve the same purpose as solvent wells.

Lipid bilayer experiments were attempted with parylene C micro-structured capillaries both with and
without post processing with the hydrophobic silane used in the previous section. In both cases lipid
bilayers did not show increased long term stability with optimal lipid paint conditions. The maximum
lifespan of a lipid bilayer measured with such capillaries was º 20 min. Taking this into account it
would seem that the biggest contributor to lipid bilayer lifetime is the low merging angle of lipid leaflets
that is hard to reproduce with sharp capillary tips.

5.4 Conclusion

Continuing these experiments would necessitate more stable lipid bilayers in order to increase the
number of DNA, MspA, OT experiments. In order to do this, preliminary experiments using giant
unilamelar vesicles (GUV) have been conducted. The principle behind this is that GUV could be
incubated with MspA pores in order to combine the bilayer formation step with the MspA insertion
step thus reducing the time between the start of the experiment and having a DNA-coated bead in
position for testing. Due to time restrictions only preliminary steps such as observing GUV in the
optical tweezers setup and manipulating GUV with the OT were performed. Next steps include the
insertion of MspA and the creating of a stable bilayer over the tip of the microcapillary via optical
tweezer transport followed by application of suction.

Another method for stabilising bilayers over longer time-scales may be to add cross-linking agents or
other additives to the lipid solution. For example the addition of cholesterol, oleanolic acid, or ursolic
acid have been shown to increase the stability of lipid membranes[276; 277]. Cross linking the two lipid
leaflets is also possible by modifying the lipid molecules themselves such that the hydrophobic tails of
lipids form bonds that stabilise the bilayer[278]. Whatever avenue is chosen it is imperative to increase
the lifetime of lipid bilayers if calibration of the electrophoretic force in MspA pores is desired.
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6 Confinement of room-temperature
ionic liquids

Results contained in this chapter can be found in the following publication: S. Marion, S. J. Davis, Z-Q.
Wu, and A. Radenovic, "Nanocapillary confinement of imidazolium based ionic liquids ", Nanoscale,
2020,12, 8867-8874

Author contributions: S.M. and A.R. designed the study. S.M. performed the experiments. S.J.D and
Z.-Q. W. prepared the samples. S.M. and S.J.D. wrote the paper. All authors provided important
suggestions for the experiments, discussed the results, and contributed to the manuscript.

A review of ionic liquid properties with a focus on the nanoscale confinement of room-temperature
ionic liquids is also in preparation.

The previous chapters of the thesis focused on mechanical control of the translocation of biological
molecules through nanopores in order to extract more information than available through free translo-
cations. Pressure, temperature and viscosity are also variables that can change the dynamics of analyte
translocations in nanopores[213; 279]. The following chapters will concern these methods and their
effects on the nanopore system. Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) have been used as a novel sol-
vent for DNA translocations and have shown how their high viscosity can slow down translocations[65].
Due to the complexity of the nanopore system, most studies have restricted themselves to aqueous
electrolyte such as solutions of KCl, NaCl, LiCl, etc. Even in this more simple context, nanopores
contain a richness of available properties depending on the molarity, pH, valency of the electrolyte,
geometrical or other asymmetries, pore size in comparison to physical length scales, etc. Few studies
have therefore been performed with electrolytes such as room-temperature ionic liquids or other exotic
liquids[280]. Although showing promise, the physical behaviour of RTIL in nanoconfinement is not
well understood and requires detailed analysis before more advanced experiments can be performed.
This first chapter will consider room-temperature ionic liquid behaviour in glass capillary confinement
before following chapters tackle the addition of hydrostatic pressure added to nanopore experiments.

6.1 Introduction to room-temperature ionic liquids

Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) are salts that, due to poorly coordinated ions, are liquid at
or near room temperature. They exhibit interesting characteristics such as a large electrochemical
window. Due to their sheer number, 1018 different types have been theoretically predicted to exist[281]
and over 100000 have been synthesised[282], it is possible to tailor the exact properties to whatever
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application is necessary. This versatility explains why they have been used in such varied applications
as supercapacitors[283; 284], next generation lubricants[285], solvents for chemical reactions[286], and
even applications in nanopore experiments[65].

Partially due to the sheer number of possible compounds, and partially due to the complexity of their
behaviour that shows a wealth of chemical and physical effects, detailed understanding of ionic liquids
is still at its onset. Basic properties such as phase behaviour and density can be described by including
long range Coulomb and dipole interactions[287]. However, these non-local contributions are not
trivial to include in the modelling of ionic liquid behaviour[288; 289]. In bulk RTIL exhibit large changes
of conductance with temperature similar to glasses[286]. This similarity is extended to effects such
as long range crystalline ordering[290]. Interfaces and confinement of ionic liquids have been shown
to produce additional effects. The size and shape of ions has been shown to play a role in the local
structure of ionic liquids at interfaces where a competition between crowding and over-screening takes
place[291].

This surface structure is also dependent on the ionic liquid concentration as mixtures in propylene
carbonate show drastically different ionic organisation[292]. In addition to theoretical models, recent
experimental studies were able to show, thanks to surface force apparatus (SFA) experiments, that the
standard Debye-Hückel model usually applied to dilute aqueous electrolytes does not predict RTIL or
concentrated electrolyte behaviour[293]. The exact nature of charge carriers in ionic liquid systems is
also under debate. It is possible that in certain configurations the charge carriers are neutral solvent
molecules or impurities similarly to conduction of "holes" in semiconductors[294]. This effect could
also be at play in the atypical increase in diffusion coefficient for small neutral molecules[295]. All
of these effects point to an intimate link in these liquids between structural process’ and dynamical
properties.

This link between structure and properties is of heightened interest when dealing with confinement and
ionic liquids on the nanoscale. Porous media have been widely used to study such effects. Confinement
has been shown to affect local density[298; 299], has shown evidence of a superionic state[300], and
even changes in measured glass temperature[296]. All these effects are postulated to be due to an
interaction between steric limitations, configurational constraints, and the long-range dipole effects
discussed previously. Confinement or surface mediated long-range structural ordering has also been
reported in many experimental configurations. Some of these include optical measurements on
surfaces[301; 302; 303] and small angle x-ray scattering on colloidal suspensions[304]. Experiments
using tuning forks to probe ordering at surfaces, similarly to what AFM measurements are capable of,
have shown structural ordering on very large length scales from 10-150 nm[297]. The size of the effect
is seen to depend highly on the surface material properties with metallic surfaces inducing the most
long range interaction.

This stabilisation is due to the build up of image charges in the perfectly metallic surface which reduces
the electrostatic contribution to the free energy by acting as a single bulk lattice thus favoring a crystal
phase at metallic interfaces as compared to insulating ones. This is compared to a freezing transition in
confinement. However, surface force apparatus experiments have only detected structure on the scale
of several molecular layers and argue that pre-wetting surface layers are responsible[305]. Nevertheless,
these SFA studies also see a larger effect in metallic surfaces[306].

Clearly the rich array of interesting phenomena along with the abundance of different families of
ionic liquids means that the detailed picture of underlying physical phenomena is still unclear. While
previously mentioned studies dealt with interfaces, surfaces, or porous media, few studies have been
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a) b)

d)c)

Figure 6.1 – Ionic liquid structural properties at surfaces and in confinement. a) Data from litera-
ture on the screening length as a function of concentration for aqueous solutions (red) and ionic liquids
(blue). Both types of liquids show an anomalous increase in screening length at high concentrations.
This is seen as a divergence from the standard Debye-Hückel behaviour (lines). Image is adapted
from ref. [293]. b) Change in glass temperature of ionic liquids in confinement. Measurements are
done in alumina porous membranes with modulated differential scanning calorimetry. The confine-
ment induced increase of glass temperature is seen to depend on the cation size with longer cation
chains inducing a transition at larger pore sizes as compared to small chain length cations. Image is
adapted from ref. [296]. c) Tuning fork AFM-like experiments in pure RTIL. Figure shows the measured
solidification length ∏s as a function of the normalised Thomas-Fermi wavevector. This shows that
with increased metallicity (i.e. growing akT F ) the solidification length increases. Image is adapted
from ref. [297]. d) SFA measurements of ionic liquid structure at surfaces show different ordering
depending on concentration of RTIL. Here propylene carbonate mixtures with ionic liquids are probed
in a wide concentration range showing drastically different ordering at the surface depending on the
concentration of ionic liquid. Schematics representing the different organisation of ions at the surface.
Image is adapted from ref. [292].

able to probe single pore confinement effects on RTIL behaviour. This is an important step as while
porous membranes such as alumina can now be made with relatively low dispersion of pore sizes, the
effects measured will always be averaged over the population of pores. This leads to a lack of precision
on phenomena that have been shown to depend highly on exact physical size. One study has probed
confinement of ionic liquids in single pores and found a large increase in pore resistance below a
threshold pore size of º 50 nm[307]. However, no further interpretation or explanation of the nature of
the drop in conductance was given in this case.
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The following sections therefore attempt to allay the lack of single pore confinement of RTIL by
measuring the conductance behaviour of RTIL in single glass nanocapillaries. The size range of the
opening is varied in the large range of 20-800 nm, and temperature dependent measurements are made.
This allows a thorough study of the parameter space in order to present any structural changes of RTIL
in confinement.

6.2 Measuring room-temperature ionic liquids in confinement

In this section the experimental setup is explained and the choices of electrodes, pore material, and
RTIL for best measurements of high resistance samples are motivated. Precise measurements of
RTIL conductance without contaminating the sample motivated the choice of platinum electrodes
(90% Pt, 10% Ir) as opposed to the standard AgCl electrodes used throughout this thesis. Platinum
is chosen so as to have no chemical reactions between electrodes and electrolyte thus limiting any
possible contamination due to electrochemical reactions at the electrodes (non-faradaic processes
only). However, the fact that no faradaic processes are present prevent the use of DC measurements
due to the low currents being able to be driven through the electrodes. An AC measurement method is
therefore chosen, as in chapter (4), where the platinum electrodes drive a sinusoidal bias voltage and
the resulting current is measured by a lock-in amplifier.

The choice of glass nanocapillaries is motivated by the fact that their capacitance is extremely low º 1
pF which allows the precise measurement of even highly resistive samples such as ionic liquids. This is
important because due to the high viscosity of ionic liquids (º 30-100 times more than water), their
resistance especially at low temperatures can be as high as several tens of G≠. In comparison standard
silicon nitride membrane pores have a capacitance on the order of º 1 nF which highly restricts the
working frequency of the AC conductivity measurements. The choice of ionic liquid is motivated by
previous studies discussed above, especially the seminal work by Comtet et al.[297]. Therefore a trio of
immidazolium based RTIL are chosen: emim BF4, bmim BF4, and bmim PF6. This choice also changes
the cation and anion once which allows comparisons between effects of the ion type to be observed.
These ionic liquids also present high enough conductivity to be measurable even at low temperatures
of °20±C and their viscosity, while high, does not impede the filling of small nanopores.

Nanocapillaries between 20-800 nm are pulled using the same technique as described in chapter (2).
They are then imaged in a scanning electron microscope to ensure a symmetric opening and to measure
their exact dimensions (figure (6.2b)). Oxygen plasma for º 5 minutes is then used to render filling
easier and remove contaminants from the surface. Immediately after plasma cleaning nanocapillaries
are inserted into a drop of ionic liquid and placed in a dessicator to pre-fill the capillary. After half an
hour most of the capillary is filled with ionic liquid and an air bubble only remains in the tip (similar
to figure (2.3)). The back-end of the capillary is then fixed, via microfluidic connectors, to a syringe
filled with ionic liquid that can be placed in a syringe pump. The tip of the capillary is submerged in
ionic liquid heated to 80±C while pressure is applied to the back of the capillary via the syringe pump.
Heating is an important step since the assumption is made that if an ionic liquid will freeze at room
temperature in a given size of capillary, then it will also not fill it correctly. The nanocapillary is then
left overnight in this configuration in order to remove the air from the tip of the capillary.

After this filling procedure the tip is imaged with a standard white light microscope in order to verify
that no visible bubble, or other contaminant, is present. It is then mounted in a PDMS fluidic cell
and bonded to a glass microscope slide as in chapter (2). The glass slide is then mounted on a Peltier
element to allow for temperature control of the sample. A platinum resistor is also glued to the top of
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Figure 6.2 – Probing nanoconfinement of room-temperature ionic liquids. a) Schematic of the
experimental setup with a nanocapillary in a PDMS microfluidic chamber. Platinum electrodes and AC
measurement via lock-in amplifier are shown. A Peltier element is placed beneath the glass slide to
regulate the temperature which is measured by the temperature probe. b) and c) SEM micrographs
of typical capillaries. Panel b) shows the top view that allows the measurement of the pore size (50
nm in this case). Panel c) shows a cross section obtained via focused ion beam (FIB) milling of the
capillary prior to SEM imaging. This confirms the inner tapering of the capillaries. d) Measured AC
resistance as a function of frequency for the same RTIL filled capillary at two different temperatures
(70±C in red and °20±C in blue). This capillary is a 50 nm pore filled with emim BF4. The shaded area
shows the plateau region that is used for the extraction of the resistance as a function of temperature.
e) Capacitance measured simultaneously to the resistance in panel d). Blue and red curves correspond
to the same temperatures as on panel d). Here capacitance is seen to converge to the known value
of capillary capacitance º 1 pF for intermediate frequency values regardless of temperature. Shaded
region is the same as on panel d). Figure is adapted from ref. [67]

the chamber above the capillary tip. By monitoring the resistance changes of the platinum resistor,
accurate measurements of the temperature are possible (schematic on figure (6.2a)). This whole
temperature control system was enclosed in a box in which a small overpressure of pure nitrogen gas is
continuously maintained so as to avoid any additional contamination of the sample.

The resistance and capacitance of the capillary are simultaneously measured as described in chapter
(4) and frequency sweeps of a typical nanocapillary behaviour is shown on figure (6.2d and e) for two
different temperatures. The frequency response of RTIL filled capillaries is similar to what can be
measured in aqueous solvent. Namely at high frequencies f > 100-1000 Hz capacitive leakage occurs,
in intermediate frequency range where 1 Hz < f < 100 Hz a plateau region is observed where the
measured AC resistance is equivalent to the DC resistance of the sample, at lower frequencies f < 1 Hz
electrode polarisation effects are present. Electrode polarisation occurs when the exciting frequency is
too low and polarisation of the electrolyte on the electrode happens quicker than the switch in polarity
of the AC bias voltage. Considering the lack of faradaic current this polarisation effect lowers the total
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measured current inducing a higher measured resistance. Figure (6.2d) shows how increasing the
resistance of the sample (for example at low temperatures) decreases the contribution of the electrode
polarisation. A temperature sweep of the sample in 2±C increments is then performed while recording
the resistance and capacitance at a chosen frequency in the plateau region.

6.3 Temperature dependent measurements of room-temperature
ionic liquids

Temperature sweeps of the samples are carried out as described by the arrows on figure (6.3). Namely
the temperature is first increased to 70±C before being brought down to the minimum attainable
stable temperature, between °10 and °20±C. Following this the temperature is again raised to room
temperature. This allows a measurement of hysteresis in the sample that could point to ageing,
contamination with time, or more importantly be a signature of a freezing and thawing transition at
low temperatures. No such hysteresis is found in samples, even when experiments are conducted over
the timespan of several days.

Assuming a freezing transition takes place, it is hypothesised to result in a dramatic change in the
conductivity of the sample. This is due to the structural change in the frozen layers of RTIL affecting
their transport properties[308]. Another possibility is that the nanocapillary would behave as if the
diameter of the pore was reduced by the size of the frozen layer of RTIL. The transition temperature of
these effects is expected to follow a Gibbs-Thompson relation[297; 309] as shown below:

¢T / TB
¢∞

ΩLhD
, (6.1)

where¢T is the change in transition temperature from the bulk value TB ,¢∞ is the difference in surface
energies between a liquid and solid phase in respect to the surface-ionic liquid interface, Ω is the
density of ionic liquid in liquid phase, Lh the latent heat of melting, and D the size of confinement. This
change can be estimated by using literature values for the given parameters. For bmim BF4 this yields a
detectable change within the temperature range studied for confinement values of º 25 nm[297]. This
varies within the chosen ionic liquids but should be a larger effect in emim BF4 due to its larger native
glass temperature (see figure (6.4a) for details).

Figure (6.3) shows the large dependence of sample resistance on temperature. This is due to a slowing
of the charge carrier dynamics in ionic liquids and can be approximated by a Walden rule relating
conductance to viscosity as æ/ ¥Æ. In this case for the studied ionic liquids Æº 0.9[312]. In this way
the large increase in resistance seen in the temperature sweeps is directly related to an increase in
viscosity at the tip of the nanocapillary.

The capacitance behaviour with temperature is also shown on figure (6.3). In this case despite the
high resistance of the sample electrode polarisation effects do have some bearing on the measured
capacitance at high temperature at the chosen frequency. However, at low temperature the capacitance
stabilises due to the resistance increase and the expected value for glass nanocapillaries (< 1 pF) is
retrieved. These values correlate well with the values measured in aqueous salt solutions.

Considering the RTIL as a glass-like system their temperature behaviour may be fitted to the Vogel-
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Figure 6.3 – Room-temperature ionic liquids behave as glassy liquids with temperature. Temper-
ature dependence of the resistance a) and capacitance b) for all three types of ionic liquids. The
resistance behaviour is fitted to the VFT formula (equation (6.2)) and shown as solid lines. The pore
size corresponding to each ionic liquid type is 50 nm, 150 nm, and 367 nm for bmim BF4, emim BF4,
and bmim PF6 respectively. Fits are made with a fixed B =°800 (B =°600) for bmim BF4/PF6 (emim
BF4) taken from literature[310; 311] and show that regardless of pore size or ionic liquid type the curves
follow the expected behaviour over the whole temperature range. Arrows on panel a) show the direction
of the temperature sweep that allows the measurement of any hysteresis present. The capacitance is
again shown to converge to the expected values of º 1 pF. Figure is adapted from ref. [67]

Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) model[313] that was developed for these situations.

R(T ) = R0e°B(T°T0), (6.2)

Where R0 is an effective resistance, B a parameter related to energy barriers in charge transport, and
T0 the effective glass transition temperature. Fits to this equation for large opening sizes yields values
for B and T0 that are consistent with literature indicating that the ionic liquids behave as expected in
such pores[310; 311]. Values for the effective resistance and glass transition temperature can then be
extracted (in this case B was kept fixed at literature values of °800 and °600 for bmim BF4/PF6 and
emim BF4 respectively[310; 311]) as a function of the diameter of the nanocapillary. This probes for
any freezing effects caused by confinement induced structural arrangement. Figure (6.4b and c) show
the data for the effective resistance and the effective glass temperature as a function of the confining
diameter.
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Figure 6.4 – Size dependence of room-temperature ionic liquid glass temperature. a) Predicted
change in confinement induced freezing temperature for ionic liquids. Computed from equation (6.1)
with literature values for TB ,¢∞, Ω, and Lh . This predicts that a freezing transition should be observable
for all three investigated ionic liquids within the measured size and temperature range. Shaded area
shows the available experimental temperature and confinement range. b) Effective resistance R0
extracted from VFT fits as a function of the nanocapillary diameter. Dashed line shows the expected
behaviour for nanocapillaries following equation (1.1). While a trend of increasing effective resistance
with smaller diameters is present the spread is large. c) Glass transition temperature extracted from
VFT fits of ionic liquid temperature sweeps. The behaviour with pore diameter shows no clear trend or
discontinuities that would be expected if freezing was occuring. Image a) and b) are adapted from ref.
[67]

Results for the effective resistance R0 show no behaviour expected from effects of freezing. A trend
is seen for increasing R0 as diameter drops that should match the expected resistance behaviour
for capillaries as described in equation (1.1). While this trend is observed in the data the spread of
values is large and no detailed analysis of the behaviour may be performed. Similarly the effective
transition temperature T0 shows no changes in behaviour for small values of the pore diameter within
experimental error. These facts along with the lack of large variations of resistance with temperature
for small pores can be interpreted as a lack of freezing transition. Larger statistics in order to extract
a dependence were also hard to achieve due to the relatively low filling percentage for capillaries.
This percentage was estimated to be º 30% and was mostly due to the high viscosity of ionic liquids
rendering the filling process for small pores challenging.

However, many factors may be at play to hinder the measurement of such an effect even if present. One
of these factors is surface material. Indeed, previous studies have shown structural effects on surfaces
to depend highly on the surface type with metal surfaces providing the highest effect[297]. In order to
recreate this surface mediated enhancement in the nanocapillary system platinum was deposited via
atomic layer deposition (ALD) on the capillary surfaces. It was verified that the platinum layers had
coated the inside walls of the nanocapillaries by focused ion beam slicing followed by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Unfortunately when resistances through the ionic liquid become too high
the conductive layer of platinum acts as a short circuit and such characterisations as made above are
impossible. The following section therefore summarises the issues with the present results and how
to correct them in future studies, leading in to the following chapters focussed on pressure applied to
solid-state nanopores.
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a) b)

2 µm

Figure 6.5 – Platinum coated nanocapillaries. a) SEM micrograph of a FIB milled capillary previously
coated with platinum through ALD. Exterior surface shows some grain boundaries from the platinum
growth. b) EDX analysis of panel a) showing the platinum spectra confirming that the ALD coating
penetrated inside the pore. Scale is the same as in panel a). FIB milling courtesy of L. Navratilova.

6.4 Conclusion

While the results in this chapter do not conclusively show any effect of spatial confinement on the glassy
behaviour of ionic liquids this is attributed to three main factors that affect the measurements. Firstly
the inherent spread of nanocapillary resistance as a function of diameter is shown to be large, especially
for small nanocapillaries (d < 100 nm as shown on figure (4.10)). This spread would mask finer effects
due to structural changes in ionic liquids. This is the same sort of geometrical irreproducibility that
hampered previous chapters and motivates the use of a more reproducible geometry in the following
sections.

Secondly the resistance of nanopores is shown to vary largely if contamination such as gas bubbles are
present in the pore vicinity. This is discussed extensively in the following chapter pertaining to silicon
nitride membrane pores but is likely to be just as important for the glass capillaries used here. These
wetting effects could be partly responsible for the large spread of resistance in small nanocapillaries,
or could be a compounding factor. Bubbles could affect the conductance of nanocapillaries either
through their direct effect on the resistance or by locally modifying surface charge. Taking into account
the high viscosity of the RTIL used it is however very probable that filling and wetting issues are present
for certain samples. Without the capacity to discern such issues the effect cannot be taken into account
or remedied. The addition of control parameters such as the application of hydrostatic pressure are
therefore useful tools for these situations.

Finally the question of the sample purity can also be a factor. Indeed, all of the RTIL used are hygro-
scopic and as such will absorb water from the surrounding air. This was reduced as much as possible
by performing steps, especially long term storage of RTIL, in a nitrogen glove-box. However, due to
the nature of capillary filling and mounting that requires many delicate hands on actions it was not
possible to perform the whole experiment in such a dry environment. While no hysteresis is shown to
be present during the temperature sweeps of the ionic liquids this does not necessarily mean that no
contamination is present. Indeed, the RTIL could already be saturated with water at the point of starting
the measurement. Any trace amount of water can change the conductivity significantly[314; 315] and
is likely to change the ordering effects on the surface by disrupting the pure ionic liquid crystal-like
structure[316; 317; 318] and is therefore to be avoided.
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These results therefore while not giving rise to the desired result pave the way for future experiments
with RTIL under more controlled conditions. The crucial additions being a more reproducible geometry
giving rise to more controlled resistance values especially for small pores, a means of testing and
modifying the wetting state of the pore, and an experimental setup allowing no ambient air to interact
with the sample from mounting, filling, to ultimate measurement. The next chapters will elaborate on
these solutions.
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7 Pressure effects on wetting of
nanopores

Results contained in this chapter can be found in the following publication S. Marion, M. Macha, S. J.
Davis, A. Chernev, and A. Radenovic, "Wetting of nanopores probed with pressure", arXiv:1911.05229v2,
2019

Author contributions: S.M. designed and built the experimental set-up and designed the study. M.M
designed the microfluidic chamber. S.M. and M.M. performed the experiments. A.C. fabricated the
devices, transferred and prepared MoS2 devices. M.M. grew the MoS2. A.R. initiated and supervised the
research. S.M. analysed the data, made the FEM model and wrote the manuscript. All authors provided
important suggestions for the experiments, discussed the results, and contributed to the manuscript.

Issues from the previous chapter (6) point to enhancements needed in order to more precisely probe
RTIL filled pores. These additions are studied here. First an air tight sample chamber and pressure
application system is shown to discern and solve wetting issues with aqueous solvent. Following this
the setup is used to extract previously unknown information about pressure induced elasticity and
rectification in silicon nitride pores. And finally the setup is used with ionic liquids in order the solve
the previously encountered issues and show measurements of streaming currents with such exotic
liquids.

7.1 Introduction to wetting of nanopores

Nanopores have been used extensively to study nanofluidic phenomena. Indeed, as presented in the
introduction and throughout this thesis nanopores are shown to exhibit behaviour where many fine size
effects may be of importance[24; 40; 319]. Sub nanometer channels, especially in quasi 2D membrane
pores such as MoS2, h-BN, and graphene have also been used to probe non-linear ionic transport
phenomena[320; 321; 322]. All these applications using small pores, especially those dealing with
non-linear effects, require a good assurance of pore filling. Indeed, as the radius of pores decreases they
become more and more prone to wetting or filling artifacts that may masquerade as physical effects.
This is not a new phenomena and has been reported in nanopore research from its inception[323].
Many studies have claimed that wetting artifacts and in particular bubbles in the micron or nanometer
range plague nanopores. Most of these studies center around ionic current noise level as an indicator
of the pore wetting state. The increase in noise is attributed to an improperly wet state[324; 325; 326].

This has been supplemented by studies that use in situ heating to nucleate gas bubbles at the pore
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directly, thus confirming the noise effects. This heating can come in the form of a laser[323], by large
electric fields and joule heating at the pore[327; 328], or plasmonic pores[329].

Most of these studies revolve around small gas bubbles. Research into the existence, nucleation, and
stability of such nanobubbles has been a much explored and debated topic for nearly 20 years[330; 331].
Indeed, the physical explanation for the stability of such small bubbles despite naïve explanations
ruling out their possibility raised great controversy until recently[332]. Their characteristics, of which
their lifetime is a key one, have been shown to depend highly on their substrate. However, they
have been shown to be exceedingly stable on even mildly hydrophobic surfaces such as Mica, highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), or hydrophobically coated silicon, with proof of lifetimes up to
months[333; 334]. A naïve definition of hydrophobic is that the static contact angle of a solvent with a
surface be above 90 degrees[335]. However, nanobubbles have demonstrated stability on surfaces with
contact angles as little as 70 degrees. While defining hydrophobicity on the basis of receding contact
angle may clarify this grey zone the key issue is their ubiquitous presence in micro- and nanofluidics.

The method of formation of such bubbles requires two ingredients, a nucleation site or catalyst, and a
source of gas. The source of gas can come from the ambient atmosphere, mixing, trapped air due to
geometrical effects, and oversaturated or not adequately degassed solutions while the catalyst may be
heating as previously described, changes in pressure, or solvent exchange[330]. It is good to dwell on the
method of solvent exchange for nanobubble formation to understand how this may be problematic for
nanopore experiments. In the course of a solvent exchange protocol a liquid with a higher gas capacity,
such as alcohol, is exchanged for one with a low gas capacity, such as water. During this process gas
molecules directed by diffusion due to a gradient of gas solubilities create local gas saturations near the
substrate which enables the formation of pinned nanobubbles upon exchange[338].

Detection of nanobubbles has been achieved using transmission electron microscopy on graphene
surfaces[339]. Importantly for the results presented hereafter atomic force microscopy studies (figure
(7.1c)) have been possible in combination with a graphene nanopore thus being able to confirm
in situ that nanobubbles obstructing pores is a phenomena that can affect ionic conductance[337].
Indeed, this study showed current voltage characteristics that were interpreted to be due to hydration
layer shredding of ions having to pass the gas bubble boundary that was obscuring the pore. Quasi-
2D materials such as graphene[340; 341], MoS2[342; 343], and h-BN[344] will be more susceptible
to nanobubble formation due to their inherent hydrophobic nature, and the impossibility of using
standard techniques such as oxygen plasma to render the surface hydrophilic for fear of damaging the
material. However, this does not preclude wetting artifacts being present in the standard silicon nitride
nanopore as will be shown extensively in the next sections.

As described above distinguishing between wetting artifacts and filled pores based solely on the ionic
transport characteristics of the pore is a risky business. It is possible but should be coupled with robust
modelling as well as imaging of the pore before and, if possible, after use to take into account any size
variation (this is especially true of quasi 2D pores that can be unstable under relatively low applied
voltages º 400 mV). Claims of non-linear transport require the highest level of proof to rule out wetting
artifacts as these have been shown to be present in cases of bubbles[337]. In order to obtain more
control over the pore and any contaminant or bubble present in its vicinity, as well as many more
measurements and features (chapter (8)), hydrostatic pressure application is added to the standard
nanopore setup.

This is not a novel approach in the nanopore field, but the addition of hydrostatic pressure application
has mostly been reserved to characterizing surface charge[345; 346] or influencing protein, DNA, or
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a) b)

c)

Figure 7.1 – Wetting of nanopores. a) Schematic of the two hypothesised mechanisms of electro-
wetting hydrophobic pores. The first being the menisci of the air-water interface being driven towards
each other by the electric field. The second being the creep of the pinning site up the hydrophobic wall.
In reality a coupled effect could be taking place and similar mechanisms are postulated for pressure
wetting. Image is adapted from ref. [336]. b) Power spectrum densities of pores in different wetting
states. This image shows that clogged, dirty, or unwet pores show a higher noise level, especially in
the 1/ f part of the spectrum. The fully wet pore always shows the minimum in noise level. Image is
adapted from ref. [326]. c) Experimental demonstration of nanobubbles pinned in the pore region
with liquid AFM. Left shows a large area AFM image showing bubbles pinned at the countour of the
graphene and in the pore region. This could be due to modification of the surface due to the drilling
technique. Right shows a zoom and line profile (corresponding to the red line) of the bubble over the
pore. The scale bar is 1µm in the large view and 500 nm in the zoomed view. Image is adapted from ref.
[337].

polymer translocations[347; 348; 349]. One group has studied the combined effect of pressure and
voltage gated wetting in hydrophobic porous materials but it has not yet been demonstrated in single
pores[350]. In contrast voltage gating is known to control the wetting state of single hydrophobic
pores[336; 351].

The importance of pressure and flow as a control parameter is clear. Indeed, just like with the conduc-
tance measurement, the hydrostatic access resistance is the dominant effect in small pores[215; 352]
and thus the convergence of flow lines around the lip of the pore is able to drag, push, or modify any
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contaminant that may rest there[353; 354]. This is also true for the electrophoretic driving of particles
to and through the pore although the force in this case will depend highly on the charge of the particle
whereas in the pressure driven state Stokes drag is the main driver. This yields a pressure driven force
mainly dependent on size of the particle. The addition of pressure therefore permits the user to claim
with much more authority the exact wetted state of the pore. The following sections will describe in
detail the additions made to allow these measurements as well as a review of certain wetting artifacts
on silicon nitride nanopores.

7.2 Hydrostatic pressure system

In order to apply hydrostatic pressure to the nanopore system a sealed chamber is required. A water
tight seal along with drastically reduced gas permeation so as to avoid regassing the pre-degassed
solutions are the most important characteristics of the chamber. These characteristics offer the added
benefit of avoiding evaporation which allows experiments to take place over the time-scale of days
without any change in salt concentration. In order to achieve the required water tightness up to 10
bar, as well as chemical resistance allowing use with more reactive solvents, a chip holder compatible
with standard microfluidics connections is machined out of PEEK (figure (7.2a)). Special attention was
paid during the design of the chamber so as to avoid, as much as possible, any geometry that would be
conducive to bubble nucleation or pinning (i.e. corners, crevices, dimples, roughness, etc)[355].

The mechanism of clamping the silicon chip is by two nitrile o-rings while the two halves of the chamber
are tightened by screws. Each side of the chamber contains one inlet channel, and one outlet channel
which bifurcates into two separate exits. One of these is the normal outlet channel while the other is
a dead channel for the electrode. Inlet and outlet PTFE tubes are attached to the chamber by using
standard microfluidic fittings consisting of a screw and a ferrule that secures the tube to the threaded
adapter in the chamber. The outlet tube is then attached to a shut-off valve allowing the complete
sealing of the chamber (figure (7.2b) shows the channel geometry). Filling and exchanging of solutions
is made easy through this shut-off valve as it can easily be interfaced to a degassing hose or a luer lock
syringe. The degassing hose allows to flow freshly degassed liquid straight into the chamber without any
contact with ambient air, or mixing due to transfer to a syringe/pipette. When first filling or exchanging
the solution in the chamber a minimum of 5 mL is used (internal volume of the chamber º 500 µL) to
ensure that sufficient freshly degassed liquid has has been passed through. This method ensures the
easiest filling of the nanopore with the least wetting artifacts.

The inlet on each side of the chamber is connected to a fluid reservoir which is linked to the microflu-
idics pressure controller. This microfluidics pressure controller is then used to apply pressure to the
reservoir and through the tubing to the chip. The range of pressure that can be applied is P = 0-7 bar
with the resolution being 2-4 mbar. A simple hand valve up stream from the fluid reservoirs allows the
application of pressure to one, the other, or both reservoirs. In all the following chapters a positive
value of pressure is defined as a pressure being applied from the front side of the chip, a negative
pressure from the back side of the chip (both these situations are referred to as a gradient pressure
condition), and a compression Pc is defined as a given value of pressure being applied from both sides
simultaneously. In order to attach AgCl electrodes without inducing leakages, 250 µm thick silver wire is
used to prepare the electrodes, these are then inserted into PTFE adapter sleeves allowing the diameter
of the electrode to be equal to standard tubing and thus sealed in the same way.

Once the chamber is mounted, it is placed inside a Faraday cage in order to reduce electrical noise
pickup. It is important to note here that the fluid reservoirs are also placed inside the Faraday cage
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 7.2 – Nanofluidics chamber and pressure system. a) Solid view of the two halves of the
pressure tight sample chamber. A chip and the two nitrile o-rings are shown with the blue arrow
showing fluid flow through the chip. Red arrows show the screw holes that allow the clamping of the
chip. b) Shows a schematic cross section of the closed pressure chamber with channel geometry and
electrical measurements. Shut off valves and pressure direction is shown. The inset shows a zoom
of the chip area with the definition of the pressure direction that is chosen throughout this thesis.
Panels a) and b) are adapted from ref. [48]. c) Photograph of the pressure setup. Nanofluidic pressure
chamber and fluid reservoirs are shown within a Faraday cage and connected to a microfluidic pump.
Mechanical hand valve selecting for positive, negative, or compression pressure is also seen. Electrical
connections within the Faraday cage (crocodile clips) and external connections (via BNC cables) to a
lock-in amplifier are also shown.

so as to avoid liquid pathways from out to inside the cage as this will produce noise pickup (figure
(7.2c)). Once in the cage both pressure and electronic characteristics of the nanopore may be probed.
Many combinations of DC voltage, AC voltage, and pressure may be used and are explained hereafter.
Standard IV curves may be performed by sweeping the DC voltage bias and measuring the current
through the pore. It is also possible to fix a given value of DC voltage and probe the behaviour in
pressure (both gradient and compression). From these measurements noise analysis may also be
performed as well as computing the DC ionic current rectification as r = |I (+V )/I (°V )|.

Secondly sinusoidal AC voltage may be used to probe the system and the corresponding current
measured by a lock in amplifier. As in chapters (4) and (6) this allows the extraction of resistance,
capacitance, and rectification factor simultaneously at high precision and with electrical drift averaged
out. This may be measured by sweeping the excitation frequency as discussed in chaper (6) to observe
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the frequency dependence of the nanopore. The same model as discussed in chapter (4) of a parallel
resistor RAC and capacitor C is used. The frequency response of silicon nitride nanopores varies slightly
from that of glass nanocapillaries due to their higher capacitance values (º 1-5 nF as compared to º 1
pF for capillaries). However, the main plateau that corresponds to the DC value of resistance is still
present and the only large variations are at higher frequencies (see figure (6.2)).

Measurements at a fixed AC voltage and frequency ( f = 1 Hz is chosen from frequency sweep data for all
samples) and probed in gradient and compression pressure conditions are also possible. The protocol
for such experiments is as follows: a pressure sweep starting at P = 0 is performed, but, between each
non-zero pressure value a point at P = 0 is measured in order to observe the pressure application
effects on the baseline values of the resistance/capacitance/rectification. This sweep continues up to
the maximum pressure Pmax before returning to the lowest value (P = 0 if compression P =°Pmax if
gradient) which allows the detection of hysteresis if present. The time spent at each pressure point is
defined by the excitation frequency of 1 Hz and the associated time constant of the lock-in amplifier
and allows enough settling of the response to be precise (minimum 10 s measurement time). These are
powerful measurements, especially when it comes to probing the filling of the pores under pressure.
Noise analysis may also be performed on AC data but is not discussed here.

Finally, by grounding one of the electrodes, streaming measurements may be performed. This chapter
will deal only with wetting artifacts in nanopores and will not contain streaming data since for now the
signal cannot be deconvoluted from the wetting artifact. The mechanism of streaming current and its
measurement will be discussed in detail in the chapter (8).

7.3 Wetting of nanopores

The following results sections will explain in detail the sorts of wetting artifacts that are possible
with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores in silicon nitride. Note that the size of the pores in all
these measurements is on the order of d = 80 nm, i.e. a large pore. Wetting being in general more
complicated for smaller pores these artifacts will most likely be even more prominent in those size
ranges. Reference [48] discusses in detail artifacts for small pores in MoS2 and how they may affect
conductance measurements.

7.3.1 Wetting of hydrophilic pores

This section will discuss effects of wetting in silicon nitride nanopores where the chip has been exposed
to oxygen plasma for º 2 minutes. This is a standard procedure in the field for such silicon nitride chips
and renders the surface hydrophilic. Despite this plasma pre-treatment and the hydrophilic nature of
the surface wetting artifacts can still be observed and are rendered visible thanks to the application of
pressure.

Once a chamber and chip are mounted as discussed in the previous section all the fluidic channels are
filled with freshly degassed liquid from a degassing hose. The chamber is then sealed and placed in a
Faraday cage for measurements. In most cases the nanopore is not perfectly filled in this state. The first
measurement to be performed on a sample is an AC measurement with compression pressure. Indeed,
compression of degassed solution has been shown to be very effective at wetting pores, comparable in
effectiveness to alcohol wetting[355]. The logic behind compression wetting is that under compression
any gas remaining as bubbles on the membrane or in the pore will be absorbed into the liquid due to
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7.3. Wetting of nanopores

its low gas content. It is important to note that this is only the case for degassed liquids that have a low
amount of gas to start with. If the same is performed with non-degassed solutions after releasing the
compression the liquid is over-saturated in gas and so bubbles will nucleate on the membrane or in the
pore.

Figure (7.4a) shows the measured capacitance of a hydrophilic membrane undergoing a compression
sweep protocol just after being filled with degassed solution. It is clear from the step-wise increase
in capacitance at compressive pressure points, that the compression of the liquid is absorbing gas
bubbles on the membrane and thus increasing the total capacitance of the sample. Indeed, it is well
known that the highest contributor to the low frequency (1-10 Hz) capacitance of silicon nitride pores
is the suspended membrane[356]. A simple argument shows that the capacitance of the membrane
reduces if covered with gas bubbles. If a membrane with a gas patch covering a surface A is considered
it is clear that the total capacitance will be reduced by a value ¢C / A. This is due to the increased
thickness and changes in dielectric constant of the un-wetted part. The gas patch can be anywhere
on the chip surface including pinned between the o-rings and the surface or in the etched back-side
crevice. Henry’s law[357] then states that under high pressure, as is present during the compression
protocol, the solubility of gas will increase thus allowing more bubbles to be absorbed into the liquid.
Once the gas patch reduces due to absorption of gas into the liquid the capacitance of the membrane
grows as more and more surface is exposed to liquid. Repeating successive compression sweeps, or
leaving the compression pressure at its maximum value of 7 bar for º 5 minutes until the capacitance
value stabilises is a way to enhance the probability of proper wetting of the pore.
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Figure 7.3 – Capacitance under pressure: a measure of membrane wetting. a) Capacitance of a
hydrophilic silicon nitride chip measured with AC stimulus under compression pressure. Pressure is
increased in steps from P = 0 to P = 7 bar, returning to P = 0 at each successive step. Colour of the
data points (blue to red) shows that along the compression pressure sweep the capacitance increases
in steps. This is consistent with compression pressure absorbing membrane pinned gas bubbles and
achieving full wetting. b) Similar to panel a) but for a hydrophobically coated silicon nitride chip. In
this case a single compression sweep is not enough to remove all the bubbles from the surface. Three
successive compression sweeps (1: blue to red, 2: red to black, 3: black to white) are shown after which
the capacitance behaviour is stabilised. Image is adapted from ref. [48]
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This wetting capacitance behaviour is normal as despite all measures being taken to eliminate nucle-
ation sites and bubble forming geometries it is very unlikely for no gas to be present on the membrane
while going from a dry to a wet state. In contrast to the normal wetting behaviours hydrophilic silicon
nitride membranes also show wetting artifacts under pressure or electric field. These artifacts come in
the shape of temporary obstructions, rises in noise, or other unpredicted phenomena. An example
of this is given on figure (7.4a) where three IV curves on the same sample are shown. The first is a
non-linear and highly resistive state, 15 M≠ (blue curve), that is termed the obstructed state. This non-
linear activation barrier-like IV curve is similar to measurements performed on small pores in quasi-2D
materials where the origin of such a curve is postulated to be an additional physical effect[320; 321].
However, as seen here it is possible to obtain such activation curves purely from silicon nitride pores
with obstructions (examples with 2D pores are also shown in [48]). By applying some negative pressure
up to Pmax =°3 bar, the resistance value is seen to drop to a more expected value for this sized pore of
1.6 M≠. In this unobstructed state the IV curve is linearised (orange curve). The fact than an IV curve is
able to be measured and is stable is proof that both these states are stable on the order of minutes with
no applied pressure. On the other hand by applying a positive pressure Pmax = 3 bar for several seconds
the pore is returned to another obstructed state as seen by the final IV curve (green curve). This is not
claimed to be the exact obstructed state previously seen but this does confirm that at least two states
one filled and one obstructed exist and can be switched between via the application of pressure.

In depth discussion of the noise as extracted from the current traces is important as previous studies
on noise in un-wet nanopores have correlated increases in noise with the presence of bubbles, further
solidifying the interpretation[323]. The most important feature of the noise spectrum described in
those studies as well as the focus of this analysis is the flicker noise, commonly known as 1/ f noise due
to its dependence at low frequencies (below 1 kHz). Flicker noise in all samples is larger if the pore is in
an obstructed or un-wet state and lower in a filled state[358]. This behaviour is shown on figure (7.4b)
showing the PSD at 200 mV from the previously discussed IV curves and is consistent with the theory
that bubbles are obstructing the pore. The exact nature of the noise behaviour during these transitions
will likely depend on the position of the bubble and whether it is obstructing the pore mainly in the
access region or the pore interior as well as the characteristics of the bubble itself such as size, shape,
and surface charge[359].

The interpretation of such behaviour is the following. Pressure will induce flow, with flow lines converg-
ing on the pore. The behaviour is then argued to be an obstructing object (whether this is a contaminant
or a gas bubble cannot be resolved by this measurement) being pushed and pulled by the pressure
induced flow and partially obstructing it. Due to the convergence of the flow lines it is possible to
drag both objects freely floating in solution and those pinned to the membrane in the vicinity of the
pore. If the object were small enough flow could induce a pressure driven translocation but no such
signature is observed in the DC measurement data under pressure. As discussed previously both the
electrophoretic and pressure driven flow may affect particles. The difference in mechanism between
the two being that the pressure driven flow will depend on the size of the object via Stokes drag whereas
for the electrophoretic driving force it will depend on the charge of the object.

Having seen this obstruction behaviour and how it modifies the IV characteristic and noise it can also
be seen via the AC characteristics. This will give more detailed information about the transition from
obstructed to unobstructed state. Figure (7.4c) shows how the resistance starts in the obstructed state,
as the positive pressure is applied the resistance lowers but never reaches the value for an open pore.
Once the pressure switches to a negative value and reaches a value of P =°2 bar a sharp transition
in resistance is seen to the open pore value. It then remains in this state for the remainder of the
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Figure 7.4 – Wetting artifacts in hydrophilic pores. a) DC IV curves of the same pore in three different
states switched by pressure. First the obstructed state is shown to be non-linear. After application of
negative pressure (P =°3 bar) the pore conductance increases to expected values. Finally by applying
positive pressure the pore switches back to an obstructed state. Inset shows the extrema and probability
density for the obstructed state at V = 500 mV. The probability density shows the fact that two distinct
states are present with fluctuations between them. b) Noise power spectral densities obtained from
panel a) at V = 200 mV. The unobstructed pore shows the lowest noise as expected. c) AC resistance
value during a pressure sweep for the pore shown in panels a) and b). A discontinuous shift at P º°2
bar shows the clearing of the obstruction. d) Ionic current rectification measured simultaneously to
panel c). The rectification shows the same qualitative behaviour as the resistance of the pore with
higher ionic current rectification in the obstructed state. In the unobstructed state a value of r º 1
consistent with symmetric pores is retrieved. e) Schematic of the proposed toy model to explain the
behaviours on panels a) through d). An air bubble is shown pinned on the positive pressure side.
Pressure applications change the shape of the bubble to cause observed conductance behaviour. Figure
is adapted from ref. [48].

sweep. The AC measurement allows the simultaneous observation of resistance, capacitance and ionic
current rectification. The rectification is especially interesting for these wetting artifacts. Indeed, on
panel d) of the same figure a matching behaviour can be seen in the ionic current rectification. In
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the obstructed state the rectification is r > 1 whereas in the open state is is r º 1 as it should be for
a non-rectifying symmetric nanopore (i.e. |I (+V )| = |I (°V )|). Ionic current rectification is known
to increase for asymmetrical pores whether in geometry or surface charge, and to be modulated by
pressure[230; 232] (chapter (4) discusses ionic current rectification in detail),. Silicon nitride pores
being symmetrical no rectification is expected in the filled state. Due to the high precision of working
with an AC bias and a lock-in amplifier small differences of rectification are measurable despite the
amplitude of the bias being only 100 mV. Indeed, it is hard within a voltage range of 100 mV to detect
rectification differences below 10% on a DC IV curve. In fact the precision of this measurement is even
higher as will be discussed in the following chapters focusing on the pressure dependence of fully filled
nanopores (chapter 8).

Time resolution between the AC and DC approach varies. Indeed, for the AC based approach the
time resolution is on the order of several seconds considering the integration time of the lock-in
amplifier at the excitation frequency of 1 Hz. However, DC measurements are much faster with an
acquisition frequency of 1.8 kHz allowing a time resolution in the millisecond range. Transitions
between obstructed and unobstructed states are seen as instantaneous even in the DC measurements
pointing to an un-clogging process faster than milliseconds. This timescale for unclogging is backed
by dwell time measurements of pressure driven translocations of objects being in the hundreds of
micro-seconds range[353; 354].

Here a toy model is discussed in which an obstruction partly obstructing the pore may qualitatively
explain the resistance and rectification measurements (schematic on figure (7.4e)). Indeed, a bubble
partially obstructing the pore on the front side of the membrane thus changing the resistance of the
pore is discussed. When positive pressure is applied the shape of the bubble may be modified in a
way that liberates more of the pore for ionic conduction thus leading to a lower resistance. On the
other hand applying negative pressure would induce drag away from the pore and could dislodge the
bubble from its obstructing position thus restoring the open pore resistance. This change in shape
is something not expected from a solid object and points more to the bubble hypothesis than the
contamination one.

Finite element modelling was also performed to explain this behaviour. Four separate conditions were
simulated: first an open pore, second a pore with an obstructing object on the membrane next to the
pore entrance, third with the obstructing object on top of the pore clogging it, and lastly an obstructing
object inside the mouth of the pore (see figure (7.5a to d for schematics)). Coupled Poisson-Nernst-
Planck-Stokes equations are then solved in each case for different cross pore voltages and pressures. In
all the studied cases the pressure dependent resistance is negligible.

The model does give changes in rectification due to flow in large pores as expected from studies on the
rectification of glass nanocapillaries[230; 232]. This comes in the form of a reduction in rectification
for applied pressure due to the liquid flow perturbing the local charge distribution responsible for
rectifying behaviour (FEM model and simulated rectification is discussed in detail in the next chapter
for filled pores). For small pores this effect is drastically reduced due to the smaller total flow rate. None
of the simulated static conditions were able to explain the large variation of resistance and rectification
observed in experiment thus lending more weight to the interpretation that a dynamical change of
shape of the obstructing object is the cause. In addition no non-linear conductance effects were
observed in the simulations. These sorts of activation barrier IV curves have previously been described
as being due either to hydration layer shredding or to electro-wetting[320; 336; 337]. In this context
hydration layer shredding is considered improbable due to the fact this requires the narrowest part
of the conductive pathway to be on the order of the ion sizes which seems unlikely with such large
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Figure 7.5 – Finite element modelling of obstructed pores. a) through d) Fluid velocity profiles at 300
mV of applied potential and P = 0 bar in the case of the open pore, membrane bubble, clogged pore,
and unwet pore respectively. The system is axially symmetric around zero and black circles denote
areas where the mesh is additionally refined. e) IV curves as extracted from the models presented on
panels a) to d). The open pore shows the highest current with decreasing current for each subsequent
condition. No non-linearity of IV characteristic is seen however obstructions do change the resistance
and ionic current rectification (although smaller than in the experimental case for r ). f ) IV curves for
the bubble on the membrane case for three different applied pressures: P = 0, 5, and °5 bar. Although
no large changes in resistance are seen rectification is seen to decrease in the case of static bubbles.
These results point to a dynamic case explaining the observed experimental behaviour. Figure is
adapted from ref. [48].

variations in resistance and a large underlying pore.

7.3.2 Wetting of hydrophobic pores

Having investigated the different behaviour that hydrophilic silicon nitride nanopores can provide when
wetting issues are present this section will describe briefly the behaviour of hydrophobic pores (details
are found in [48]). In order to render silicon nitride membranes hydrophobic they are coated with
hydrophobic hexamethyldisilane (HMDS). This coating is verified to be of good quality by measuring
the contact angle of a water droplet on the surface, which yields an angle of º 84±. The assumption is
made that the coating also covers the interior of the pore.

Following the protocols set out above it is possible to measure the state of the pore using IV characteris-
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tics and pressure sweeps. Most samples show obstructed states either over the whole pressure range or
part of the pressure range similarly to hydrophilic nanopores. Differences arise in the stability of the
filled states that only last for a matter of minutes before reverting to a high resistance and non-linear IV
curve. In addition these partially wet states do not correspond in resistance to the open pore state, and
the flicker noise in these pores is still higher than the open pore state.

Electro-wetting phenomena, which have been described in detail for porous membranes are present in
the hydrophobic pore case[336; 350; 351]. In order to completely wet the pore large voltage biases are
applied across it which bring the menisci of the trapped air bubble closer together until they touch.
This sort of high voltage wetting in combination with applied pressure is able to irreversibly wet such
hydrophobic nanopores restoring a correct value of the resistance and of the 1/ f noise level. However,
the critical voltage and pressure at which this complete wetting arises is dependent on the diameter
of the pore and for smaller hydrophobic pores it was impossible to attain complete wetting. This
underlines the importance, not only of chip-pre treatment in order to help the wetting procedures,
but also the cleanliness of the substrate and liquids used, and the correct degassing of experimental
buffers.

7.4 Conclusion

This section has served both as an introduction to the nanopore system with added pressure control
capabilities as well as an overview of the measurable quantities, their precision, and importance. It
is clear that the addition of another control variable in pressure is an important factor in being able
to ascertain the filling state of a pore as well as controlling it. It also brings home the importance of
degassing solutions and pre-treating chips in order to fill nanopores reliably without wetting artifacts.
All these factors become of heightened importance when using smaller nanopores for example for
translocations of DNA molecules. Using such pores without proper checks of the wetting state could
lead to different translocation behaviours that may then mislead the conclusions of the study. Indeed,
the conductance of such clogged pores mimic the behaviour of smaller pores. Any phenomena
produced during DNA translocation could be interpreted as coming from a size effect when it would be
due to a clogged pore. Other analyses based solely on the conductance of the pore, such as non-linear
IV curves, are equally biased in the case of clogged or unwet pores and should be supplemented by
additional measurements.
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Results contained in this chapter can be found in the following publication S. J. Davis, M. Macha, A.
Chernev, D. M. Huang, A. Radenovic, and S. Marion, "Pressure Induced Enlargement and Ionic Current
Rectification in Symmetric Nanopores", Nano Letters, 2020

Author contributions: S.J.D. performed the experiments, analysed the data and performed FEM simula-
tions. S.M. designed and built the experimental set-up and built the FEM model. M.M. designed the
microfluidic chamber and performed AFM imaging. A.C. fabricated devices. A.R. and S.M. supervised
the research. D.M.H. provided an explanation for the ionic current rectification. S.J.D. and S.M. wrote
the manuscript with all authors providing important suggestions for the experiments, discussing the
results, and contributing to the manuscript.

8.1 Introduction to nanofluidics

By using the knowledge gained in the previous chapter on how to correctly fill nanopores, and dis-
criminate between wet and non-wet states, it is possible to push the analysis of nanopores under
pressure further. Indeed, nanopores are a single molecule tool which, apart from their bio-sensing
capabilities discussed in the first part of this thesis, can be applied to many nanofluidic applications
from osmotic power generation[36] to water desalination[360]. Measuring the conductance of the
pore allows the measurement of non-linear phenomena such as previously presented ionic current
rectification[218; 361] (chapter (4)) and other nanofluidic effects concerning mass transport[362], and
overlap of length scales[24]. Solid state nanopores are typically fabricated in silicon nitride suspended
membranes due to well-established protocols that are compatible with standard lithography tech-
niques. Pores in these suspended membranes can be used as such, as in this thesis, or with the addition
of quasi 2D materials such as MoS2, hexagonal boron nitride, or graphene in which a small pore is
drilled[38; 363].

While nanopores have previously been combined with pressure, this was motivated by the need to add
an additional control on analyte translocation. Indeed, pressure has been used as an opposing force to
the electrophoretic force responsible for driving translocations. This has the effect of slowing down
translocations[279], allowing even very small proteins < 6.5K Da[347] that would normally translocate
too fast, or near neutral molecules[364] that induce very little conductance drop to be detected. By
effectively tuning the flow such that the total force on the molecule is negligible a trapped state near
the pore was also reported[365]. Other uses have been to extract in-situ zeta potential measurements
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of the pore as this is known to affect the translocation speed of analytes[346].

a)

b) c)

Figure 8.1 – Combinations of nanopores and nanoscale materials with pressure. a) Translocations
of small proteins with added pressure control. Left hand side shows translocation schematic along
with current trace in applied electric field only. No translocations are observed due to the speed of
the protein translocation. Right hand side shows translocation schematic with added pressure. In
this case the force exerted during translocation is the resultant of the electrophoretic force and the
pressure flow force. The application of pressure reduces the total force enough that translocations are
measurable. This is confirmed by the current trace showing translocations. Image is adapted from ref.
[347]. b) Pressure enabling the measurement of the zeta potential. Silicon nitride pores are interfaced
with a pressure system allowing the measurement of the streaming current at different buffer pHs. The
transition from negative surface charge at high pH to positive surface charge at low pH is seen. In this
case the point of zero charge is ºpH 4. Image is adapted from ref. [346]. c) Measured deflection of
multilayer suspended graphene under pressure application. AFM measurements allow to map the
exact deflection of multilayered graphene. The maximal deflection at the center point is in this case
º 140 nm for a 9 nm thick multi-layered graphene flake over a 4.75x4.75 µm aperture. Image is adapted
from ref. [366].

Pressure driven particle translocation has also been shown to precisely quantify hydrodynamic perme-
ability with high precision[354]. Recently fluid flow tangential to the nanopore membrane was shown
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to modulate capture rate and DNA translocation dynamics due to viscous drag[367].

Whereas the bulk of nanopore studies use pressure to modify or quantify translocations it has also been
used as a more fundamental probe of nanopore behaviour under pressure. By using a combination
of flow and fluorescence spectroscopy it is possible to measure the depletion of ionic concentration
within a single nanochannel due to the application of pressure and so quantify the mass transport due
to flow[362]. Ionic current rectification is a fundamental quantification of the asymmetry and role of
surface charge present in the nanopore system. This has been shown to be influenced by pressure[230].
It is hypothesised to be due primarily to the fluid flow generated by pressure affecting concentration
distributions within the nanopore itself. Reductions in ICR are seen for asymmetric conical pores with
the hypothesis that pressure induced liquid flow disturbs the ionic cloud polarisation present due to
the geometric asymmetry[232]. For a small pore radius (R º 15 nm) the pressure no longer affects
ICR due to the much lower flow rates[230; 231]. This shows how pressure can affect the non-linear
conduction of nanopores.

Considering that the use of nanopores or nanochannels with the addition of a pressure control system is
not yet explored sufficiently, the basic understanding of such systems’ responses to pressure gradients
is needed. The blistering and delamination of thin membranes such as silicon nitride[368] or 2D
materials[366; 369; 370] has been extensively studied. These rely on previous analytical work into the
deformation of plates or shells under mechanical stress[371; 372]. While these studies are invaluable
to understand the material properties of plates they are usually restricted to suspended membranes
and do not characterise any effects that would happen at a pore. Some research has been done on
elastic polymer nanopores[373; 374] but the ranges of strain in such systems is ten times larger than
seen here with less ductile ceramic silicon nitride membranes and are thus difficult to compare. Pore
effects are key to understanding the nanopore system under pressure as the electric field and fluid flow
are confined to the close proximity of the pore and define the resulting measurements in nanopore
systems.

This chapter aims to quantify the role that hydraulic pressure has in modulating ion transport in thin
symmetrical silicon nitride nanopores. Deformations of the nanopore supporting membrane are found
to produce an enlargement of the nanopore diameter. This change in diameter is a measure of the local
induced strain in the silicon nitride substrate. Considering silicon nitride is routinely used as a support
for quasi 2D pores this motivates the establishing of a robust calibration of such systems. Quasi 2D
systems will be intimately linked to their support and have been predicted to show high mechano-
sensitivity in strained conditions[64; 375; 376; 377; 378]. This has been predicted to be as an over 20
fold increase in conductance at 0-4% strain in MoS2[376]. Mechano-sensitivity is of great interest
for osmotic power generation or water desalination applications as it could influence the membrane
ion selectivity key to these effects[360; 379]. Pressure induced asymmetry in the ion transport is also
discussed, in particular as an increase in ICR is shown in contrast to previous measurements which
demonstrated that pressure only reduced ICR. This is explained via pressure induced changes in ionic
concentration polarisation within the pore. The key to this technique is the AC approach coupled with
hydrostatic pressure introduced in chapter (7). This method is not only able to measure differences
in conduction below 1% but has the added benefit of separately extracting the linear and non linear
contributions to conduction thus justifying its use in compliment to standard DC measurements.
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8.2 Pressure induced strain enlargement measured via pore resis-
tance

Following the same protocol as described in the chapter (7) silicon nitride nanopores are first oxygen
plasma cleaned in order to render them hydrophilic before mounting them in the custom designed
chamber. Following this the chamber is filled using a degassing hose with freshly degassed buffer. The
chamber is then put in a Faraday cage and connected to the microfluidic pump upon which filling
protocols consisting of compression pressure sweeps up to 7 bar are performed (see figure (7.2) for
details of the experimental setup). Once the capacitance is stable as a function of compression, which
should guarantee that no gas bubbles are left on the membrane measurements begin.
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Figure 8.2 – Application of pressure to perfectly filled solid state nanopores. a) Schematic in side
view of the sealed pressure chamber channels and electrical measurement. Zoom on the right shows
the chip area and the convention of pressure sign chosen for this study. b) Photographs of the sealed
pressure chamber in a side view (left) and top view (right). These photos are taken of an identical
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) chamber since PEEK is not transparent. c) DC IV curves for two
representative samples having two different membrane sizes but similar pore sizes of d0 º 80 nm. d)
Time trace of the lock-in AC detection. Top is the pressure as a function of time (the resolution is 2-4
mbar). Bottom shows on a split scale the resistance and rectification simultaneously obtained to the
pressure above. e) Mean values of resistance as a function of pressure as extracted from the raw time
trace on panel d). The curves represent the same samples as on panel c) with two distinct membrane
sizes of 12x12 µm and 30x30 µm. Figure is adapted from ref. [68].

In a pressure gradient condition the membrane will undergo a certain stress. This is in comparison to
the compression case where no net stress is assumed and which shows flat responses in conduction
(figure (8.4a)). The resistance R depends on the size of the pore through the fundamental equations of
nanopore conductance (equation (1.1)). The change in resistance is therefore attributed to a change in
pore size brought on by the strained membrane. This is seen to be the case on figure (8.2e)) where any
non-zero pressure gradient reduces the resistance. Considering the measured resistance is restricted to
the linear voltage term due to the lock-in measurement technique this effect is ensured to not come
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8.2. Pressure induced strain enlargement measured via pore resistance

from some complex coupling of voltage and pressure. A linear relationship between the strain and
the pore enlargement is derived in the case of a circular pore in a thin square membrane[380]. Given
the radius at zero pressure d0 the enlargement takes the form d(P ) = d0

°
1+ (1°∫2)ær /E

¢
where ær is

the radial stress in the membrane, ∫ the Poisson ratio of silicon nitride, and E the Young’s modulus of
silicon nitride. This allows the direct connection between a drop in resistance and an increase in strain
via the pore enlargement.

To explain the strain induced enlargement of the pore the elastic properties of the supported silicon
nitride membrane must be taken into account. It is known that materials such as silicon nitride will
stretch or blister[368; 366]. The exact response will depend on the strain value as well as the geometric
and elastic parameters of the membrane: a the size of the square membrane, L the thickness of the
membrane, E the Young’s modulus, and ∫ the Poisson ration. The stress in the membrane can then be
expressed as the following cubic equation as shown by Vlassak[368]:

æ3
r °æ0æ

2
r °

EP 2a2

6L2(1°∫)2 = 0, (8.1)

where æ0 is the residual membrane stress. By inserting the pressure dependent radius d(P ) into the
conductivity of the nanopore (equation (1.1)) the observed behaviour is retrieved.

First, to confirm the validity of the model and justify the elastic behaviour is responsible for the effect,
the dependence on the membrane size is investigated (as presented on figure (8.2e)). The positive
pressure behaviour is fitted at a driving potential of 100 mV RMS to a simplified æ0 = 0 case. The elastic
parameters are assumed to be: E = 200 GPa, ∫= 0.23, and L = 20 nm. The membrane size can then
be estimated. Results for the small and large membrane are a = 12.8±1.0 µm and a = 30.6±6.2 µm
respectively. This is in good agreement with the optically measured membrane sizes of 12 µm and 30
µm. Total deflections at the center of the membrane w0 can also be computed and yield displacements
on the order of w0 = 2.7± 0.6 µm at P = 1500 mbar. One factor that can affect the error of these
predictions are the differences in the Young’s modulus or Poisson ratio depending on the manufactured
silicon nitride. Indeed, tabulated values of Young’s modulus vary from º 100-300 GPa depending on
the fabrication type, parameters of growth, or composition[381].

While the prediction of the membrane size shows that the simplified æ0 = 0 case is in good agreement
with the behaviour it is not sufficient to completely explain the measurements. Indeed, the negative
pressure shows a marked asymmetry at low voltage (as seen in figure (8.3a)). This is assumed to depend
on the residual stress factoræ0. However, while silicon nitride membranes do show residual stress in the
plane of the membrane, which is dependent on their growth conditions, this is usually compressive and
restricted to below 500 MPa[384; 385]. In addition residual stress of the membrane would affect both
the positive and negative pressures and as such does not explain the observed asymmetry. Tapping
mode AFM images of the silicon nitride membranes are taken after experiments and no correlation
between the P = 0 topology of the membrane and pressure behaviour is observed confirming intrinsic
residual stress to be negligible in this effect (figure (8.4b)).

The only asymmetry present is on a chip scale and is due to the back side etched pit. The application
of pressure to the back-side of the chip induces forces on the etched silicon walls thus (additional
arrows on figure (8.3b)) imparting a stress parallel to the membrane plane that will act in addition to
intrinsic membrane residual stress. A pressure dependent residual stress for the negative side of the
form æ0 =ÆP with Æ a fit parameter is therefore assumed. The value of Æ can be guessed at by taking
into account the ratio of thickness’s of the etched silicon walls and the membrane thickness. Indeed,
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Figure 8.3 – Elastic response of membranes under pressure: strain induced enlargement. a) Nor-
malised strain value as a function of pressure for the same membrane at a low bias voltage of 25 mV
RMS (blue squares), and two larger bias voltages of 400 mV RMS (green triangles), and 800 mV RMS (red
circles). Dashed black lines correspond to the fit of pressure behaviour, for the positive side in theæ0 = 0
case, and for the negative side with the full stress equation (equation (8.1)). The positive pressure does
not deviate from the simplified behaviour whereas the negative behaviour shows dominant residual
stress at low voltages which disappears at higher voltages. b) Schematic of the chip and membrane
with nanopore. The initial diameter d0 is shown as well as dashed lines showing a schematic of the
deformation of the membrane under pressure. This deformation due to strain enlarges the pore, d(°P )
is labelled. The negative pressure is also shown to act on the etched walls of the back-side of the chip
explaining the asymmetry seen for low voltage on panel a). c) Voltage dependence of the residual stress
factor Æ. The residual stress factor is shown to diminish quadratically with applied voltage. This is
hypothesised to be due to electrostriction effects within the chip that modulate the stress response of
the membrane. Electrostriction is known to vary quadratically with voltage[382; 383] lending support
to this postulation. Figure is adapted from ref. [68].

the applied pressure will induce a force Fin / LSiPsin(54), where LSi = 380 µm is the thickness of the
silicon substrate, and the sin is due to the etch angle defined by crystallographic planes. This force will
then be transferred to the membrane where the stress is obtained by dividing by the thickness. The
residual stress factor can thus be estimated asÆº LSisin(54)/L º°100000. Fits of the full cubic equation
(8.1) are then performed for several different voltages and are shown on figure (8.3a). The value of the
residual stress factor for low voltages is Æº°60000 confirming the pressure induced residual stress
hypothesis.

Although including a pressure dependent residual stress on the negative pressure side explains most of
the measured behaviour, figure (8.3c) shows that the residual stress factor is voltage dependent. This is
hypothesised to be due to electrostriction of the underlying chip materials. Electrostriction is a similar
effect to the piezoelectric effect only it can occur for all dielectrics at high electric field regardless of
crystal symmetry[382; 383]. Considering the thickness of the materials in question, the electric field
at 800 mV RMS is on the order of 2 kV/m over the silicon substrate and on the order of 40 MV/m over
the 20 nm thick silicon nitride membrane. These high electric fields are enough to impart significant
stress on the membrane due to electrostriction. This stress is assumed to counterbalances the pressure
induced residual stress discussed above returning a symmetric pressure profile at high voltage. The
quadratic dependence of Æ on voltage lends weight to this assumption as electrostriction is known
to be quadratic in voltage[382; 383]. At large voltages the measured data deviates from the model
and the stresses in these cases are assumed to no longer be within the range of validity of equation
(8.1). However, the low voltage behaviour as well as a simplified electrostriction does account for the
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Figure 8.4 – Compression pressure behaviour and elastic membrane phenomena. a) Resistance
and ionic current rectification behaviour with compression pressure. Compression pressures up to the
maximal 7 bar available with the microfluidics pump show no significant effect in either resistance
or ICR as compared to gradient pressure response. A small offset is present that could be due to
non-perfect seal on one side of the chamber. b) Examples of two AFM height images taken of the
silicon nitride suspended membranes after use. Different P = 0 conformations are seen, either flat and
raised (top) or wrinkled (bottom). However, no correlation between zero pressure membrane shape
as measured via AFM and gradient pressure conductance response is seen confirming that intrinsic
membrane residual stress does not play a role in the pressure response of pores. c) Resistance as a
function of pressure for the same pore at pH 3 and pH 12 showing the same magnitude of response.
This confirms that the AC methodology can completely distinguish effects due to linear contributions
to the conduction and non-linear contributions. Images are adapted from ref. [68].

8.3 Pressure induced ionic current rectification in symmetric nanopores

In addition to the large accuracy of the measured strain induced enlargement of the pore, the lock-in
amplifier allows the measurement of higher harmonics to the same degree of accuracy. By measuring
such harmonics (as is explained in detail in chapter (4)) it is therefore possible to measure the non-
linear contributions to conductance much more accurately than is possible in DC measurements.
Figure (8.2d) shows the raw time trace of the rectification during a pressure sweep.

By extracting the mean of each pressure level, as is done for the resistance, plots such as those on figure
(8.5) are obtained. Panel a) shows the dependence on voltage of the phenomena for the same sample.
Interestingly the rectification increases from the base value r (P = 0) º 1 with any gradient of applied
pressure. While pressure reduction of rectification has been reported in the literature for asymmetric
pores[230; 231; 232] an increase has, to the author’s knowledge, never been measured. Indeed, it is
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Figure 8.5 – Pressure induced ionic current rectification in symmetric solid state nanopores. a)
Rectification as a function of gradient pressure for different driving voltages. The effect is seen to be
approximately linear in voltage while the pressure dependence is not trivial. A growth of ICR with low
pressure values is seen before a turnover at P º 1 bar leading to a decrease for high pressures as is known
from literature[230; 232]. b) Measured rectification in three different pH values. Pressure dependent
rectification grows with a high surface charge and is almost completely reduced for the pH 3 case. This
is also in agreement with streaming current measurements shown in figure (8.4d). c) Rectification
extracted from a COMSOL model of a solid state nanopore under pressure. The model shows only
positive pressure as it is symmetric by design. Surface charges of °5 mC/m2, °50 mC/m2, and °100
mC/m2 are chosen to simulate the pH 3, 8, and 12 case respectively. Model shows good agreement
with the experimental behaviour of ICR with pressure. d) Spatial asymmetry in the Dukhin number
for positive and negative bias Du(z,V ,P )°Du(°z,°V ,P ) along the pore axis. Three representative
pressures are shown. For P = 0 no asymmetry is present confirming a r = 1 value in this case. For non-
zero pressure it is clear that the intermediate value induces higher asymmetry thus leading to higher
ICR. Inset shows the surface plot of c++ c° along with the geometry of the FEM pore and definitions of
the z axis. Figure is adapted from ref. [68]

claimed that with large pressures the induced liquid flow disturbs the build up of charge responsible
for the rectification. While this effect also seems to be present in the current data for pressures above
P º 800 mbar, the effect at low pressures is to increase the rectification. The effect is also symmetric in
pressure and depends approximately linearly on voltage.
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8.3. Pressure induced ionic current rectification in symmetric nanopores

Considering rectification is intimately tied to surface charge it is expected to be highly dependent on
it. In order to confirm this, experiments were carried out with three different pH values: 8, 12, and 3.
These pH values were chosen to probe most of the charge space of silicon nitride (figure (8.1b)). Indeed,
silicon nitride’s point of zero charge is º pH 4, above this value the surface charge grows until reaching
a plateau around pH 12[346]. As expected the measured effect is seen to increase with increased pH
and dies out almost completely at pH 3. The measured resistance dependence on pH is negligible, as is
shown in figure (8.4c), which confirms that the lock-in amplifier can completely deconvolute the strain
induced linear response previously discussed and this non-linear effect.

The same figure also shows the streaming current measured at these different pHs confirming the
change of surface charge via the change of zeta potential. These measurements of ionic current
rectification are made despite the high salt concentration (1 M KCl) being used. Considering ionic
current rectification effects are enhanced in low salt concentrations[54] this effect is also expected to
grow in those conditions (see chapter (4) for details and FEM simulations below).

In order to confirm the validity of the measurement finite element method simulations are carried out.
Shortly an axially symmetric nanopore geometry with a surface charge æ is implemented in COMSOL
multiphysics. Coupled Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes equations are then solved with different static
pressures between the two electrolyte reservoirs (similarly to what is performed in chapter (7), without
any air bubbles present). Assuming the complete decoupling of the strain effect no change in shape of
the pore is taken into account in these simulations. A change of the pore size on the order of 1% as is
measured in the previous section is not expected to change the rectification of the pore. Considering
that the model completely explains the experimental behaviour this confirms that no bending of the
membrane is necessary for pressure induced ionic current rectification to be present.

Total current flowing through the pore is extracted and the rectification factor can be computed as
r = |I (+V ,P )° I (0,P )|/|I (°V ,P )° I (0,P )| where the streaming current contribution I (0,P ) has been
subtracted to better represent the experimental data. Figure (8.5c) shows the FEM values of rectification
as a function of pressure for three surface charge values chosen to simulate the effect of experimental
pH changes. Only positive pressure gradients are shown since the model is by definition symmetric in
pressure.

The FEM model captures well the behaviour of the rectification with an increase in r for low pressures
before a turnover and decrease at higher pressures. The model also captures the surface charge
dependence where the magnitude of the effect is proportional to surface charge. To explain the
microscopic reasons behind this behaviour perturbations of ion clouds around the pore due to the
advective pressure flow must be taken into account. It has been shown previously that spatial variations
of the local Dukhin number along the pore axis Du(z) are a measure of the magnitude of ICR[361].

The Dukhin number is the ratio of bulk to surface conductance and thus depends on the total concen-
tration proportional to bulk conduction, c++c°, and on the difference in concentration proportional
to surface conduction, c+° c°. In the current case of no Debye layer overlap the Dukhin number can
be given as a function of the positive and negative ion concentrations c± simply as[361]

Du(z) = hc+(z)° c°(z)i
c+(r = 0, z)+ c°(r = 0, z)

, (8.2)

where the h·i is the average over the radial coordinate r , and c±(r = 0, z) is the concentration of ions
through the center of the pore. Flow induced by pressure will change the ion concentrations across the
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Figure 8.6 – Spatial asymmetry in ion concentrations for positive and negative bias. a) Spatial
asymmetry of the total concentration normed by the reservoir concentration 2c0. Asymmetry is shown
to be large at P = 0.5 bar and reduced for the large pressure of P = 2 bar. b) Similar to panel a) but for
the difference in ion concentrations thus showing that both contributions to the Dukhin number are
responsible for its asymmetry and through it to ionic current rectification. Figure is adapted from ref.
[68]

pore, with low pressures inducing local asymmetry for both the charge density e(c+°c°) and the total
concentration c++c° which are both taken into account by the Dukhin number. For sufficiently high
flow asymmetry is reduced due to complete replacement of the fluid inside the pore by bulk solution.
This in turn reduces ICR for large flow values. Figure (8.5d) shows the spatial asymmetry of Dukhin
number for positive and negative bias voltages Du(z,V ,P )°Du(°z,°V ,P ) at the three representative
pressures P = 0, 0.5, and 2 bar. It is clear from this that the variation of Dukhin number comes at the
pore entrance in these thin nanopores and that the asymmetry for the intermediate pressure value is
the largest leading to the largest ICR.

Calculating that the effect is restricted to the pore mouth a Péclet number, which relates the importance
of advection as compared to diffusion, can be used to describe the turnover of increasing to decreasing
ICR. The Péclet number is defined as: Pe= du/D , with d the diameter of the pore, u the average fluid
velocity within the pore, and D the ionic diffusion coefficient. The ionic current rectification is therefore
expected to increase for Pe> 1 and return to r = 1 for Pe!1. By approximating the fluid velocity
through a nanopore under pressure as u º d 2P

2¥(16L+2ºd) [386] with ¥ the viscosity of the liquid yields Peº 7
at P = 0.5 bar using experimental or FEM values for the fluid velocity.

Figure (8.6) shows the the two components contributing the the Dukhin number separately. First
the asymmetry in total concentration ctot = c+ + c° due to pressure induced flow. This shows how
pressure flushes bulk concentration through the pore. For intermediate pressure this skews the initially
symmetric profile at P = 0 and induces a large asymmetry responsible in part for the ionic current
rectification. However, at high pressures the bulk concentration almost completely replaces the fluid
inside the pore reducing the asymmetry. The second contribution shown is that of the difference
in concentration cdiff = hc+° c°i. In this case the same asymmetry is seen with a larger effect at
intermediate pressure values.
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8.4 DC pressure dependent measurements and FEM extensions

The power of the AC method shown in the sections above lies in the possibility to completely decouple
the linear and non-linear contributions to conductance. By using DC methods standard to the field this
deconvolution is not possible as all contributions are present at once. To illustrate this the following
section shows DC pressure dependent measurements on the perfectly filled symmetric nanopores
discussed above. These are acquired by applying a constant DC bias voltage and performing a pressure
sweep.

In this case all contributions discussed previously will be present: the elastic contribution of the
strained pore, the rectification behaviour with pressure, and finally the streaming current (figure
(8.4d)). Figure (8.7) a) and b) shows the measured DC pressure sweep for one pore at pH 8 and at pH
3 respectively. In this case the pH 8 curve is highly non trivial seeing as it is asymmetric in voltage
and non linear with pressure due to both the elastic and rectification behaviour. However, at pH 3 all
surface charge effects such as streaming and rectification die out and the only remaining contribution
is the strain induced enlargement of the pore. This is confirmed by the measurement that matches the
strain induced behaviour previously presented.

The FEM model discussed with respect to the behaviour of rectification with pressure also allows
to reproduce the DC pressure sweep data. Indeed, the model contains all the necessary physical
phenomena apart from the pore enlargement. This can easily be added in post processing by adding a
factor I≤ = aP 2/3 to the current (in this case any residual stress effects are neglected and the constant
used is a = 10°3 ). By doing this curves on figure (8.7c) can be obtained that show the same qualitative
behaviour as the full curves of panel a). Thus the FEM model obtains good qualitative agreement with
measured DC curves when strain induced enlargement is taken into account.

The total conductance being measured at DC voltages is given by: Gtot = G1(P )+G2(P )V + HS (P ).
It is possible to measure each of these separately with the lock-in amplifier, G1(P ) and G2(P )) and
streaming current measurements HS (P ). In this way the whole DC curve can be reconstructed by
the single contributions. A reconstructed curve as well as the corresponding DC data is shown on
figure (8.7d). This acts as a final proof that the AC approach discussed above is equivalent to standard
DC measurements with the added benefit of being able to separate and quantify each individual
contribution to the nanopore conductance with high precision. This allows an unprecedented level of
detail to be obtained on the behaviour of symmetric silicon nitride pores under pressure.

While the experiments discussed in this chapter are precise the throughput of obtaining perfectly filled
pores that allow the all the quantities discussed above to be quantified is relatively low. Five such pores
were obtained and their data is shown above. However, a total sample number nearing forty pores was
used in order to obtain this data. While all pores do show glimpses of the discussed behaviour, wetting
and contamination effects limit the ability to obtain precise data sets over the whole pressure, voltage,
and pH range. Indeed, it is not necessary to have contamination effects of the magnitude discussed
in the previous chapter (º 10% changes in rectification or resistance) but even small changes on the
order of 1% can mask the observed behaviour. Considering this the FEM model was used as a quick
verification of some of the expected behaviours when changing salt concentration or pore size.

As broached above, diminishing salt concentration enhances effects due to surface charge (see intro-
duction for relevant length scale scaling) leading to much higher effects of ionic current rectification
with pressure. Figure (8.8a) shows how reducing the salt concentration to 10 mM KCl increases the
magnitude of the induced ICR by ten times. This can be qualitatively explained by the fact that the
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Figure 8.7 – DC pressure curves: merging phenomena. a) DC pressure sweep for the same pore
under VDC =+400 mV (red triangles) and VDC =°400 mV (blue circles) at pH 8. Here a superposition of
the elastic effect, rectification effect, and streaming is present leading to asymmetric and non-linear
curves. Dashed black lines are a guide to the eye. b) DC pressure sweep for the same pore under
VDC = +400 mV (red triangles) and VDC = °400 mV (blue circles) at pH 3. In this case due to pH
reducing all surface charge effects no rectification or streaming behaviour is present. This shows that
the behaviour collapses to the pure elastic behaviour described previously. Dashed black lines are a
guide to the eye. c) DC pressure behaviour extracted from the COMSOL model. In this case since no
elastic enlargement of the pore is present a current is added in post processing that is proportional
to / P 2/3. However, despite this the qualitative behaviour is similar to the case in panel a). d) DC
pressure sweep in blue and reconstructed pressure sweep taking information from streaming current
measurements, as well as both first and second harmonic AC current. This allows to combine the
elastic behaviour, rectification behaviour, and streaming behaviour showing how the AC method is
equivalent to the DC method when the separate contributions are summed.

Debye length of the system scales as the root of concentration (equation (1.2)). Therefore a 100 fold
decrease in concentration yields a 10 fold increase in Debye length. Regarding pore size variations,
results from literature predict that diminishing the pore size will reduce the decrease in ICR observed
in large pores due to decreasing fluid flow through the pore[231]. Panel b) of the same figure shows
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simulations for a larger 160 nm pore and a smaller 30 nm pore. In this case the ionic current rectification
is plotted versus the dimensionless Péclet number introduced above. The Péclet number takes into
account the average fluid velocity induced by the pressure and therefore accounts for the changes
in pore size. While the magnitude of the induced ICR changes with pore size all the turnover points
are in the same range of Peº 10 confirming that fluid flow through the pore is the major driver of ICR
modulation. This also explains why no reduction in ICR was previously seen in small pores. Indeed the
maximal pressure used by Lan et. al.[231] is º 0.2 bar. At this pressure the Péclet number achieved is
far smaller than what is necessary to observe the reduction in ICR shown here (the transition point for
the 30 nm pore corresponds to P = 10 bar).
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Figure 8.8 – Effects of varying salt concentration and pore size for ICR pressure behaviour. a) FEM
simulations showing ionic current rectification as a function of pressure for 1 M KCl as compared to
10 mM KCl. The rectification value is normed by the Debye length showing that the enhanced effect
for low concentration scales as ∏D . b) FEM simulations with three different pore sizes showing the
rectification as a function of the Péclet number. The velocity for the Péclet number is extracted as the
velocity at the center of the pore for each pressure value. This shows that the Péclet number controls the
turnover point between the increasing rectification and decreasing rectification regime. The turnover
happens at Peº 10 for all pore sizes, illustrated by the shaded area.

8.5 Pressure phenomena in aqueous solutions: Conclusions

The nanopore system coupled to hydrostatic pressure shows the possibility of measuring strain induced
pore enlargement thanks to AC conductance measurements. This is the first time such mechano-
sensitivity has been measured in the conductance of silicon nitride based nanopores. These nanopores
are the standard in the field and the calibration of their response to pressure is a crucial first step in
experimentally measuring the high mechano sensitivity of quasi-2D pores that has, up till now, only
been theoretically predicted[64; 375; 376; 377; 378]. This mechano-sensitivity could be put to use for
osmotic power generation or desalination applications as it will have an influence on the ion selectivity
of such small pores. The measurement of strain induced enlargement of shown here is a stepping stone
towards successfully achieving these measurements by first understanding in great detail the response
of the silicon nitride substrate to pressure.
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In addition to strain induced enlargement, pressure induced flow in symmetric nanopores has been
shown to not only reduce rectification, but in the low pressure regime, is responsible for an increase
in rectification. This behaviour seems to be in contrast to what has been shown previously in conical
pores[230; 231; 232]. Applying the precision given by this method to such pores would be of interest to
elucidate the small pressure regime there. Such an effect of pressure controlled rectification could be
utilised to tune the response of nanofluidic diodes and create new nanofluidic devices.

8.6 Applying hydrostatic pressure to room-temperature ionic liq-
uid filled pores

Having shown in the previous chapters that the nanopore setup combined with a hydrostatic pressure
is robust in discriminating between filled and unfilled pores as well as being able to measure with
unprecedented accuracy effects due to gradients of pressure this setup can now be used to probe
room-temperature ionic liquids. This will allow a level of control that was absent in previous chapters
(chap (6)) as both the issues of irreproducibile geometry and lack of control variables are remedied.

8.6.1 First measurements of pressure dependent phenomena in non-aqueous elec-
trolyte

In order to measure RTIL in similar circumstances to what was previously achieved temperature control
of the pressure coupled chamber was implemented. Two additional copper pieces can be inserted into
the pressure chamber so as to deliver heat as close as possible to the chip and pore area. This is seen in
figure (8.9) on which is also pointed out a small channel whose end is separated from the chip by only a
2 mm thick PEEK wall. This allows a thermocouple coated in thermal paste and inserted inside the
channel to read the temperature of the sample accurately.

The chamber with both copper plates is then assembled sandwiched by two Peltier elements that
are used for heating/cooling the sample in a range of °10±C to 70±C, the same range as previously
used. This will allow new measurements with RTIL to be compared to the results from chapter (6)
as a control for their temperature behaviour. This sandwich is then additionally placed between two
liquid cooling blocks as seen in figure (8.9b). The whole temperature control system is placed inside a
Faraday cage comparable to the one used for previous measurements in this chapter. The difference
being the inputs of a thermocouple, the driving current wires of the Peltier elements, and the water
cooling tubes. An example of the temperature control capabilities are shown on panel c) of the same
figure. The temperature control system is controlled by a custom LabView program and allows settling
to within 0.1% of the target temperature within º 5 min.

The second difference is that due to chemical compatibility the use of a degassing hose is impossible
with RTIL. RTIL are properly degassed as well as dried to ensure any water contamination present in the
sample is removed. To do so RTIL are stored overnight in a heated Schlenk flask (90±C) while stirring
under vacuum. Schlenk flasks are used to store, handle, and dry ionic liquids prior to experiments. To
ensure proper wetting of the membrane the chip is then placed in a droplet of previously degassed
RTIL under vacuum for 30 min before assembling and filling the chamber. The chamber is filled by
connecting the shut-off valves to a luer-lock syringe filled with degassed RTIL. Controlled filling is
ensured with little to no contact between the RTIL sample and ambient conditions.
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a) b)
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Figure 8.9 – Pressure application setup for use with RTIL. a) Liquid tight sample chamber with focus
on temperature control aspects. Two copper pieces are added for good thermal contact. Arrow shows
the temperature probe channel that allows the temperature measurement to take place as close as
possible to the chip. b) Photograph of the temperature control sample chamber mounted inside the
Faraday cage. Peltier elements are powered by the cables (black arrow). Liquid cooling blocks (blue
arrow) allow correct cooling of the peltier elements. Green arrow shows the temperature probe input
into the Faraday cage. c) Example of temperature settling using the experimental setup shown on panel
b). The temperature is stable within 0.05±C. Settling time is approximately 4 minutes.

Once mounted, filled, and installed within the temperature control sandwich, the sample is left under
compression for 5 min to remove any possible gas bubbles still present on the membrane. After this
measurements can take place. First a set of measurements: IV curve, AC pressure sweeps both in
compression and gradient, and streaming are performed at room temperature. Depending on the bulk
resistivity of the ionic liquid, which can be as much as 100 times that of 1 M KCl solution at RT, it can be
challenging to discern if the sample is correctly filled. Considering this the sample is then raised to the
maximum temperature of 70±C at which the RTIL is much less resistive, for example for bmim PF6 this
increase in conductance is º 100 times. This allows the best measurements of the sample properties,
especially when considering flow dependent variables such as streaming current. Once the highest
temperature measurements are performed a sweep of temperature by steps is made until reaching the
lowest achievable temperature of the system (between °10±C and °20±C). At this low temperature the
glassy behaviour of the RTIL conspires against precise measurements as the conductivity is so low as to
sometimes be unmeasurable within the error. Despite these limitations the following sections describe
initial pressure dependent measurements of ionic liquids in confinement.
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8.6.2 Resistance of room-temperature ionic liquids in silicon nitride nanopore
confinement

First ionic liquids temperature dependent resistance is measured similarly as to what is done in chapter
(6). In this case the resistance can be measured both with the AC signal and DC IV curves. Figure (8.10a)
shows DC IV curves taken throughout the temperature range. This is equivalent to the the behaviour
shown on panel b) where frequency sweeps at a given AC voltage bias are shown. Both these measures
show the expected trend of higher resistance with lower temperature. From the frequency sweeps
it is clear that also that the working range of frequency becomes smaller the higher the resistance
due to capacitive and resistive leakage[356]. This shows one of the largest setbacks of using silicon
nitride based nanopores as opposed to the glass nanocapillaries previously presented for these studies.
Indeed, for smaller pores than the chosen 80 nm silicon nitride pore the resistance will become so
large that chip leakage will start to dominate the signal thus reducing the measuring range even at
high temperature. Despite this the temperature behaviour can be extracted from these measurements
and is equivalent to the glassy dynamics obtained previously thus confirming the equivalence of the
measurements (8.10).
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Figure 8.10 – Temperature dependent resistance of RTIL in silicon nitride pores. a) DC IV curves
obtained for a bmim PF6 filled 80 nm pore at different temperatures. The glassy dynamics previously
presented yield drastic changes in resistance as the temperature decreases. b) AC frequency sweep of
the same pore on panel a) at different temperatures (legend is the same as panel a)). It is clear that at
the lowest temperature of °10±C the chip leakage starts to dominate the signal even at the relatively
low frequency of 1 Hz used for AC measurements. This shows how silicon nitride nanopore higher
capacitance and resistive leakages[356] as compared to glass nanocapillaries induces measurement
difficulties.

Considering the previous section on elastic contributions of membranes it is also of interest to measure
the AC pressure sweep as described previously. In the case of RTIL it was even harder to obtain the
perfectly filled pores needed to see such small effects. However, this was achieved in a handful of pores
and no dependence of the resistance or the rectification is shown. Figure (8.11) shows a flat response
within the error of the measurement in all three measured variables: resistance R, capacitance C , and
ionic current rectification r . The flat trace in capacitance is not unexpected as capacitance is shown to
fluctuate only when air bubbles on the membrane are present (chapter (7)). Concerning the resistance
it is not clear as to why the strain induced enlargement is not present in this curve. However, few
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samples filled with RTIL showed perfect traces such as the ones previously presented for aqueous
solutions. It could be that noise in the sample due to contamination or wetting was too large to measure
the small variations in resistance. However, samples showed streaming currents and IV characteristics
stable over hours.
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Figure 8.11 – Pressure dependent characteristics of RTIL filled pores. a) Pressure dependent resis-
tance of an RTIL filled nanopore at 23±. An 80 nm pore is filled with bmim TFSI and protocols similar
to those in the previous chapter are conducted. Here the resistance is flat within experimental error
in the whole pressure range. The base resistance value was R = 41 M≠. b) Capacitance measured
simultaneously to the data on panel a). Capacitance also remains flat as expected since previous
measurements of capacitance fluctuation have always been tied to wetting artifacts in solid state pores.
c) Ionic current rectification as a function of pressure extracted simultaneously to data on panels a)
and b). Rectification does not show the behaviour described above for aqueous salt solutions. This is
postulated to be due to the much higher viscosity of RTIL samples that are from 30-100 times that of
water and would thus inhibit any of the small flow effects discussed in previous sections.

The lack of a pressure dependence on the ionic current rectification is explained by the fact that the
mechanism behind both the creation, and reduction of ICR described previously is flow dependent
(i.e. Péclet number dependent as shown on figure (8.8)). The Péclet number depends on the viscosity
¥ of the solution via the fluid velocity u[386]. Considering that ionic liquids are 30-100 times more
viscous than aqueous solutions the pressure needed to induce the same level of ICR modulation as
presented for aqueous solutions far exceeds the capabilities of the setup. However, by changing the
pore size and length (shorter wider pore), and by increasing the temperature where RTIL become less
viscous, this regime may be attainable with the pressure magnitude available. This is of course in the
assumption that the ionic liquid system is comparable to the low Dukhin length condition of high salt
concentration and large pore as previously described. If large surface effects were to be present an
effect in the rectification factor under pressure is expected to be seen (f.ex ten fold increase for 1 mM
KCl).

8.6.3 Zeta potential of room-temperature ionic liquids in nanopore confinement

Following the confirmation that the silicon nitride system is equivalent to the glass nanocapillary system
previously described zeta potential measurements can be performed. As previously described RTIL do
not conform to standard Debye-Hückel models of the screening length. This in conjuncture with their
propensity to show ordering at surfaces makes the description of their zeta potential interesting. The
flat rectification response shown above does give some qualitative insight into the surface behaviour
of RTIL. However, thanks to the pressure nanopore setup it is possible to directly measure streaming
currents in the nanopore system allowing for quantitative measurements of the zeta potential in
confinement.
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Figure 8.12 – Streaming measurements of RTIL confined in single pores. a) Streaming current for
an 80 nm pore filled with bmim PF6 at different temperatures (same pore as figure (8.10)). Even at the
relatively high temperature of 30±C the streaming current level at 7 bar is less than 10 pA. This shows
the difficulty of measuring streaming current at large pores at low temperatures due to the increased
viscosity of RTIL. b) Streaming potential measured with a electrometer grade pre-amplifier (input
impedance º 30 T≠) for the same pore as in panel a). When measuring streaming potential the signal
level is almost independent of temperature due to the Walden rule for bmim PF6. This is confirmed
as very little variation in streaming potential is seen, within the experimental error, over the whole
temperature range.

The streaming current and potential are shown to be linear within the error in the whole range of
pressure studied. This means that within the error of the experiment no corrections are necessary
to equations (1.5) to consider the short length of the nanopore as compared to the modelled long
circular capillary. The temperature behaviour of the streaming current depends on the viscosity of
the solution ¥. Considering the large changes in the viscosity of RTIL with temperature the streaming
current is therefore expected to dramatically decrease with lower temperatures. This is clearly seen on
of figure (8.12a). However, the temperature dependence of the streaming potential is more conducive to
measurements. Indeed, it only depends on the bulk viscosity and conductivity. This can be simplified
by the Walden rule established in a previous chapter of the form æ / ¥0.9. Considering that the
viscosity and conductivity of RTIL will depend inversely on temperature (i.e. more conductive at high
temperature but less viscous) this entails that the streaming potential should be quasi independent of
temperature. This is confirmed within experimental error on panel b) of the same figure.

Despite the first measurements of RTIL streaming described in this section the precision of the stream-
ing current measurement is low when going to low temperatures where the higher resistivity of the
sample prohibits measurements. Considering this is a large factor despite the relatively large size of
pores d = 80 nm, it will negate any possible measurements in the range where a transition to a frozen
state is expected d º 20 nm. While streaming potential is quasi independent on the temperature a high
level of accuracy is required to measure any changes in the zeta potential due to structural effects of
smaller confining pores. In order to remedy these issues and retain an accurate comparison of both
streaming current and potential in small pores square arrays of nanopores are used. The following
section describes the first results obtained with such samples.
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Figure 8.13 – Signal increase in square nanopore arrays. a) TEM micrographs of square nanopore
arrays. Large field view shows the 100x100 array of pores on usual 20 nm thick silicon nitride membrane
of side length a = 30 µm. Inset shows a close up view of one of the pores showing good shapes. Scale
bar on the main image is 5 µm and for the inset is 50 nm. TEM micrographs and array fabrication
courtesy of A. Chernev. b) DC IV curve of an array such as on panel a) in 1 M KCl. The resistance
extracted from a linear fit is R = 12 k≠which is º 100 times smaller than a single RIE hole resistance
(1.2 M≠). Inset shows the streaming current for the same sample as the main image. In this case the
streaming current is also enhanced by a factor of º 100. Both the streaming current and ionic current
thus confirm the

p
N scaling for square arrays of pores.[387]

8.6.4 Arrays of nanopores for signal to noise enhancement in streaming measure-
ments

As discussed above single pore measurements while impactful and showing novel measurements of
streaming potential and current, are limited by the high resistance of RTIL as well as the leakage of
solid state nanopores. In this case arrays of nanopores are a possible solution. Indeed, they are easily
fabricated following the usual procedure but changing the electron beam patterning process to expose
an array of apertures instead of a single one. The following section describe first the confirmation that
arrays of pores increase the signal to noise as expected from literature using aqueous solutions. This is
followed by experiments with RTIL in nanopore arrays showing the plausibility of the approach.

The nanopore arrays are imaged via transmission electron microscopy in order to confirm uniformity
in size of pores as well as the fact that all pores are opened during the etching process. Micrographs of
nanopore arrays can be seen on figure (8.13a) showing a 100x100 square array of nanopores. Previous
work has studied the effect of arrays on the measured conductance and found that a non-linear scaling
of conductivity arises with arrays of pores. For a square array the current is seen to scale as

p
N where

N is the total number of pores[387]. This sub-additive scaling is due to the access resistance term in
the conductance equation (1.1). Indeed, these access terms are linked to the capacitance of the access
region, assume to be a disk, and are responsible for the sub-linear response of array conductance. Panel
b) of the same figure shows this scaling measured in 1 M KCl solution confirming that the majority of
pores within the nanopore array are wet.

Having verified that the fabricated nanopore arrays behave as expected with aqueous solutions they are
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Figure 8.14 – Nanopore arrays filled with RTIL. a) Resistance as a function of temperature for a
100x100 square array of nanopores filled with bmim TFSI. Solid line shows the fit to the VFT formula
(equation (6.2)) from which the values R0 = 0.64 k≠ and T0 = 134 K are extracted. b) Streaming current
for different temperatures for the array of pores in panel a). While streaming current diminishes with
decreasing temperature the signal level is still large enough to measure even at °10±C. c) Streaming
potential measured at different temperatures for the same sample as on panels a) and b). The streaming
potential shows a slight trend for higher streaming at lower temperatures however the error in this
measurement is relatively high and no further analysis is made.

then filled with RTIL as an attempt to solve the low signal to noise for highly resistive samples. Bmim
TFSI is used as the ionic liquid in this case and figure (8.14) shows the measured resistance, streaming
current, and streaming potential for varying temperatures. The resistance is seen to behave with the
same glassy dynamics as shown previously. However, due to the increase in conduction using an array
the effective resistance R0 is much smaller than with single pores.

Thanks to the increase in signal due to the use of an array of nanopores the streaming current is
measurable down to the lower limit of the temperature control. Streaming potential in this case
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does show a slight trend for lower streaming potential at higher temperatures. However, this is a
measurement performed on a single chip, and the precision of these experiments is still not perfect.
Taking this into account no detailed analysis of this is made. However, future measurements of ionic
liquids in nanopore arrays could show effects in streaming potential and current due to their large
signal to noise, even at low temperatures.

8.7 Conclusions

This section has shown how the pressure application setup can be used with RTIL to grant access to
new observables such as streaming current and potential. While no freezing transitions have yet been
observed in silicon nitride pores when considering the conductance alone, streaming measurements
allow another angle of attack in breaking down the complex behaviour of RTIL in confinement. First
studies of ionic liquid streaming characteristics will allow the quantification of zeta potential, a key
variable in surface ionic structure and how this may be modulated in different conditions.

Situations of interest obviously include confinement in order to elucidate the details of a freezing
transition[297] but also include how dilutions of ionic liquids behave as has been previously explored
with surface force apparatus[292]. Preliminary data on pressure modulated ionic current rectification
also show that RTIL due to their high viscosity seem to inhibit the coupling of flow and electrical effects.
This could be used to probe their electrical behaviour which is seen to be similar to dilute electrolyte
with large screening lengths.

This setup is not however limited to ionic liquids and the in depth study of aqueous solutions, mixtures,
or gradients may yield additional interesting results. For example salt gradients are key to both desali-
nation and osmotic power generation and fundamental understanding of pressure induced effects
when combined with osmotic pressure could be extracted.
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9.1 General conclusions

9.1.1 Conclusions: Controlled translocations

In the first part of the thesis I describe a combination of the nanopore system with optical tweezers. I
show how this technique is used to allow the control of DNA translocations in different experimental
configurations. First DNA-protein complexes are probed in glass nanocapillaries showing that such
a combination allows both the force and current detection of proteins[66]. Taking into account the
tension of DNA during the controlled translocation allows to correct for shifts in the detected protein
position thus yielding a precise method for localisation of DNA-protein complexes within ±50 nm. In
addition to localisation both force and current signals are shown to allow discrimination of DNA bound
proteins based on charge and size. The force signal is key as it does not depend highly on the pore size
and thus offers high signal to noise where current measurements could not.

After having shown the power of the optical tweezers and nanopore experiment with DNA-protein com-
plex I show measurements of taut DNA retraction. This is measured with the goal of further explaining
the elastic behaviour of DNA during the capture event of free translocations. The optical tweezer laser
detection allows a 50 fold increase in time resolution as compared to previous works[62] and thus allows
the extraction of the taut DNA force-time relaxation power law behaviour. However, electroosmotic
flow in glass nanocapillaries[79] is postulated to be the main barrier to further progress into more
complex experiments related to DNA confirmation during translocation. To correct this a I explore a
method for reducing electroosmotic flow in nanocapillaries via polymer surface coating[137]. A family
of PDMA based polymers are used and their coating efficiency is measured via several observables. First
the amount of ionic current rectification is observed as a proxy for electroosmotic flow[226], second the
time distribution of free DNA translocations is used[248; 249], and finally threading forces in optical
tweezers experiments are performed[83; 140]. All these measures point to no significant reduction of
electroosmotic flow in such coated pores. I hypothesise that this is due to inefficient coating of the
inner walls of the capillary whose surface charge is responsible for the flow generation[214]. However,
experiments with silicon nitride pores and free translocating proteins show how these same polymers
are effective at reducing non-specific interactions between analytes and the pore wall[250].

Finally, I interface biological pores[252] and their lipid bilayer supports with nanocapillaries and the
optical tweezers tool. This would allow not only to calibrate by direct force measurement the exact
electrophoretic force on DNA within biological pores such as MspA, but would also be a geometrically
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reproducible system with little flow effects that hampered the previous taut DNA studies. I show how
optically available lipid bilayers over micron sized glass capillaries is possible and is confirmed by the
correct insertion of MspA biological pores. However, the stability of such "painted" bilayers over time
restricts the optical tweezers experiment and no DNA insertion events are seen. I attempted a strategy
to increase bilayer stability, inspired by recent works in flat geometries[273], but it yields no increase in
durability of lipid bilayers.

9.1.2 Conclusions: Confinement and nanofluidics

In the second part of the thesis I focus on the addition of hydrostatic pressure to the nanopore system
with the long term goal of studying confinement and nanofluidic effects in both aqueous and RTIL
solutions. First I use nanocapillaries identical to those used in the first part of the thesis to probe the
transport properties of single room-temperature ionic liquid filled pores[67]. Such pores show the
expected behaviour of glassy dynamics with variations in temperature. However, the extraction of the
effective glass temperature shows no clear dependence with increasing confinement. I postulate that
confinement effects are overshadowed by the large intrinsic spread in resistance of small capillaries[89],
the possible presence of wetting issues modifying the conductance behaviour[48], and sample purity
due to atmospheric humidity contamination[314; 315; 316; 317; 318].

Next I show how the development of a new setup of silicon nitride membrane nanopores combined
with hydrostatic pressure application allows to solve the three hypothesised issues with RTIL filled
glass capillaries . The application of pressure to such solid state pores is shown to reveal wetting effects
with both DC and AC measurement methods[48]. The capacitance of the membrane is shown to be a
good measure of chip wetting. I then show how artifacts due to improper wetting arise in a larger DC
current noise spectrum, larger ionic current rectification, and in spurious pressure effects that can be
measured both through DC IV curves and AC pressure sweeps.

Following the benchmarking of the pressure setup and the demonstration of necessary steps to ensure
proper pore filling I show how hydrostatic pressure is able to induce strain enlargement of solid state
pores[68]. The measurement and detailed theoretical explanation of the strain-induced enlargement
of silicon nitride pores is the first step towards similar measurements in quasi-2D pores that have
been predicted to show large mechano sensitivity in such configurations[64]. I then show the power of
the chosen AC method with simultaneous measurement of ionic current rectification modulation by
pressure in these symmetric nanopores. The fact that such behaviour may be completely decoupled
via the AC method, as well as its unparalleled accuracy (below 1%) allows measurements of increases in
ionic current rectification in the low pressure regime. This is in contrast to measurements in asymmetric
pores that have only shown a reduction[230; 232]. Finally, I use the hydrostatic pressure setup on RTIL
filled silicon nitride pores and I show the first measurements of streaming currents paving the way to
better understanding ionic liquid surface interactions.

9.2 Outlook

This section will provide a sense of the future possibilities for the field of nanopores from the author’s
perspective[388]. As such it contains a subjective view[389] on the possible directions and will give
paths for future research, taking into account the conclusions from both parts of this thesis focused
on controlled translocations on the one hand and the addition of hydrostatic pressure control on the
other.
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The mechanical control of analyte translocation through nanopores is of importance to better under-
stand the physical details of the translocation process in all nanopores, whether biological or solid-state.
While nanocapillaries are of great utility due to their ease of fabrication[72] and attractive electrical
properties such as low capacitance, they have been shown to be unreliable from a reproducibility
standpoint[89]. The geometrical irreproducibility between capillaries coupled with their high elec-
troosmotic flow blocks the measurements of the precise variables that are necessary to quantify the
translocation process (chapter (4)). If a robust solution to negate electroosmotic flow in glass nanocap-
illaries reduces the variability in electrical properties, then its combination with optical tweezers may
yield information on DNA tension and confirmation during translocations.

Another avenue moves away from solid state nanopores entirely and focuses on the biological pore
setup discussed in chapter (5). Indeed, if a solution to the issue of bilayer stability is found then
optical tweezer controlled translocations through pores such as MspA would be possible. These
experiments would not only allow for calibration of the SPRNT technique[256] but lead to fundamental
measurements of the translocation process. Solutions such as using giant unilamellar vesicles are a
promising option to the standard bilayer formation method as they have previously been shown to
work with glass capillaries[262]. SPRNT is of great utility for an exhaustive insight into motor protein
function and kinetics, and can be applied even to emerging issues such as the measurement of novel
Cov-SARS-2 helicase or RNA polymerase[390]. More fundamental probing of the translocation process
thanks to such a setup would allow to shed light on the key fraction of capture and how DNA tension
and force propagation are modulated by physical parameters such as voltage, salt concentration, DNA
length, etc[182]. Insights into exact DNA confirmation during capture and translocation could then
yield fundamental knowledge on how to slow down the translocation process. Such knowledge would
be applicable to quasi-2D pores moving forward towards the possibility of sequencing in this geometry.

Concerning the addition of control parameters such as hydrostatic pressure or temperature control,
there are many unsolved questions that will motivate future research avenues. Indeed, pressure
combined with the nanopore setup is relatively recent and many interesting effects are present as has
been shown in chapter (8)[68]. In particular, the use of pressure to provoke strain-induced enlargement
of pores has potential in the osmotic power generation and desalination fields[36; 360]. High mechano-
sensitivity has been theoretically predicted[64; 375; 376; 377; 378] for pores made out of quasi-2D
materials such as MoS2, and first experimental verifications of this could lead to novel and mechanically
tunable methods for the more efficient power extraction or salt rejection. The use of quasi-2D materials
would also allow the additional exploration of non-linear effects with great accuracy especially using
low salt concentrations where Debye or Dukhin length overlap is present for such small pores[24].

Applications of pressure also allow the measurement of streaming potentials that probe surface
ordering[56]. In systems such as ionic liquids, these surface properties are still not well known[297; 305]
and streaming measurements could be a key link in their understanding. However, signal level with
these measurements is an issue due to the large resistance of ionic liquid filled pores, especially once
pore size is reduced below 50 nm[67]. In this case, one solution using nanopore arrays has been
attempted in this thesis. However, it is not the most satisfactory outcome. Indeed, the motivation
behind the use of single pores is to eliminate any variability present with the use of porous media such
as alumina porous membranes that have previously been used with these liquids[296].

Another option for solving the signal to noise ratio in streaming currents is to take inspiration from the
precise AC lock-in acquisition presented for conductivity measurements. Indeed, it is possible to drive
a microfluidic pump via an AC signal provided by the lock-in amplifier resulting in a sinusoidal pressure
wave. This would allow the measurement of AC streaming currents. Due to the same principles that
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allow low signal detection in conduction (i.e. frequency isolation and time averaging of the signal) it
would be possible to extract streaming currents below the noise level of DC measurements. This could
open a whole new range of effects since it would be possible to measure with great accuracy the purely
linear streaming current as well as any non-linearities present, similarly to what is done for conduction
in chapter (8).
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